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of

of

The Grant Recaption in Philadelphia—An
Ovation to the Hero-Tho Pageant-Gen.

clearly exhibited in the campaign
in the above paragraph. Does it
think that because it has not published the
opinions of Messrs. Putnam and Gould its
readers are ignorant of them? The letter
by Mr. Gould to the Bangor Commercial it
The affidavits of
has not dared to publish.

Grant’s Plans—The Maine Steal—Personal to

a

Cumberland Man.

New York, Dec. 20, 1879.
Our neighbors in Philadelphia have beou
fulfilling the offices of hospitality this week in
a superb way.
It was meet that they should
complete the series of ovatious of which the
world’s hero has been the recipient for tho continuous period of two years and five mouths. Jt
was in their city that Gen. Grant received the
magnificent send off which gave eclat to his departure to Europe and his journey round tho
the Globe. It was a Phildeipliia steamship in
which he sailed, and Philadelphia citizens who

Lisbon it

reports'of
dared to pub-

the associated press it has not
lish. It deliberately suppresses all the news
that makes against the steal, and draws

knowl-

specials

united with heartiest accord
speed when he bade good
laud. It was natural that
come him back again with

chorus of God
bye to his native
they should wel-

in

a

effusive greetings,
and their salutation was equally creditable to
themselves and to their eminent guest.
Tho pageant of Tuesday, the day of his arriltvillirmt. in

vul

sion was

flonbts.

BYhPflmn.

immense, the streets

Thft
wore

nrOP.fiS-

densely

with men and women, whose ardor
the bleak winds of December could not chill,
flags and emblems waved from the house tops,
the air was vocal with cheers, aud the whole
scene was glowingly expressive of the grateful
respect in which the people hold the nation’s
benefactor. It seemed to be the ambition of
the inhabitants of this regal city to excel the

alive to the great wrong that has been comThe Republicans of
mitted against them.
Maine are called upon to vindicate the

rights

of

a

majority

of

1 he

people

Pacific and the West in the splendor and cordiality of their greeting, and though San Francisco and Chicago can do this style of thing
marvellously well when they give their minds
doubtful whether they could have
to it, it is

to choose

agents, under laws of their own
devising. The logical ground for the Republicans of Maine to stand upon is this;
The voters of Maine have intrusted our cantheir

own

rivaled, and impossible that they should have
surpassed t liis crowning achievement of the
gallant Philadelphians. There was an earnand fervor about the whole proceeding
that left no doubt of the sincerity with which
the tribute was bestowed. Moreover, there is
that lias more abundant
no city in the Union
appliances for carrying out such au undertak
The population is much
ing successfully.
than that of any other of
more
estness

you Democrats have chosen to do otherwise,
under similar circumstances, that is your
business and not ours. We trust, therefore,
that the Republicans of Maine will do all
can do, to maintain honest,
popular rule in their State. Their example
as a precedent to the Democrats will be

that freemen

homogeneous

the largo towns, and the sentiment of loyalty
has always boen strong among them. The
birthplace of American independence is a remarkably fertile soil in which to cultivate the
graces of patriotism, and Philadelphia outranks all her sisters in political steadfastness
aud rectitude. Then again the rich men of

opinion

cost, and

we

Philadelphia are noted for their liberality and
their readiness to co-operate in every good
word and work. They have numerous local
institutions that are highly creditable to their
taste and judgment, establishments that have
been endowed, and are supported by voluntary contributions. They can entertain strana
gers agreeably at ail seasons of year and with
variety of methods. Gen. Grant has been with
them five days; ho has been kept busy all the

Springfield Republione distinction, that
and thieves, in this

of the

there can be but
between honest men
Maine business. It says:

can

public

“A crime like

sentiment info two

but sound and

nothing

Are there none

wlui will

scorn

t.o

calls

time

while: after his triumphal entry on the 16th
he dined with Mr. George W. Childs, a gentleman whoso fine personal qualities and boundless munillconce have made him an object of
universal pride and honor among bis townsMr. Childs invited only a few of the
men.

the Demo-

falsely
Legisla-

in the

sharp,

in

nartv

a

of
New England, sunk to the lowest level of
the most debased Southern communities?
They have it yet in their power to redeem
Others can retheir State from infamy.
crime?

Have the Maine Democrats,

alone

can

sons

prevent

its

Tite Democratic World says of the following resolution offered by Senator Hamlin at
the

Bangor indignation meeting, “nothing

popular will

in Maine

by Governor

Gar-

celon and his Greenback allies:”
“Resolved, That absolute acquiescence in the
will of tlio majority is a first necessity in the
existence and perpetuity of the Republican
form of government, and that a successful effort to deprive the people of their votes is
treason against the Government and a crime
against liberty, tending to overthrow our free
institutions.”
That is very well; but unless the Democrats of Maine wish to be considered as the
accomplices of Gov. Garcelon they must

___

by some of the
leading Democrats in this city immediately
after the late Presidential campaign, one of
the speakers claimed and proved that Charles
II. Chase was “the great American figurer.”
The title amused his friends at the time, but
did not appear to be particularly pleasing to
the Captain. Now that he taken such an
active part in figuring Portland out of her
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absence of three and

recently occupied by J.

a

half years I have

U. P.

Burnham,
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STEAMSHIP LINES
in
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returned to Portland and leased the Photograph

England
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Jtf

I

am

prepared to

carry

on

the business in all its

branches in the best style of the art.
I hope to see all my old friends and
of the

public

in

general.

a good share
MY PRICES WILL BE

REASONABLE.

I have a line assortment of Frames, Velvet
Pnhfecpn non lx, Ac., &-c.j all will be sold very

low.
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dec 15
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Price, $1. N. VAN BEIIj, 88
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Chambers St. N. Y.

disagreeable

meeting

representation

held

he has a fresh

claim

to the

appellation and no doubt will take much
pride in it. Therefore let the non. Charles
II. Chase he known after this as “the
American

great

figurer.”

The New York Sun speaks of Garcelon as
“a Governor who has now made his mark
on the records of the State, and who has at
a

single bound leaped into

a

conspicuous

po-

sition.” That is all true. Garceion has
made a mark on the records of the State)
and it is a smutch; and he has attained as
conspicuous a position as Jonathan Wild or
“the fool who fired the Ephesian dome.”
The outspoken utterances of the Chicago
independent Democratic Times on the executive usurpation in this Stipte are refreshing reading. The Democrats are beginning
to

know how it is themselves to have inde-

pendent papers.

ier, bankers of New York, and all the leading
bankers, merchants and lawyers of Philadelphia. The press of that city was represented
by John W. Forney, George W. Childs, Mr.
McMichae), anil Edward McPherson, and for
that matter I dare say tliero

were

lots of other

present. Tiio coin ivialities
wore kept up (and so was Mr. Drexol) till a
late hour. It was very near midnight when
tiiu especial guest of the occasion took nis leave
and there wore quite a number whose stay was
prolonged beyond that time.
Gen. Grant’s engagements cover the whole
of next week, and he has already been obliged
to make known that it will not comport with
newspaper

men

ancasof

his plans of travel to make any more. Ho will
remain in Philadelphia till about New Years.
He will take a day and night quietly meanwhile to slip over to Jersey City, a car ride of
two hours, to visit his venerable mother. With
the exception of a cold, which is just what
result from such
continual exposure
changeful weather and
acute drafts as he has been subject to lately,
he i3 perfectly well. Ho weighs considerably
less than lie did when he went away but lie
to

simply got rid of his superfluous ilesh and
is more compact and solid than he was before.
He has a "Job’s comforter” on bis left hand
but it lias reached the crisis and will soon disappear. In manner and deportmont, be is the
same quiet dignified, unaffected gentleman that
he was before "a Continent beyond the sea
.adulation
rose and uncovered before him.”

It was a grand audience that gathered
tlii3 occasion—an audience composed for
most part of the hard-working portion of
community, men who “knew their rights
knowing dare maintain,”—and, when

j

on

the
the
and
the

long line of distinguished citizens marched
upon the platform, tho nppiause was loud and
lor.g continued. But when the Hon. Thomas

has as little effect upon him as detraction. Ho lias shown himself capable of
bearing both with an equanimity which is the

apparently

13. Heeu appeared u
cent demonstration.
were the long list of

highest test oi true greatness.
Gen. Grant will proceed early in January to
Florida, the only State of the Union which he
has not yet been in. He will sail thence for
Cuba; then he will return to Texas and from
there he will go to Colorado. He expects to
get back to Galena in May, and remain at his
home there till he comes East to occupy his

swelled

into a

magnin-

Among those present
Presidents

Vico

men-

tioned below, with one or two exceptions, several of our well known clergymen, besides
Hon. James Bailey, H. X. Jose, Esq., H. J.
Libby, J. W. Waterhouse, the Republican
members of the City Government, and many
others too numerous to mention with the space
The meeting was enthusat our command.
iastic in the extreme, and the various points
made by the speakers mot with hearty appre-

Long Branch.

cottage
Among the many pungent aphorisms which

summer

ciation.
is called
t
The meetir.
Wilbur F. Lunt, who spoke

Gen. Grant has uttered in the course of his
public life, there is one that is peculiarly apposite just now. I can’t quote it literally, hut
the substance ot it is that the Republican party
has a strong assurance of perpetuity because
the Democrats, as soon as they get a foot-hold

W. F.

IION'

>
us

order by
follows:

Hon.

LUNT.

inhabitants of Maine have always been lawabiding, accustomed to submit to their rulers and
to trust in the due administration of justice by their
lawfully constituted tribunals.
If their public officers usurp powers not delegated
to them by the constitution ana the laws, when the
courts are powerless to redress their wrongs, they
know there is still a supreme tribunal to which they
may confidently appeal, and that is, the great jury
The

in power, can generally be depended upon to
make some blunder which will bring upon
them public distrust and lead to their speedy
defeat. Now who would have supposed it posI of the people, whose solemn judgment we now in*
sible that they would have seriously undertakthe like of which has not
j yoke upon au outrage
been perpetrated since Mowatt bombarded and
in
on
is
as
en such a performance
your
going
burned the town. I will read the call for this
wanted
State capital? If their enemies had
meeting:
The undersigned respectfully invite their fellow
them to advertise their baseness so that there

citizens of Portland, without regard to party, to
assemble in City
Tuesday evening, Dec. 33d,
at 7.30 p. in., to give voice to the indignation felt
by all good citizens at the unprecedented outrage
jierpetrated in the recent nullification of the will
of the peop e, and the disfranchisement of this city
by the Governor and Council.

could be no mistake about it, so that anybody
could understand precisely how destitute they
of
are, not merely of principle, but of all sense
shame, they couldn’t have asked them to purcertain to bring
sue a course more absolutely
scorn and
upou them an avalanche of popular
The general impression here is that

Hall,

Mr. Lunt, in behalf of the committee nominated the following officers:
President—Hon. Israel Washburn.
Vice President*—W. W. Thomas, W. C.
Webster, Charle* McLaughlin, S. E. Spring,
Geo. W. Woodman, W. F. Millikeo, T. C.
Horsey, Benjamin Webster, W. S. Dana,
John M. Gould. Philip Henry Brown, Albion
Little, G. C. Chapman, W. D. Little, F. G.
Messer, A. L. Hobson, George P. Wescott,
George E. Davis, Geo. W. Beal, Daniel F.
Emery, S. L. Carletou, E. A. Xortou, Lyman
Kimball, J. P. Baxter, John B. Coyle, Jr.,
John Mains.
Secretaries—Stephen Berry and William T.
Small.
The officers wo unanimously elected.
Mr. Luut then introduced the President,
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., who was received

disgust.

their scheme must miscarry finally. There are
so many accomplices required to make it cuscessful yet that there is where lies the chance
of its failure. Every man, for example, w'ho
takes a seat to which lio was not elected in
either house of your Legislature must wear
thenceforth a brand of shame which time will
I
not efface nor the waters of Lethe wash out.
see names in the list, as printed in your paper,
of men whom I should deom it a cruel injustice
to suspect of willingness to participate in such
One of your own neighbors, well
a crime.
known as a reputable citizen, is counted in as
Senator of Cumberland County. I have no
idea ho will consent

to

take the

place.

Mr. Washburn spoke as
wii.li loud Applause.
follows:
Our fathers were accustomed in seasons of

Even

the honesf, conscientious man I
he is altogeth"
presume him to be, I still think
cr too sharp and sensible a
person to imperil
his good name by mixing himself up iu such a
monstrous piece of iniquity. The essence of
is to respect the intention of the
all
if he

were

not

canvassing
voter. Any decision that ignores that princiof
pie, by whomsoever make, is an infraction
the right of suffrage, aud cannot be defended,
under any rule of ethics. As a Republican, I

are in
am rather glad that the Democrats who
accidental possession of your Slate Government
have shown the country what-manner of men
they are, because I think that will intensify

the determination oi tnc people oi me .mk-uithat kind
ern States to remove every taint of
from our political system. But as a native of
Maine, I am grieved and mortified that a proviolative of every tenet of honso

ject

palpably
equity could

ever have been concocted,
much less put into operation ill a Commonwealth which, until within little more than a
a self-governyear lias been a perfect model of
ing community. Still, I know tho stigma will
soon he wiped out and the noble State restored
to lior
place among the glorious sisteror or

rightful

Yarmouth.

hood.

Voice of the People.

What tho People Say
Steal.

Concerning

tho

Tho Republican party in tho long run must
bo a gainer by this transaction.—New York
Tribune.
Tho whole affair bodes the rapid progress we
are
making in Mexioanization.—Springfield

Republican.

nmnrifu’wnr

Irk

niiA.i

tlioir

lIlPPtilllN

With

prayer and I invite the Rev. Dr. Carrutliers to
invoke the Divine blessing:
BY REY. Dli. CARRUTHERS.
Oh thou Omniscient, All-wise and
Almighty God. We rejoice iu Thy perfect acquaintance with all our wants aud in Thy ability to supply
them all however numerous and varied and const uitly successive. We meet together this evening
under circumstances known to Thee so perfect by
that we need not in devotional addresses to specify
them. Thou soeestth patriotic anxieties that are
Thou liearest,
now pressing on so many hearts.
though inaudible to human ears, the warm and
earnest aspirations iu reference to the interests of
We thank Thee for all
our native or adopted land.
We
iu this our country.
the privileges we
thank Thee for all the holy influences, for the
Christian Sabbath, for the many sanctuaries which
adorn our country and bless its varied population.
We thank Theo lor the liberty, personal, social, political aud religious conferred upon us, preserved to
us by the sagacity and wisdom and patriotism of
And, we thank
those who have passed before us.
Thee, gracious God, that in the great emergency
that now calls us together we can look to Thee for
wouldst
guidance and direction. We pray that ThouState
at
look in mercy upon the Governor of our
this momentous period of history as a State and as
Thou
that
We pray
citizens of this great country.
the
touch
in divine
mercy may mercifully
heart of that man and those associated with him as
Councillors, that they may, even at the eleventh
hour, correct whatever errors they may have committed, and adopt such measures as shall be in effect to tranquilize the minds of the people aud to
of the
promote the happiness, unity and peace
whole community. We beseech Thee to bless the
President of the United Sta es and grant to all the
members of his cabinet a spirit of justice and of
wisdom and of abiding concern for the best interests of the country. Preside, we beseech Thee, over
the deliberations of our national Legislature, aud
ungrant that all our privileges may be transmitted
to us all
impaired to the latest posterity, and grant
rutfor
our
our
ourselves,
the blessings we need for
in the name Qf
ers, for our country. Which we ask
Christ, and beseech Thee to do for us ^exceeding
above all we can ask or think, for

PRAYER

Let

|

us

pray.

enjoy

abundance,
Christ’s sake—Amenv
At the close of Dr. Carrutliers’
Washburn

prayer Mr.

proceeded.
HON. ISRAEL WASHBURN.

Fellow Citizens—As I observed a moment ago, it
There must be a stern retribution in store for | was the custom of our fathers, especially in new
old and near friends of the ex-President to
the authors of this mischief and injustice.—
mid in the old Commonwealth, in the time
England
meet him on this occasion. Foremost among
of the revolution and the datk days preceding it, to
Lowell Citizen.
iu their public assemblies to consider
meet
Democrats
together
them was his comrade in arms, his old tried,
which
It is a disgraoo to the State
the situation and to consult in respect to tlieir ducan no more afford to let stand than Republitrue and trusted friend, Gon. Sherman, whoso
ties. It was an old Puritan custom to meet together
Herald.
iu the hour of danger iu the town meeting and degenial face is always a thoroughly welcome cans.—Newburyport
liberate as to the duty of the hour and tTie necossiThere must lie some way-to defeat the plot
one in
every social gathering. Gov. Fish,
of the situation.
■>
of these insolout usurpers, and the Republi- j ties
You remember that Paul Revere and his friends
who remained at the head of his Cabinet for
cans must find it.—Worcester Spy.
occasions
often
met
upon
together
; and copatriots
eight years, and boro himself so well that the
of this kind at the -‘Green Dragon” tavern in DosIf the Maine conspirators had been bribed to
shafts of calumny fell as harmless upon his
ton, and upon one occasion the .Sous of Liberty were
do it, they could not have devised a better
there in immense numbers, wrought up to the highreputation as they did upon that of the great scheme for helping the Grant “boom.”—New est pitch of patriotic indignation and sympathy with
Haven Palladium.
soldier with whom he was associated in the
each other. After the meeting he repaired to the
Just as it began to look as if the Democratic
council of Sam. Adams and his friends, who inconduct of State affairs—Ex-Govemor, exwere there
leaders in Congress had finally got a little
quired of him: “.Mr. Revere, how many
ui
uuo
“As many as there are
jzi.v-oeiia-'jr
GarDuutvyou,
Gov.
at the Green Dragon?”
oecroiary,
common sense hammered into them.
1 am
ns numerous nearly,
And
heaven.”
in
stars
the
of
tho
turned
to
has
come
Council
relief,
j colon and his
ablest and best men Massachusetts
to say. have the citizens of Portland gathered
glad
London
Telegram.
Republicans.—New
out in this century, ex-Secretary Robeson, who
here to-night In an emergency not less grave than
rue disclosures m nuune
that; not only of greater importance but a greater
has been traduced with greater persistency :
Demothat
the
trial of patriotism because we arc now to consider
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some
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If after one
remained to be brought into being.
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while
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of
them,
turns
affecting
hundred years of experience, after the education of
Investigating Committee after two years
were denied the privilege
guaranteed by law. all this time, the American people, the people of
keenest search wore unable to discover a scin—Hartford Post.
New England, the people of Maine, are not comtilla of inculpatory evidence—these were some
petent, are not capable of taking care of themselves
Tho men, professedly independent or otherand of preserving the rights and liberties that were
of tlie men who came from their homes to sawise, who compare this doliberato Maiuo outso dearly bought, then was that great example lost,
returnlute their old friend on his return from his
and then do we prove traitors to the cause of human
rage with the action of ttie Louisiana
outin
in
board
proven
checkmating
1876,
ing
right and human liberty throughout the] world.
wanderings. After the dinner was over, a
or worse.—
coolly,
(Applause,) Bet ause I say to you, candidlv,
rage according to law, are idiots
came in,
of
sexes
both
of
visitors
number
large
dispassionately, that in my Judgment there ha*
Hartford Courant.
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There is one name which overtops every
real danger to the Constitution of the United states
there was much rustling of silks and dashing
er infamous name in tho country just now.
as at this hour.
Yankee
name,
a
not
is
name
I do not read iu any history of tins country. I
The
good
straight
of diamonds a? the fair cavalcade moved
have no knowledge or recollection of any occasion
There is a widespread impresit
is
Garcelon.
on through the spacious halls or formed gracethe
in
where
any body of men in any state have attempted
sion that Samuel J. Tilden had a finger
and designed so dangerous, so wicked a scheme as
ful groups in the parlor, where Mrs. Childs
Maine pio, and it is by no means improbable.
is now before the people of Maine.
which
that
It is like that eminent strategist, and reminds
and Mrs. Grant were holding their levee.
Whenever was it that a commanding majority in
Courier.
and
of
Cronin
one
Oregon.—Lowell
of
the Legislature, not a mere maHouses
both
It was an informal gathering, and therefore
commanding, decisive,
jority over a tie vote, but athe
It is a fact that political trickery is viewed
all the more enjoyable; the rooms were well
votes ami will of the
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differently in Louisiana and Maine. It is
of the people, was set aside by persons actmajority
one
filled, but there was at no time any more presin
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comfortable ail the while. Late
see at once that it is no precedent for this most conand fair pla has not yet ceased to be a
Gen. Grant left the house for about half an
case there was a law of
that
In
Garceand
in
New
England,
spicuous wrong.
strong sentiment
the state constituting a returning board, which by
hour to visit the Academy of Fine Art. W hen
lon & Co. have made a mistake in supposing
the terms of the law were clothed w ith judicial
that we have become so familiar with crime as
he returned the company had mostly gone
law of the state
power. They had the power by the east the electto embrace it.—Waterbury (Conn.) American.
brief opto determine who were by the votes
away, and those who remained had a
In that case they were clothed with judicial
ors.
Is it any wonder that the people of Maine
his
duties and power of
portunity of hearing the General exercise
powers, wbile in this ‘case the
are holding indignation meetings and talking
it
the Governor and Council are only ministerial,
conversational powers wherewith he is remarkabout tight in?—Burlington (Vt.) Free Press.
is no precedent, and L venture to say that you can
the
occasion
endowed.
have
well
Altogether
for
a
transably
got away find nowhere in no state any precedent
The confederate brigadiers
have hardly
action like this.
with Blaine, and the rebel tiag waves over the
was a delightful one, and could
Haven
Maine.—New
Register
Now, 1 am here to-night, not to indulge in violent
of
who
it
capital
failed to impress the participants in
or extreme language, not to stir you up to anything
(Dem.).
like mutiny, but 1 wish you to indulge me for a few
came from other places, with a lively appreciThe vote elected a Repuplican majority, but
minutes iu some plain talk leading to a consideraation of the hospitality of Philadelphians.
We
tion of the actual facts in the case before us.
tho count elects a Democratic-Greenback maThe
subse
credit
the
first
can
want
quent
facts; we want to know precisely where we
So much for
day.
get any
jority. If the Fusionists
are and upon what grounds our rights and privileges
out of aping the tricks of Reoublican returnfestivities were so elaborate and imposing that
and our liberties arc invaded and sought to be
it them, for
them.
ing boards, nobody need grudge than
wrested from u*.
space forbids more than a mention of
sacthe
have paid for no less a price
they
In the first place it will occur, 1 think, to any
The Army and Navy greeted their old Comrifice of manliness and honor. It is a dearly
man that there is something wonderfully strange
nine
Chronicle-Hermander and Mayor Stokely invited a thousand
bought victory.—Philadelphia
tha:|a tliyig has been done this year that inisfifty
no sort
ald (Dem.).
years before has never been done. There State of
or so of his constituents to spend an evening
in the returns from the
that
of
doubt
The press is very emphatic in its comments
with him. Then on Friday that large hearted
Maine for every year since William King was GovWo have seeu nothing
on the Maine outrage.
of l’arris, Linernor, through the administrations
and universally public spirited citizen, Ansuch
had
no
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like it since tho war.
coln,Dunlap and ail those men there has never been
the same dethis
one of the best of men, rich
in
Drexelof
events
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course
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the
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in
therejliave
thony
year
episode
that there are
since Anderson was fired upon under the floatfects, the same faults and defaults
without arrogance, generous without ostentaheld
to
not
destroy and
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which
this
year,
ing tiag on Fort Sumter. And it concerns
Isn’t it more than
defeat the will of the people.
tion, acquisitive Without cupidity—gave a parall. Rights are struck down in Maine that are
men have
all
these
these
all
that
iu
years
ty at his great house, which presented a con- common heritage of Americans; without strange
been in error? That Governor King, who was PresThe toilettes of the laand who
which we are all at sea, and adrift.—Lowell
tour of radiant beauty.
Convention,
the
Constitutional
of
ident
dies were

exquisitely elegant,

the music was

Citizen.

to know and

understand what

of the
power
establish

Govpreceall
dents in counting the votes, which were
wrong,
and that every Governor and Council has been
wrong ever since until this year.
1 saw in the Argus this morning a statement that
I had been guilty of an act similar to that which
Governor Garcelon lias committed in numerous
cases, viz., in rejecting the majority candidates
for the Senate in Washington County ujmn
technical grounds, and giving the certificates to minority candidates of our own party. The Argus has
bttt-n strangely deceived. There is no precedent of
that kind. There was u<» question ever raised in
resnect to Senators, but there was a question raised
at that time in respect to two county officers. Sheriff
and Judge of Probate- The returns were not hidden or concealed.
Parties interested examined
them
and appeared by counsel, Bradbury and
Meserve, but upon the precedents pursued by all
mv predecessors, the certificates were issued to the
men who were elected, ami that decision whatever
it was was readily acquiesced in from that moment.
There is another case which the Argus did not
state, and that was in that same year before the
same council and as a result of the same election,
the question was presented whether the Democratic
candidate for Congress from the district of York
and Cumberland, had been elected or whether John
M. Goodwin bad been elected. It was a very close
election, tlie majority wasn’t m >re thru; on*- hundred, ami it would have been an easy matter to
Col. .Sweat, the Democratic
have counted out
undid ite. There were half a dozen different positions lakun, either one of which would have been
stronger for counting Sweat out of office then any
one of the grounds taken by Governor Garcelon for
members of the legislature
turning out
as a matter
thin year. Anu yet purely ami
of justice and dutv, the Governor and Council gave
ihe
man
who
the certificate to
appeared to be the
choice of the people.
then
Mr. Washburn
preceded to discuss the constitutionality of the law of 1877, allowing amendments to the returns, the inconsistencies in Gov.
Garcelon’s letter of defense, and some of the legal
remedies which in his opinion were open to the parties who have been wrongfully deprived of their cer-

Republican

Promineafc Gitizen3.

The citizens of Portland met in City Hall
last night to express by their presence, and
through tho gentlemen who addressed them on
that occasion their condemnation of the proPine Tree State
cesses by which tho noble old
had been stolen by a Governor and Council
liberties of the people,
sworn to preserve the
and who, by their late action at Augusta had
decided to defeat tho popular will mauifestcd
in September last at the polls.
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which the Rev. J. B. Hamilton speaks is the
face of Councillor Chase of this city. Note
it well.

Until then the
out in denial at once.
Greenbaekers will not be held solely respon-
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patience.

to wonder at our

Conspicuous in that

speak

Chairs

CIKAB0,

The Press gives its readers to understand
that Hon. Wm. L. Putnam and Hon. A. P
Gould have each given an opinion that some
decisions made by the Governor and Council
in canvassing the returns was not. in accordWe have
ance with the constitution and law.
wl: -talement by either id these gense-n no
tlemen. It the Press will quote the particular
decision a-.d i;w statement of these gentleman
that it is not in accord with Constitution and
l .w, we shall hasten to publish it.—Argus.
The foolish impudence of the Argus was

the

sa.oo

*«eiit.

codly
POltrUAND._
For Teaks’, Lout,', Little Chebeague aud
Gt. Chebeague Islands.
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Tut: cry of condemnation of the steal in
this State is growing louder ami louder. Already the people of other States are begin-

ning

upon that shallowest of sources of
its own information, for its

may well be

was intended to convey as to the
ernor and Council that they should

lias

muskets

tlie continent.

another.

by

forty

claim to be considered

will countenance no violence, and disdain to
adopt the cry of the conspirators, that one
wrong must be met

hang panel

Councillor Foster lias sneaked off to
Chicago. That city w ill now have a new

people, and
verdict given at

could better illustrate the truth of these
plain words than the recent perversion of
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They believe that there is a
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T. C. Hebsky, Esq.. President Fraternity.
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq., Vice President.
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Mr. I. P. Farrington,
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Hon.
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Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. II. N. Jose,
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Geo. W. Woodman,
L.
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Hon.
Putnam,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Mr. Chas. McLaughlin,
Mr.
John N'. Lord,
Wm.
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Thom,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
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Jose,
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Committee

universal sentiment of the meeting
resolutions adopted.
The citizens of Portland are resolved that
The

—

Portland Fraternity.

or
0

ANNUM,

TERMS $8.00 PER

Secretaries Evarts and Sherman, Levi P. Morton of New York, George M. Robeson of New
Jersey, and Charles O’Neil and Win. D. Kelley
of Philadelphia, members of the present Congress, 1. Pierropont Morgan and Charles Lan-

might have been expected

thieves and confidence men in Maine.

will have a
better security than exists at present, for thf
assurance that popular rule will not perish
in the hands of majorities—where alone it
can be made permanent and sure.”

Friday Evening, Nov. 28, Wednesday Evenings, Dec. 10,31, Jan. 14,28, Feb. It,
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found its voice in the

worth all it will
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strict

with control of the Legislature.
This control has been taken from them unjustly. We will not submit to this, and if

No.ii—Piuuo Recital by Ernst Perabo of
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sternly
injustice to

were

Revolu-

The Democratic Louisville Courier-Journal thinks Gov. Gareelon ought to be hanged.
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Brooklyn Eagle is outspoken in its opinions regarding the steal in
this State. It says: “We are glad to see
that the Republicans of Maine are fully

—
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ordered from

We want to know who the

sorions

MR. WILLIAM H. CLARKE,
OF

arms

tionists are.

over-

interest it should show its readers that it is
a newspaper.
They are beginning to have

_

about the

information

fifteen hundred stand of

Augusta and elsewhere. Does it
stupid enough £o be so
d> ceived? They are not the fools it fondly
imagines. Let it publish the letter of Mr.
Gould, and the opinion of Mr. Putnam expressed to a reporter of this paper. Its patrons have already seen them, hut for its own

ters and other refreshments served to order—Robinson, caterer. The last half of the present term of
evening school commences on Tuesday evening,
Dec. 23d. Come and learn the Bohemian (heel and
ae22dtf
toe) Polka.
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think its readers are
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is

Judging by the expressions of opinion
which come from ail quarters there is but
one belief in regard to the course of our ex-

They felt that grievous injustice
done, not under cover of laws
susceptible of various constructions, but in

the selectmen of Webster and of
The
to publish.

Weather

Overcoat

and

ple

thrown.

has not dared

and Fun.

Nlyaitery

The situation is growing very serious in
tliis State, and unless our counsels are actuated by great wisdom and prudence there
The wrath of the peowill be an outbreak.
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by the Governor of Maine
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This combination is entirely original
member an artist.
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committed—that

was

not

apparently v,-;.hoist distinction ■! party,
fully realized the gravity of the situation,
and were for no hasty action nor violent
language. They knew that the city had
been deprived of its proper representation
in the Legislature, that the will of the people
of the State, as expressed in the usual and
legal way, concerning the' choice of tlieir
law-makers has been defied, and that the

undo the nefarious work

—AT—
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is consent, and those who refuse to speak
will be held as accessories after the crime
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preserve com-

It was large, earnest
ment is unnecessary.
and enthusiastic.
tie men gathered there,
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Hall last evening is so fully reported
in our news columns that extended com-
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The opportunity which the Democrats of
the outrageous action of Gov. Gareelon and his party is fast
passing away. Silence here, as elsewhere,
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The Democratic New York World says of performed by a full band, the supper table was
the conduct of Austrian officials in the old replete with delicacies of every conceivable
Polish province of Gal licit, “it would have kind solid and fluid, and although there must
have been a thousand persons in the assemreflected no discredit on a Republican poli-*
while the affair was at its bight, there is
tician in Louisiana or a Democratic politi- blage,
so much space in the Drexol mansion, that
cian in Maine.” Those Maine Democrats
there was no moment of the evening, when
who have so freely condemned Louisiana there was
any difficulty in circulating around
Republicanism will fully appreciate the amid the resplendent throng. Besides the
force of the comparison made by the World.
General and Mrs. Grant, there were present,
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tificates.
The chairman then introduced lion. Thomas
B. Reed, who was received with long and continued applause:

CONGRESS31 AN' KEED’.S REMARKS.
Friends .—The citizens of Portland have often
met here since these walls were raised in multitudes
as large as this.
This hall has witnessed the beginning of great commercial enterprises, has echoed
with the strife and exultation of all political parties and has throbbed with the amities and successes of a great civil war, and yet, although I feci
my duty is plain to say nothing to-night in the nature of exaggeration, I know that I should do injustice to you as well as to my own feelings if I did
not declare that in my judgment this occasion on
which we meet together here is more serious than
The very
any meeting we have ever held before.
principle upon which our institutions rest are to-day
and
as effectually
are
as
trial.
seriously
They
upon
on trial as on the battle day of Gettysburg it was on
trial whether there should perish out of this land a
government of the people and by the people.
It is a fundamental principle of our system of
government that every man is the equal of every

My

other ana hence tnat we snouiu

do

eomroneu

omy

by majorities. It does not matter bow large or how
small the majority may lie, if it be but a majority
of one, it is as sacred in the eyes of the true patriot
as if it was a majority of millions.
[Applause]
Whenever things have come to such a pass that any
set of men cau deliberately set aside a decision of
the people and lie tolerated therein then the end of
Therefore I
our system of government has come.
say tnat our institutions are to-day upon trial, and
for one I believe in their ultimate victory.
[Ap-

plause.]

1 barge
come here tonight in no partisan
The only men
this thing ujK>n no party to-night.
who are guilty now are the misguided men who have
committed the crime. If any party is to e covered
with guilt on account of it it must be by the acts of
that party itself (applause) by their undertaking to
stand up for them or to stand behind them and I
say it is to the credit of our fellow citizens, to their
intelligence and to their houeor that thus far no
man even of the political parties which these men
think they
are supposed to represent, and which 1
really misrepresent, has stood up to sustain them. I
wish we could go further and say that they had
come openly and publicly, as they do privately, and
denounced it.
Now, my friends, I come hero with no epithets upI come here with no declamation.
on this subject.
Adjectives are cheap. If the deeds of these men do
Therenot damn them our words never can do it.
fore it is our duty, here and now, to discuss facts,
and I have come here for that purpose. During the
last year we have had a great campaign, unsnppassed and unequalled in the history of the State of
Maine. We met the enemy upon their own ground;
we discussed their own subjects, and I apj»eal to
every man here if we did not have as fair, as honest as pure an election as was ever known in the
history of the State of Maine. (Applause.) When
wc got through that election every organ of public
opinion, every newspaper of every shade of politics
of the State
declared that the opinion of the
of Maine was Upon our side to tne extent of nineteen Senators out of thirty-one and ninety Reprehundred and ttftyone
out
of
sentatives
thus
one.
This victory,
universally conceded,
thus admitted on all hands, has been overturned
unlike
Of course you have had a spectacle
This is not
anything iu the history of this State.
the tirst great test, this is not the first close and bitter fight that we have had, but never until to-day
has any Governor—Whig or Federal, Republican
or Democrat, been summoned to the bar of public
opinion for a crime like this. [Great applause] That
our Governor realizes that he has been summoned
witness his defense, tirst published. I am told, in
He
the New York Sun, four hundred miles away.
found it necessary to justify himself even to the
natNow'
it
is
constituency of Tweed. [Laughter.]
ural that there should be an excuse; there never
was a crime committed against liberty in the history of the world except by men who are voluble
in reasons for doing it.

spirit.

people

utterly

_r

•_fV*__
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mottar

come forward with his defense
will notice that out of some thirty-seven
cases where the will of the
eople has been reversed
l—
etui ruu-tic.iilara tii hut one
Thu wh*U« tnlrthat
we
outskleof
depend fur oar
ty-six
not upon the official statement of tho Governor and
Council hut upon the enterprise of newspaper men
The Governor's deand individual examination.
fense is only a broad generality—that he acted “arhear
cofdiug to the forms of law.” Whenever you
that expression you will alw'avs notice that the man
unconsciously puts the emphasis on the “/onw.”
to ask you
(Applause.) Now my friends 1 propose
cases
with
me.
or three
two
to
consider
of
the
conduct
is
the
Law
guide
is
no
Law
mystery.
both of tho individual and of the government. Law
is founded upon common sense. Law is the perleotion of human reason, and if it was not administered
by fallible men we should realize the dream of the
old English divine, and law would indeed be the harmade for the governmony of the universe. Laws are
ment of men like you anil ine—therefore if you and
we can u*d< rstaml
them
to
attention
our
1 will give
them, especially laws relating to our own govem-

The
and

Governor lias

von

information

Now the object of every provision for the countiug
of votes is to ascertain the will of the people as they
have declared it at the ballot box. There is no provision ot the law which is made for the purpose of
of the
tripping anybody up. There is no provision
law which Is made for the purpose of suppressing
the opinion of the people as delivered at the ballot
box. Its whole scope and tendency is to express
our conthat opinion, and for fifty-nine years under
stitution it has, without a single exception, always
that
for
expressed that opinion. Is it not singular
fifty-nine years we have no statesmen until my
of
the
a
member
friend Charles H. Chase became
Council. [Laughter.) Was the path of salvation
closed to men until John B. Foster left the lnsurbusiness
enough to ornament and auorn

long

auce

the Council. [Laughter.]
1 will not enumerate the names of all of these
much for you
great men. It might possibly be too
(Applause.) But
to carry an ay in a single evening.
as
men of sens©
I ask you to take home to yourself
Was there never any
and wisdom this question:
Was there never any knowledge of the
honesty?
law to be found in Augusta uutil these gentlemen

kiudlv consented

to serve u«.

with
provisions of the constitution
few aud plain an > simple.
and 1
Governor Washburn has read them to you,
In a single word, where the
need not repeat them.
return is fairly fhade, humanly speaking, the Council are bound to count it and bound to give the certificate to the man who appears to be elected. Now
let us see how they have performed that work. 1 hey
in
have nothing to do with matters which
of
the return, i had intended to go over a number
from gentleto
keep
you
not
do
but
I
propose
cases,
men who will interest you all to-night.
of the city of
In the first place there is the case
which
Here is a
Portland which you know.
of Maine.
pays one-eighth of the taxes of the State
of
which
the
object
In the return from that city,
there were
was to declare the will of its citizens
of
instead
votes
giving
found a return of scattering
tho name of John Jones or John Smith or whoof bOO and
We had a
ever was voted for.
0.1.1..J tr» tho highest
Democratic candidate’s vote it would not have made
Do you bea perceptible ripple in our majority.
lieve for an instant that our constitution and the
who framed it intended to shut out such re-

My*frieu<ls,

the

re*2ard to elections are

are^not

city

...

..

people

turns as

...

majority

noB

that?

...

Mr. Reed then reviewed the cases of Lncrryneld.
closGouldsboro, Skov began and Farmington, and

ed as follows:
Now my friends 1 have no advice to otter as to tietails of how we shall meet this thing in particular,
but a committee has been selected of distinguished
and honorable citizens of wide experience, to take
this matter into consideration, and to do the right
and best thing, to sustain by every appearance of
Representatives who
public sentiment these counted
in their
out
have been
nefariously
and
legal attempt to obtain
honest, honorable
restitution of the
rightsof which they have
well as
as
been deprived ami of which you
be a matthey have, been robbed. Don’t let this
Let
it.
dwell
upon
ter of a day. Let your feelings
with the naturo
you minds be thoroughly imbued
home
it
ami
take
transaction
and character of thin
to yourselves and acquit yourselves like men and
like citizens of the State of Maine.
next
The lion. George F. Talbot, the

speaker announced,
went

on

was

heartily received,

and

to say:

MU. TALBOT'S SPEECH.
Mr. President:—-I think 1 have not been known to
this assemblage as an habitu6 of the platform. 1
claim no knowledge of the arts of shaping and ginnan humble citiing public opinion. 1 come here as
of the objects of this
zen to express my
to call a public
been
it
had
!f
proposed
meeting.
meeting here in the precinct where the unwarrantable action of the Governor ami Council has done
the greatest harm and the greatest injustice, in my
judgment, to call a meeliug only ot the aggrieved
aggrieved
citizens,—l mean the citizens especiallyhad
elected
by the rejection of the men whom they
to office to sit in the office where they could represent you, there would be nothing to be said as to the
no obpropriety ot such a meeting. I would make
and howjection to the indignation, however deep
It was
be
offended.
You li:ive a right to
ever loud.
to call a
thought, however, Mr. Chairman, better
meeting of the citizens of the city, without respect
to partv, and under that call 1 am present
First of all, to have a perfect good understanding
with my fellow citizens who listen to me, let me deI voted for the candidates who
liuo my position.
have been unwarrantably counted in, against the
candidates who have been unjustly ami unconstitu-

approbation

tionally eouuted ou$. (Applause.) My good friend,

Mr. Jose, who seems to like tne just as well its
wheu we agreed better in politics, looked around for
here,
lie
a Democrat to attend ami make a speech
in capturwas quite hopeful that he had succeeded
have
but
they
ing one or two specimens of tlie kind,
all slipped through his fingers but myself, amt 1 rehere to-night as such an
gret that he has to show me
and applause.) But
immature specimen.
that indignation which 1 have not hesitated to exas to what 1 deem
all
to
friends,
in
my
private
press
a great political wrong ami outrage, 1 am willing to
come here and express. (Applause.) I am not going
to range over the entirety of this great grievance; 1
1 shall confine myself in
know too little about it.
the few words 1 have to say mainly to the matter
mentioned in the call for the meeting, aud that Is
the practical disfranchisement an l dental of representation to the city.
1 am aware the Governor and Council say "our
one; the constitution
decision is only a
allows tut
remedy to the excluded members;
the Senators excluded can go to the Senate, w hich
is under the constitution judge of the election or Us
can go
own members; the Representatives excluded
is
to the House which, under the same constitution,
of the election of its members.” 1 his, gentle-

(Laughter

ample

judge

preliminary
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merest delusion.
after that legislaand after it ™

all understand to be the
Th, v le. them into the legislature
ture'ha; been wrongfully made up,
“c
discLa -god in an unfair and partisan wsJi
hate seatspon.-i lie duties of legislation; after they
there having been
election,
an
Governor
ed tl o
by
have tilled the state ofnone a' the polls; after they
of both
iice-- a tor they have taken possession in
they let
your
branches of llie
from Portland to look on
their hands actually tied in their inabiland
1 say such
ity to do anything effective. (Applause.)
an appeal is the merest mockery.
a remedy and such
it is lidding insult to injury. (Apinformation was
1 had no doubt when the
it was in all the leading jourgiv™ to the public as the men I bad voted foi in
nals of all parties that
lacked some seven
this city were defeated, that they
election.
hundred votes, if I recollect right, of anof she conviews
Ins
to
on
went
give
Mr Talbot
from the
stitution and the laws, differing somewhat
that no prechairman, but giving it as his opinion
of
conduct
the
cedent case can be found to justify
Portland.
the canvassing hoard in disfranchising
was
given
Whin the scrutiny of the returns, he said,
never supposed
to the Governor and Co lucil, it was
office of Govit would ho po possibleto elect to the
of
feeling
ernor a man who in the blindness
of
would disregard all the plainest principles arejusnot
and
Council
Governor
the
that
1 think
lice
outside of the returns. (Ap*
to cocsider
eases oi outworst
the
reviewed
then
He
vlause )
that the proper renw
rage. and closed by sugaestiug
unseated Representatives to
edy is an appeal by theand
that fails, to the
ease
in
the Legislature itself,
the ballot box ne*t September.
men,

we

or?,test,

legislature,-then
representative

;)n”a'“l“v
DlauseT

partisan

anything

peopleat

HON. NATHAN WEBB

with
was then introduced and received

applau

hearty

e.

it
ca 11 to find
He said he rejoiced ou reading the
former political or
was signed without regard to
a meeting to exwas
this
that
party association;
of the people at what they
press the indignation
blow at their liitiobelieve and know to be a violent
and deest and an assault upon their institutions,
of the government
idea
fundamental
the
structive of
and under which we have
we have been so proud of
Mr.
lived so successfully for a hundred years.
that the acts
Webb went on to express the opiniou

and arbitrary,
canvassing board are illegal
He closed a broad
unjustified by law and equity.
with
issue
of
the
counselling
and able discussion
moderation in act and speech.

of the

At the conclusion of Mr. Webb’s remarks
the Hon. A. A. Strout, one of the defranchised
tho
representatives, stepped to the front of
and was received with a whirlwind

platform

Mr. Strout said;

of applause.

Less than four months ago the people of this city
jissembled for the purpose of expressing their
choice for state and county offices and for selecttheir

in'*

Senators

and

Representatives

to the

Legislature of the state. They had an important
the gravity of the
duty to perform, both because ofand
and because of
issues involved in the campaign
of
the importance to the city
subjects of legislation likely to arise Involving the fixing of the valuation of the property of our citizens for the purten years, and other
poses of taxation for the next
business interests of great moment to all. Besides
it was the highest right exercised by a citizen living
under a free government—the right to have a voice
-in the enactment of the laws regulating his liberty,
his property and his relations to society, and the
right to assist in choosing the public servants intrusted with the duty of the execution of these laws.

The discussion which proceeded the election had
been full and exhaustive, and although it is now noticeable that one party at least took but little part
in these public debates, the people came to the election with an intelligent appreciation of what men
You know the
and what measures they preferred.
result. By a majority of nearly 700 votes the citir.U.otoH tlvo niAn whom t.hp.v flftnired to represent them in these various offices of trust
and that verdict stands to-day and will stand as the
will of the people in spite of the machinations and
shameful disregard of duty of the reckless, and in
most cases irresponsible men who assembled in the
Council chamber at Augusta for the purpose of
thwarting that will and reversing that* decision.
And now this tribunal of self-constituted judges
have denied to the Representatives of your selection the certificates of their election aud in other
instances have issued their summons to men] who
have not been elected to the offices they were called
to fill. To us personally this act of injustieeis of very
Had we been permitted, we
little importance.
should 1 trust have discharged the duties of representing your interests fearlessly and concicntionsly.
and that in this regard we should have represented
with equal fidelity the interests of all, v hatever
may be their partv|politics or religious faith. [Great
Applause.] But in the deeper and more comprehensive disaster involved in this assault upon representative government and public morals and good faith
all personal and private considerations vanish and
are swallowed up in an indignation at tliej public
in
wrong perpetrated upon the people at large^and
our anxiety for the future of Republican institu__

tions.

And now whv are wo thus deprived of our rights?
it is not charged—at least not publicly charged—
that the election was not fairly conducted and that
any citizen was not allowed to exercise liis right of
voting as he wished and for whom he wished. All
the requirements of the law touching the calling
were complied
and
conducting the election
The
with, so far as the people were concerned.
vote was fairly aud correctly counted and publicly
had
of
no
one
the
at
the
close
and
day
announced,
It had not then occurauv doubt as to the result.
red to our law abiding citizens, accustomed as they
are to believe that their will would be respected by
tbeir servants, that a Governor and Council would
be found base enough—would dare to seize upon the
State and set aside for partizan purposes the will of
the people as expressed at the polls. But very soou
the air was full of rumors of their plots and to-day
we are astounded to find that this city, with all its
business and commercial interests, is unrepresented
in the House of Representatives^ Now what is the
outrage? The constitution and
pretext for this
laws provided that the clerks of cities shall make a
record of the lists of votes given in the several
wards and that a return thereof shall be made in
to the Secretary of States office in the same manner
What is
as selectmen of towns are required to do.
The constitution and
the purpose of this return?
laws make answer.
It is .that the Governor and
Council shall examine such returned copies of such
lists, and that they shall issue a summons, twenty
days before the first Wednesday in January “to
such persons as shall appear to be be elected by a
plurality of all the votes returned.** That is the language of the constitution.
The Legislature by subsequent enactment have allowed the amendment of defective returns in accordance with the record.
Now I hold in my hand a
certified copy of the last return from this city. It
shows the original to have been properly signed, although 1 believe this certified copy, being made on
one of the new blanks gotten up to suit the tn^te of
t*rree njnires appear forlhe siguature of the aldermen. Uur aldermen did not fall into that little trap.
Some other citieS did.
1 will
read the return.
(Mr. S. reads.) Now does it not
who
was
a
elected
the
votes?
appear
by plurality of
Yes, it appears that the live Republican Representatives, beaded by the esteemed and lamented Moses
M. Butler, were elected by a clean majority of nearly 6even hundred votes. At the bottom of the list
are written the words “Scattering, one hundred and
forty-three.'’ They were so entered in accordance
with a custom which lias prevailed in all reports and
returns of this kind since the formation of this
State, where the scattering votes were so few that
the result would not be changed. And it turned out
in the investigation which followed in the presence
of the Mavor and Aldermen of this city that all the
e<l all the different persons voted for except Ward
From that ward, which threw' a Democratic
majority, the clerk inadventantly returned “scatterBut fortunately lie preserved and
ing fourteen.”
returned the original ballots to the city clerk, and
upon a recount iu the presence of Mayor, Aldermen
and clerk of the ward every scattering vote for Senators and Representatives was accounted ,for.
So
there was no iraud and no mistake iu fact. That,
at
I offered to show to the Governor and
Couneil. And yet upon this miserable pretext,
which added, substracted or disregarded, made no
difference in the result, a pretext which is without
even color of law, this city has been disfranchised.
And now let us see. I hold in my hand a certified
copy of the return of last year, it is the return by
which
Edmund Dana, Jr., .Melville p. Frank,
Darius H. Ingraham and Frederic Fox, all belongto
the
ing
opposition, held their seats: .men by
whose votes the name of Governor Garcelon was
sent to the Senate and by whose aid he now holds
the seat he has disgraced by his action. That return
contained precisely the same defect which is now
held by tbe Governor and Couin 1 io be fatal. It
was good enough then to enable these men to take
their seats and elect Garcelon and the state
officers,
including Mr. Gove, but it is not good now. Fatally
defective! Is anybody deceive! about that? Instead of that return's being defective, I
say to you
that, in my opinion, if an indictment should be
found against the Governor and Council for a corrupt conspiracy against the institutions of free government, and contained n# more material error
than that found in this return, they could not
escape, on the ground of informality, the punishone.

THOMAS’ REMARKS.
Iii submitting them, tlio resolutions, Mr.
Thomas said:
This master from a State point of view lias been
fellow citizens, but.
ably discussed and I will speak,interests
as citizens
one word in regard to our own
of Portland, ft is impossible for you to over-estiat
mate the importance of a full representation
session.
Augusta in the Legislature at the next
miles
This city covers in area less than three square
of territory, less than one ten-thousandeth part of
adthe area of the State. But. such has been our
vance in wealth, that these three square miles pay—
but
it ha*? been said one-eiglith of the State tax;
more
the gent cman lias been too modest; it pays
Out ot
MR.

than one-eighth of the whole State tax.
on the cities * and
every $8 assessed by the State
more
towns of Maine, the city of Portland pays
State tax of less
of
a
out
than $1: to be specific,
assessed this year you
than $1)00,000
disfranchised.
over
$117,000. and you are
the
at
Legislature?
done
ba
to
What is
* be a revaluation—a
t
is
there
Among other tilings
town and
new valuation is to be placed on every
what does
plantation and city in the State.is to And
be the basis on
that mean? That valuation
Not for
which you are to be called ou to pay taxes.
the ensuing ten
one vear, nor for two years* but for
which
meet
is
to
a
when
And
Legislature
years.
to
is to frame the basis ol taxation on which you arc
to
repfor
ten
you
come,
years
pay your State tux
resent ing more than one-eiglith of the whole taxable
have no
property of Maine, are disfranchised and
one
voice in the House of Representatives to speak
the
Governor
of
the
action
said
It is
word for you
and Council is only preliminary; that they may let
after the
your Representatives in after awhile.; Yes,
And how do they propose to let
mischief is done.
in
at
the
them
let
very
to
them in?
They propose
heel of the season, at the back door of the Legislaof
ture. as a matter
courtesy.
Fellow citizens, by seven hundred majority you
elected your Representatives to march in on the
first day of the session at the front door as a matter
of right. (Continued applause.) The action that deas it
prives you of representation is an outrage, and
is impossible to overestimate the importance of your
next Legislature, so it is
in
the
represented
being
the enormity of tlio outto

pay

impossible exaggerate
on a pretext .ko
rage by which you are disfranchised
I move,
thin that it will not bear the light of day.
Mr. Chairman, the adoption of the resolutions.
(Continued applause.)
The resolutions were then unanimously
adopted.

they

so

richly deserve.

And now what is our duty as your
representatives?
I have not consulted with my
colleagues, but if they
are of the same mind that I
am, we shall claim the
seats to which 3 011 have done us the honor to elect
us and use every honorable means to
carry out your
expressed will. [Prolonged applause.] We hope
that the opposition will repudiate this action, taken
1 believe in the interests of a few reckless and desperate men, and without consultation with the con
servative men of their party, and save the State this
humiliation and disgrace. 1 deprecate all violence.
Revolutionary acts are only justifiable, when the
cause is right, when the grievance is so intolerable
that it can no longer be borne and where:there is no
other redress. But there i3 another power, more
potent than armed men, and that is an aroused and
intelligent public opinion. On every side, from the
pulpit, the press, and from primary meetings of the
people, come the expressions of alarm ana cUsgnst
which this astounding fraud excites. In his recent
so called defence Gov. Garcelon
speaks of this
as
the action of
“enraged and discomforted
politicians.” He is in erior—It is the voice uf the
people calling him to an account for Ills betrayal of
the trust they confide*I to his keeping. All the
teachings of our past history, ail that is noble in tbe
men who have preceded him rise up to condemn him.
Fortunately the genius of the state and the fate of
the republic do not depend upon the acts of the Governor and Council.
The peoplo constitute the state,
and to their keeping and vindication we may safely
entrust those institutions of free government which
have been so rudely assailed by the man whose duty
it was to defend them with their lives.
[Great ap-

Hon.

Neal Dow spoke

as

Whereas. At the recent election, the citizens of
Portland, in the exercise of their constitutional
rights, and in the discharge of a solemn and responsible
with the people of the State n the
selection of State and County officers, and chose
five Representatives to represent them in the Legislature, to whose char/o they entrusted important
and material interests. And,

duty,united

Whereas, The Governor and Conncil of this State,
betraying the trust confided to them and usurping,
for revolutionary’purposes, powers for which there
is no warrant of law, and which properly belong to
independent departments of the government, have attempted to defeat and reverse the will
people as expressed at the polls, and to despoil our citizens of the right of full representation

in the Legislature, thereby depriving them of their
share iu the enactment of laws which may impose serious burdens and sensibly affect the future
growth aud prosperity of our city, Therefore

just

Resolved,

That we deplore and denounce the unwarranted and corrupt action of the Governor and
Council and their political advisers, <*is a conspiracy
to forward the selfish schemes of a few reckless politicians at the expense of honesty and fair dealing, as
an outrage upon the people whose confidence and
trust they have violated, and of whom they have
proved themselves the unworthy servant-, as subversive of representative government as revolutionary in its tendencies,aud as an insult to our citizens
whose rights have been recklessly disregarded anti
trampled under foot,without any justification whatever.

Resolved, That this act, by which the popular will
is defeated and the largest towns and cities iu the
State are disfranchised, is the sure manifestation of
that decline of
public virtue and fidelity in high
official station, which, if unchecked, will prove the
sure precursor of the destruction of our republican
institutions: that hitherto the history of the State
Inis been unsullied by any great executive wrong,
and that it is the duty of every good citizen to join
in condemning a policy which seeks to obtain by
craft and cunning, and under specious and unfounded appeals to the tech idealities mid mere forms of
law, political results which could not be reached
openly and honorably at the polls.
Resolved. That we believe that honest men of all
parties will unite to defeat this great wrong, and we
express the Lope that no one of our citizens will be
found who will accept the emoluments and the attending dishonor of an office to which he has not
been elected by the people.

He Says Hu Never Knew About
Tbe Facts.
COUNCILLOR

FOGG

PRO-

TESTS AGAINST ITS COR-

BLETHEN

the last speaker of the evening
with applause.

received

was

He said that he supposed he had been invited here
because he represented no political party; that last
spring he connected himself with a party which he
believed had principles of reform and independence
of action at heart. His brief visit convinced him
that he had made a woeful blunder. He condemned the action of the Governor and Council as
unjustifiable, and recommended an agitation by the
people, until those guilty of fraud sink so low in the
political stream t hat they will never appear again.
AbOWTfie surface.

The meeting then dissolved, the audience
it dispersed giving vent to the indignation it
felt at the executive usurpation in language

as

+1+
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Prominent

Democrat.

Fraud.
Bangor, Dec 23.—The following letter from the
fusion Representative elect of Hampden and Yeazie
class will appear in the Whig and Courier to-morrow:

Yeazie, Dec. 23, 1S79.
To the Editor of the Whin and Courier:
I wish to give expression in part to my feelings at
the course pursued by the Governor and Council in
counting out members of the Legislature legally
elected.
I have from the beginning publicly and

denouned their course as a fraud which no
tnan yhotihi uphold, and I now 3»y that I Still
denounce it and will not uphold it either by my
voice or my vote, and 1 hope that every honest man
elected on the fusion ticket will join with me in
putting down this outrage.
E. Sproul.
(Signed)

openly
liouuttt

Good Advice From a Prominent Democrat.
Damariscotta, Dec. 23.—A call for an indignation meeting Friday was circulated today, and unanimously signed. The feeling that the Governor
and Conncff’s action must not bo submitted to is
Democrats

OVER A HUNDRED PERSONS DROWNED.

London, Dec. 23.—Part of the crew of the
steamer Barussia, from Liverpool, Nov. 20,

the
for

New Orleans, have been lauded at Queenstown by
the British ship Wallowdale fjom Bassein. The
steamship was abandoned in a sinking condition on
the 2d inst.
The Barrusia had 180 passengers, of which number 105 embarked at Liverpool and 75 at Corunna,
and the crew numbered 4if. After leaving Coruu.
na the 24th of November, she experienced terrific
weather and sprang aleak on the 1st of December.
The severity of the weather increasing she was
abandoned on the 2d. abort 350 milos ssuthwest of
Fayal. The captain and second officer remained on
the sinking steamer. The crew and passengers embarked in eleven boats. The nine survivors have
no hope for the other boats, having, before
separated, seen one boat capsize, drowning all its occupants.
Queenstown, Deo. 23.—The survivors of tlie
Borussia starten immediately for Liverpool. It appears that a panic occurred among the passengers
and crew. The survivors state that no order to
launch boats and prepare for abandonment of the
vessel was given by the officers.
The crew themselves lowered the boats without waiting for orders.
A bout a dozen passengers got into the boats with a
part of the crew. The remainder of the passengers
went down in the vessel with the captain, second
ffiate, three engineers, eleven firemen, three stewards, one carpenter and two boys. One boat was
swamped alongside the steamer and its oocupants,
five men, drowned. The survivors state that at nine
o’clock on the night of the of the abandonment of
the vessel they saw a rocket ascend from a steamer
and soon after her mast-head lights were seen suddenly to disappear. Only sixty persons left in the

they

uoai3.

Cork, Dec. 22.—One hundred and eighty-four
The captain on
persons were aboard the Borussia.
seeing the danger and that all efforts to save the
vessel would be useless, ordered the boats to be got
ready. Some rafts were prepared and necessaries
provided. Tne vessel was abandoned at night, there
being then 10 or 11 feet of water in the engine
room.
Four or five boats were lowered about the
same time, but owing to darkness and a heavy sea
soon lost sight of each other.
were
they
EUROPE.
A New Ministry Wanted.
23. A report of the refusal of

Paris, Dec.

De

Fteycinct to form a eabinet requires confirmation.
A Victory for the English Liberals.
Loonox. Dec. 23. The Times .acknowledges the
Sheflield election to be a legitimate Liberal Victory.
The Distress in Ireland.
The mayor of
Dublin has a telegram from the
mayor of Adelaide, Australia, inquiring whether the
distress in Ireland would warrant an appeal for
their relief. The mayor replied affirmatively.

CUBA.
Incendiaries and Robbers to bo Executed.
Havana, Dec 23.- Captain General Blanco has
issued a proclamation announcing that incendiaries
and robbers captured in disturbed districs will be
be tried by verbal court martial and upon conviction
sentenced to death.
An official dispatch states the ex-insurgent chief
Pavcho diininez lately pardoned took up arms again
the 20th inst; and joined the
insurgents from
Sawvti in an attack
upon Arroyo. Blanco’s troops
repelled the attack, killing Jitninez with two lieutenants and dispersing the rest, and capturing 1000

cartridges.

|The Farragut Association.
Philadelphia. Dec. 23.—At a meotingof the
Association last

evening,

a

committee

was

appointed to go to Washington, to urge the Senate
committee to introduce a bill authorizing the payment to ihe officers and men composing Farragut's
fleet, at bouuty for the destruction of the enemy’s
vessels below New Orleans.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
flard coal has beeen found at a depth of fwentyfive feet, twelve miles north-east of Emerson., Manitoba.
Advices from Fort McLeod of Nov. 30, confirm
the reports of destitution among the Blackfeet Indians. Twenty-live have died of starvation.
The claim of the Jeffersonville, Madison &. Indianapolis railroad for .$2 .000 for transportation
L*f home guard troops aud for property destroyed by
Morgan’s men during the war. has been file d at

Washington

under the

new

act of

Congress.

The residence of James Gleason, near Ayerstbwn,
N. J., was burned Monday.
Three children, two
boys and a girl, perished in the flames.

Greenbackers

demn the overturn. It has been

county, and many

unreservedly
rumored for

con-

a

few

days past that ex-Congressman E. Wilder Farley
of Newcastle, opposed the Governor’s action. Mr.
Farley has prepared the subjoined statement for
publication. Mr. Farley is an active Democrat, a
gentleman of undoubted integrity, and much respected by all parties for his sterling honesty. His
as

follows :

“Whatever may be the merits or demerits of the
action of Gov. Garcelon and Council in issuing certificates of election to members of the next legislature, the existing situation of political concerns is
to the best interests of the state. In my opinion
there is one aud perhaps only one easy, just and
honorable escape from this condition of affairs.
When the legislature assembles there is likely to be
little better than anarchy which will prove aestructive of all good legislation and plunge the people of
Maine into a condition of unnecessary political excitement and personal contention. It is this: Let
every member who holds a certificate of election
against a.clear and undisputed plurality of the votes
of his district or county, rise in his place so soon as
the two houses are organized, and declare that in
his judgment that his opposing candidate was elected at the polls, aud refuse to take advantage of any
technicality, aud resign his seat, t his being done I
see no reason why each branch may not seat the
rightful candidate before it adjourns for the day,
and without even reference of the subjects to committee. This mode of settlement of an unhappy
controversy is for the majority of the legislature as
it will be constituted when it meets to determine. If
adopted it may change the political complexion, but
Let justice be done
no matter for that if it is right.
though the heavens fall.

Indignation Meeting* in Brewer.
Bangor, Dec. 23.—A largo and enthusiastic,

in-

dignation meeting was held in Brewer this evening.
The speeches vigorously denounced the outrage on
The
the people and opposed any submission to it.
speakers were Manly Hardy, Rev. Messrs. .Sargent.
Townsend and Beckwith, CoL Jasper Hutchings,^
Otis Gilmore, H. P. Sargent and Deacon George A
Snow. Resolutions were adopted that the people
should

see

that the wrong is

righted

at

whatever

cost.

Indignation Meeting at Dexter.
Dexter, Dec. 23.—An indignation meeting was
held at the town hall last evening. It was a very
bad night, but there was a large attendance, many
A delegation came from
ladies being present.
Dover.
The enthusiasm was the greatest ever
shown in t-lie hall excepting at the war meetings.
Charles Shaw was President, and C. W. Curtis,
Secretary. The speakers were E. D. Wade, Major
C. H. B. Woodbury, Dr. E. A. Thompson. Col. J.
Peaks, the President and Secretary, J. II. Swanton and Richard Nutter, Greenbackers, M. L. AbB.

bott

Farragut

and

in this

Representative elect,

J. D.

Maxfield, captain

of

the Light Infantry, Allen Merrill, D. D. Flint, N.
Dustin, Hon. Josiali Cjosby, H. L. Wood, T. P.
Sawyer, D. W. McCrillis and Capt. C. A. Boulelle of
Bangor. A letter from G. S. Hill, Representativeelect from Exeter, was read.
The general tone of the remarks was that submission to the outrage was useless and would only ennnnnrrA

o

ronpKt.inn

111at.

thft

HfiOnlo had tllC

rCIllC-

hands and must avail themselves of
dy
it. The committee on resolutions reported the folin their

own

lowing:

1—That the September election resulted in a
vote for Hon. Daniel F. Davis, the Republican candidate for Governor, of 21,000 over the
Greenback candidate, and 40,000 over the Democratic candidate; in the election of 19 Republican
Senators to 12 opposition Senators; in 90 Republican Representatives to 01 opposition Representatives; by which the election of Mr. Davis as Governor would be assured by a Legislature so constituted
and the government in all its branches would be a
Republican administration.
2—That the action of Gov. Garcelou and ‘Council
in counting out eight duty elected Republican Senators and 29 Republican Representatives, and counting in eight non-elected opposition Senators and 17
opposition Representatives, and disfranchising the
people by giviug no representation at all in the case
of twelve Representatives, thereby reversing the
duly rendered verdict of the people, is a high-handed and unjustifiable proceeding, dangerous toJ their
liberties, fatal if acquiesced in, and merits the reprobation and abhorence of every honest man.
3.—That thereby live cities, Portland, Lewiston.
Rockland, Bath and Saco, having a population of
sixty-five thousand and paying one-quarter of the
State taxes, are without representation and reduced
to ciphers in the organization of the government for
the ensuing year, and many towns and districts are
in a still worse predicament, not by want of representation but through a misrepresentation by men
whom they have rejected at the polls.
—That the men who have resorted to such
means this year to perpetuate their power may be
expected to do the same next year with additions
the electoral vote oi
and improvements
Maine for President and Vice-President, live Representatives in Congress, the control of the Slate government till 1883, under the system of biennial
elections, and the election of a United States Senator will be accomplished, all in contravention of the
will of the people, and thereby popular government
be at an end.
5—That we will resist these outrages by all honorable means in our power; that to the insolent
question, “What are you going to do about it?” we
reply if there be no remedy under the forms of law

popular

whereby

MARINE NEWS.

delivered by Capt. C. A. Boutelle, F. C. Brett and
The danger of the
Rev. R L. Howard of Bangor.
wan
course pursued by Gov. Garcelon and Council

portrayed

in its true

light.

A Bristol Vessel Abandoned.
Vine valid Haven, Dec. 23.—Schooner Rosie and
Adra, of Bristol,Me., Hetcb, Perth Amboy for Portland, with coal, sailed from Vineyard Haven the

»

such excitement has existed in this community
There w as a determination shown
the war.
abominable fraud
never willingly to submit to the
perpetrated by Garcelon and Council. Appropriate
to
resolutions were passed and a committee selected
No

since

with other patriots,

was

abandoned. A life boat from the steamer John

Hopkins

took oft'the

crew.

AFGHANISTAN.
A Slight Skirmish at Cabul.
teleLondon, Dec. 23.—The Viceroy of India
a contingraphs to-day that General BrightAllreports
is quiet at Peiued advance of reinforcements.
zeron and convoys are p .ssing thence to Jagdulluk.
The Kugianis are quiet.
A dispatch from Roberts at Cabul on the lJtn
on the 18th, during
says there was a slight skirmish
which one or two of the principal Afghan leaders
The British loss was one killed and
were killed.
two wounded. Snow fell there during the light,
....

address-

disappearing.

but is

manifested,
indignation
meeting enthusiastically expressed a determination
of the people’s
reversal
a
to
to
never
submit
such
and the

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Ouily Wholesale Market.

Excitement throughout Piscataquis county
greater than has been known since the Rebellion
and is not confined to one party; and the most conservative citizens are most earnest in declaring that
An executive committhe wrong must be righted.

Rockland..
Rockland, Dec. 23.—Petitions were put in circulation yesterday and have now received several
hundred signatures, asking Mayor Love joy to call a
public meeting of citizens for the purpose of taking

adopting

such

ing off at 23c.
The following are io-day’s quotations of Flour,
Graiu, Proi: 'ins. Ssc.

together
seem.requisite for redress of great public grievance
imposed by the action of the Governor and Council
in rejecting ahe return of the votes from this city
and refusing to allow its correction from the record, and in their attempt to reverse the will of the
people of the state as expressed at the polls in Sepmeasures as

may

petition Mayor Lovejoy
a public meeting at

this
a

call for

Superfine.5 25@n 7.7 Yellow Corn,
car lots
Extra Spring..G 25@G GOI,
7 25@7 60|H. M.
XX Spring
hew Corn
Patent Spring
Wheats.9 50@9 75|Oats,
Sacked Bran
Michigan Win...V'.V
nr.! KS7 7RI
MMs...

will

mistakably

Michigan....6 25@6 75'Moal,

W nter fair. ..0
Winter best. ..8

Produce.

Turkeys
Chickens

“counting out” while others undisapproval which they do not

a

gw

Mr. Monroe out

well

filled,

but

was

potato

Orances•
Pale: moMPbx 3 50@*00
1“ 00
Vale. ■•iM»case
0 00

Pbox

devoid of

Messina.4 50@5 00

Kegs

..

St. Louis, D. 23.—Flour easier. WTieat is lower;
No 2 Ked Fall 1 32% ®1 3314 cash;. 351s®l 35%
1 24.
for January; 1 40® 1 40% for Feb; No 3
Corn is lower at 35%®3514c cash; 35V20 for DeOats higher
cember; 30®30% January; 38c Feb.
at 87%c for cash and December. Rye quiet at 81c
bid. Barley unchanged; choice 85®90c. Pork is
firm 13 09 cash; 13 00®13 0214 January. .Lard is
higher 7 35. Bulk Meats strong.
Receipts—3,000 bbls tiour, 47,000 bush wheat,
78.000 bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, *2,000 bush
rye, 7,000 ousli bailey.
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour,| 75,000 bush wheat,
9.000 bush corn, 00,000 bush oats, 0000 bush barley, 0000 bush rye.
New Orleans, Dec. 23.—Cotton in fair demand;

do^

Middling uplands 11% c.
Memphis,Dec. 23.—Cotton firmjMiddling uplands

11% c.
Savanxaii, Dec. 23.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling uplands at 1214c.
Mobile, Dec. 23.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands
at 11%
e._

..

T-.,,

____

00

Liverpool, Dec. 23—12.30 P. M.—FlouralO 0@
13; Winter Wheat 11 2@11 7; Spring Wheat 10 3

10 8@11 7; club do at 11 0
Peas at 7. Provisions, &c.,
—Pork 80; Beef 82; Lard 37 3; Bacon at 38a39;
Tallow
at
37 0, at Lor Ion at 49.
05.
Cheese at

@13 ; Californi average
@11 10; Corn at 5 10;

SLADE’S ENGLISH MUSTARD and CONGRESS
Yeast Powder received the Award at the Mechanics Fair. Both are pure and standard articles, and
sold by most every grocer in Portland. Try them
and you will have no other.

Butter.

27® 32
2w

VI%

Ap,*'c";l,-,

,n
0

green^.1 ^
5® 6-2
do Eastern..

Varney, Esq.,
In Windham, Dec. 20, by
John P. Frink and Miss Emily Dudley, both of Gorham.
In Bridgton, Dec. 17, by Rev. O. M. Cousens, lliomas Freeman Severance and Miss Carrie L. Dresser
both of Lovell.
In Bridgton, Dec. 20, by Rev. O. M. Cousens, Sami
G. Burnell and Miss Lizzie A. Wood, both of Bridgton.

there is very litvessels suitable

FREIGHTS—To the West Indies
of
doing owing to the scarcity
is nothfor that business, in Grain freights there
to note and rates have fallen off consideral- j,

ing

Coast-

$> quarter being the quoted price.
on
wise business is fair and good rates are obtained
Coal. We notice the following charters for the week
ending December 23d:
lumBrig St. Francois. Bsitland to Buenos Ayres,
about 5s

$14 00.
Scbr ,T. Nickerson, Portland to New York, heads

ber

p. t.

draft

and

1 7o
Schr Congress, New York to Portland, iron
ton.

Schr Tcazer, New York to Dueksbury, coal 1 SO

discharge.

at
Schr Nellie Chase, New York to Portland, coal
1 25 and discharge.
Schr Kranz, Baltimore to Portland, coal p. t.
Schrs John E. Sanford, Bay State and Mabel Hall,
New York to Portland, coal p. t.
shooks
Brig R. M. Heslen, Portland to Havana,
and heads 29c, or Matanzas or Cardenas 26c.
2.40.
Brig Ernestine, Baltimore to Portland, coal
shooks
Brig O. B. Stillman, Portland to Cardenas,
and heads 25c.
Schr Lizzie B. Gregg, Portland to Matanzas, sugar
shooks and heads 2Gc.
Schr B. L. Townsend, Boothbay to Philadelphia,,
ice 75c and towed from Portland.

Black, Lemuel B. Fowler, E. C.
Allen, Wm. E. Lowell, John A. Potter.
E. R. Pierce was the next speaker. He looked to
the year 18G1 for a precedent of the scenes now
being enacted. He deprecated the indignation meetings. Said they would grow more violent and end
in a mob. Governor Garcelon had not been proved
guilty; he had done his duty. If the people persisted in making armed resistance and there was not
power enough in the stale to suppress It the United
States would step in.
The following resolutions were adopted:
R. W.

Ra&oltuuL That Governor Gnrcelon and hia Council are entitled to and receive the sincere thanks cf
the loyal citizens of Maine for resisting with manly
firmness the formidable and persistent efforts of designing politicians, banded together for the purpose
to intimidate and coerce them into making, in subserviency to their own partisan views and interests.

Graail
The

Trunk Elevator.

following is a statement of Grain

at

the Grand

Trunk Elevator, December 23:
Wheat.
Cars.
Balance in Elevator.. 150
6
Received.

Peas.

Oats.

Eye.
Cars.

tors and Representatives to tlie Legislature conCars.
Cars.
IS
13
trary to the mandates of the constitution and the
63
laws of the State in harmony therewith.
Resolved, That the coarse ami brutal abuse heaped
23
13
upon the executive of the State by a rebellious par57
156
tisan press, and by rebellious partisan speakers at
Forwarded. 22
incendiarv and treasonable gatherings, by reason of
the faithful discharge of a constitutional duty, is at
23
13
57
Balance. 134
the !
once a disgrace to its authors, an outrage upon
officials assailed and an indignity to the people of
Cenrnl.
Maine
of
Receipts
Maine, whose honor is assailed in the person of its
PORTLAND, Dec. 22.
chief magistrate.
17 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
That
differ
as
individual
For
may
Portland,
opinions
Resolved,
miscellaneous mer33
cars
respecting the construction of the provisions of the for connecting roads,
constitution and laws regulating the count of the
chandise
the fact remains that the Govreturns'of votes,
Daily Domestic Receipts.
ernor and Council, and they alone, are the tribunal
entrusted with the power, discretionary and plenary
By water conveyance—1000 bush Commeal to G.
in its nature, of declaring what persons from an ex- j W. (True &
animation of the returns in due form appear to be
Boston Stock Market.
elected, and to issue summons accordingly, and i
there exists no power inside and no rightful power |
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Dec. 23.]
outside the government that can legitimatelyreverse,
First Call.
annul or override their preliminary decision, except
3 Portland. Saco and Portsmouth R. B.... 102
the two house3 respectively when they come to” a !
Anal readjudication or each contested case, and .all
efforts meanwhile to set the doings of the executive
Cheese Market.
at defiance and intimidate the members holding the
Little Falls, N. Y.. December 22.—The sales of
executive summons from taking their seats are |
amounted to 1000 boxes
factory cheese here
seditious, revolutionary and treasonable, and are
at 10%@12c; 125 boxes of dairy cheese were sold
punishable as such.
at 9@llc. Butter—sales of 75 packages at 19@23c.
Resolved. That the organized effort now being
made under the leaderships of designing and un{Vew York Stock and Money Market.
scrupulous parlizans to incite the people to countNew York,Dec. 23—Evening.—Money ranged as
less deeds of violence and to open revolt against the
pastate government by counseling a resort to force
high as 7, closing 5 per cent. ;prime mercantile
and arms, will, if threats ripen into acts, be nothing
per 5&6 per cent. Sterling Exchange weak 480%
for long and 483@483% for short sight. Governshort of a rank rebellion, and the authors, aiders
ments quiet and generally steady.
and abettors of it should and will be summarily
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatdealt with as guilty of treason to the state.
of
ed 214,700 shares.
it
is
the imperative duty
every
Resolved, That
•jL'ne roilowing are to-day’s closing quotations of
good and loyal citizen without reference to party
predilections, of every friend of law and order and Government securities :
the crisis
of constitutional government if
United States 0’s. 1881. reg.104Vs
United States (Vs, 1881, coup.....107 Vs
shall demand its exercise, to standby and strengthunUnited States new5’s, reg,.103
en the hands of the state authorities in the
the
and
avoidable task imposed by
Constitution
United States new 5*s, coup.103
United States new 4%’s, reg.106 Vs
laws of upholding their supremacy against any and
which
be
the
advocates
United States, new 4 V2’s, coup.106 Vs
made by
every attempt
may
United States new
of mob violence to subvert the constitutionally ordained government of the state and inaugurate civil
United States new 4’s,.103 vs
..121
war with all its concomitant horrors, and tills asPacific 6’s of 95
in
semblage pledges itself to aid doing so.
The following were the closing quotations of
Resolved, That the Associated Press, under its
Stocks
present management, is a nuisance that ought to be
C iiicago & Rock Island.147
abated. It is in the hands of the conspirators orI llinois Central. 98
ganized for the overthrow of the government and
C.. B. & Quincy.125%
teems with exaggerated aceounts of the magnitude
Chicago & Alton. 99%
and tlie character of their public gatherings, and
Chicago ct Alton prefeixcd- ..118
with false statements touching the state of public
.127
New York Central.
sentiment in the different parts of the state. It
Lake Shore.100%
suppresses all information unfavorable to themCentral.
91%
Michigan
41
selves, all facts and documents in explanation or
defence of the doings of the Executive, including
X'lrie preferred. 67%•
the recent letter from the Governor himself, and is
8(5%
Northwestern.
engrossed in efforts to inflame popular feeling by
Northwestern preferred .102%
falsehood and misrepresentation to the pitch of mob
M ilwaukee & S t. Paul. 72
violence and armed resistenee against public auNew Jersey Central. 79%
thority. It is in fact a violent engine in the service
St. Paul preferred. 98%
of the rebellionists and is employed wholly for the
Union Pacific. 82 %
advancement of treasonable aims. All decent newsWestern Union Tel. Co.100%
papers should withdraw from the rascally concern
and all loyal citizens should discredit the truthfulCalifornia Miuaug Stocks.
ness of its emanations.
San Francisco, Dec. 23.—The following are the
F. F. Pillsbury next spoke, saying they were asclosing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
sembled because of this angry and evil disposed
Alnlin. 634
Hale & Noreross.... 5-vs
Alta. 1 Va Julia Consolidated. 114
au auacs
bureac oi war.
upon me suite nouse
Justice.27-32
Belcher. 2
would be treason, and that means death to the traitBest‘& Belcher. 8% .Mexican.15%
ors.
Northern Belle— 8%
Bullion. 3Vs
Ca';foraia. 3
Oplnr.lOVi
Congressman Ladd made some remarks.
ChoJar. 5Vi Overman. 2%
The resolutions were read
and Gov. Garcelon
3
Consolidated Va*
Raymond. 13-18
spoke. He asked them to sustaiu him and his col
Eureka Con.10% Union Con.3814
Crown Point.
1% Sierra Nevada.18%
leagues in their acts.
Exchequer. 2Vs Yellow Jacket. 8
A letter from Judge Rice, and brief remarks by
Bodie.
Gould & Curry. 4Vs
Dr. Crooker and E. C. Allen closed the meeting.
5-18 Imperial.13-18
Grand Prize..
Potosi. 2Vb
Fusion Senatorial Candidates in AndrosSavage. 4

SPECIAL NOTICES.

^Tliese

<

HEY I> ROCK,

M

York.
Also in port, selis Bedabedec, Knowlton, Malden
for Boston; Idaho, Peck, New York for Boston;
Ruth llodgdon, Elbridge Gerrv, Susan, Janies FreeLindman, John James, Telegraph, Moses Eddy, S J
Ruth
sey. Senator Gilines, America, Mabel Hall,
Tapley, and the arrivals of the 19th.
HYANNIS—Ar 20tli, sch Marbinger, W'ontworth,
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Elvira, Watts, Hoboken;
w

Metropolis, Roberts, Vinalliaveu.
Cld 22d, sch Grecian Bend, Godfrey,

Boston for Ellsworth.
MILLBR1DGE- Ar 18th, schs D
Fred & Jack, Leighton, Portland.

Sid fm

FOKttlCiN
Nov 1,

Singapore

FINANCIAL.

t.

Ponce

United States, State,
City, Town and
Railroad Bonds

via

Portland.
Cld 22d, sch H M Foster, Walker, Demarara.
In port, brig St Francois, for Portland, to load for
South America.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Nellie Doe, Trask, PhilaLindelphia for Danversport; L J Clark, Decrow,
colnville for New Bedford; W H Archer, Bellatty,

P, Strout, and

POUTS.
barque IT A Litchfield,

Sid fm Batavia Nov 1st, barque Albert Russell,
Carver. Cheribou, to load for LTuited Kingdom.
In port Nov 1, ships Oneida, Eaton, for roast, to
load sugar for Channel at £2 10s; Veiitus, Stetson,
disg: and others.
Sid fm Cardiff 20tb, ship El Dorado, Brown, for
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Liverpool

20th,

Portland.

steamer Lake

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Alicante Nov 30, Evanell, Hicbboru, from
New York.
Sid fm Cheribon Oct 2S, Goodcll, French, United
States.
Sid fm Cadiz 2d inst, Sarah E Kennedy, I'ickett,
New York.
Old at Singapore Nov l9t, barque I£ A Litchfield,
_f

Cor. Middle &
augC

ST.

Samaraug

Ar at

Singapore

Antioch, Hemingway,

Dec

8th, David Brown, Colcord,

Issued at $12,000 per mile of completed road;
$10,000 cash per mile already paid in on stock subscriptions and expended ia construction.
Principal and interest payable in New York, cou-“1*

...

„„

lu this citv, Dec. 23, Richard Thomas,
sen of Patrick and Rosannali Connelly, aged 2 years
24 days.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2V2 o clock, at
No. 31 Danforth street.
In this city, Dec. 23, John Wall, aged 50 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 10 Market street.
In Cranberry Isles, Dec. 15, suddenly, Mrs Emma,
wife of Albert Gilley.
In Metucben, N. J., Dec. 18, Airs. Susan, wifo of
Stephen T. Fowler, formerly of Portland, aged 05

unhappily

4*s,reg.103

Erie.".

..

—

....

coggin

Contest.
Lewiston, Dec. 23.—Fusion^candidates for Senators, Tibbetts and Lane, have notified the Andros
coggin Republican Senators who have received cer
tificates that they shall contest their seats.
They
claim that the vote of Auburn should be thrown out.
to

President Hayes on the Outrage.
Boston, Dec. 23.—A Washington special to the
Journal says that President Hayes, in conversation
with Representative Williams of Wisconsin this

morning, expressed

himself decidedly on the Maine
situation.
He said that the Maine business was
not going to succeed,
if he were one of the Repub
lican members of tbe Legislature be would sit there
until September and use every device known to parliamentary law for the protection of the minority.
All other business should be suspended until tbe
He would not resort to force,
wrong was righted.
but he would endeavor to bring to bear upon theso
gentlemen such n weight of public opinion that
they could not escape or resist it. They should be
thwarted in their revolutionary purpose until they
were made to feel tint the will ot the majority,
when properly and legally expressed, must control.
He expressed the opinion that the good people of all
parties, as the facts became known, would emphatically condemn the outrage.

General Butler Bossing the Counting Out
Job.
A Washington special to the Traveller says the
belief gains ground here in best informed political
circles that Gen. Butler is behind the scenes in
Maine and that Garcelon and his Council are acting
throughout upon his legal advice. The nicety of the
technical points on which the count out is based
savors strongly of that acute faculty for legal hair
splitting for which the General is celebrated.

Accidently Shot.
Bangor, Dec. 23.—Henry Jiamsdcllof Lincoln,
found dead at tbe foot of Folsomc Pond this af_
ternoon, shot in the breast and head. He weut oui
Sunday to look for an otter he had wounded late
Saturday afternoon. It is supposed he was aocilentally shot, dying from wounds and intense cold.
Elis age was 35, and he was unmarried.
was

*Ex-div.
Cattle Market.
Watertown,Dec. 23.—Beef Cattle—receipts 312
head; supply light; prices ruled firm at last week's
quotations: few heavy beeves, very choice, sold 7Vi
07Va; sales of choice 7 3507 50; extra 8 7507 00;
first quality 8 0008 50; second quality at 5 00 a;
5 75; third quality at 4 0004 75; Store Cattle,
pair $180; (Milch Cows and Calves
Working Oxen
at $200850; fancy Cows at $55085; Farrow Cows
at §100820; yearlings at $7<0$14;two years old at
Watertown

$200835; Western fat
$120$25;
Swine, live, 5Vac \) lb; Northern dresseu vogs at 8.
and
Sheep
Lambs—receipts 1256 head; market is
dull and sales light; few fine flocks Lambs sold at
advance of V20
lb; no demand for other kinds;
sales in lots at 2 6003 50 each; extra 4 5005 50;
ambs
at
4% 08c; Veal Calves 405V2Spring
three years old at

Chicago Live Stock Market.
Chicago, Dec. 23.—Hogs—Receipts 11,000 head;
shipments 800 head; market weak and unsettled;
oul\ few small dealers buying: choice heavy 4 500
4 70; light 4 4504 80; mixed packing 4 3004 50.
Sheep—receipts 700; shipments 550 head; fair local

demandjinarket steady 3 100 4

40.

Domentlic Market*.
New YORK.Dec. 23—Evening.—flour—Receipts
18,731 bbls; opened dull and closed higher and
rather more doing for export; sales 10,600 bbls;
No 2 at 4 2505 10; Sup. Western and State at 5 30
@5 90;extra Western and State at 8 0006 25; good
White Wheat Western
10 choice do at 8 3008 26;
extra at 8 2506 75; fancy do at 6 80.08 50; ex-

tra Uhio at 0 1007 75; extra St. Louis at 6 000
8 50; patent Minnesota extra at 7 25^8 00; choice
to double extra at 8 1000 00, including 4000 bbls
City Mills extra at 6 0006 20-; 1400 bbls No 2 at
4 2505 10; 1100 bbls Superfine at 5 3505 00; 1.800 bbls low extra at 6 06 05; 440 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 6 1008 60; 5100 bbls Minnesota
extra 6 0000 00, closing firm. Southern flour quiet
and steady; sales 800 bbls; extra at 6 15 a6 85;
at choice 6 9508 50. Rye flour dull at 5 3005 Co
for Superfine. Cornmeal dull; Yellow Western 2 75
@3 25; Brandywine at 3 3003 35. Wheat—ex-

ports 31,143 bush; receipts 25,650 bush; opened
and weak, closing about lc higher;sales 1,37G,-

dull

balance

ment.
AMERMAN A

deSdlm

BVRWELL, Banker*,

Liie Insurance.
insurance
rates. Address

the

policies;

residence.

depabti be of ocean steamers
for

from

name

date.

Alps.New York..Kingston.Dec
.Dec
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg
City nf Montreal.. .New York.. Liverpool... Dec
...

Dominion.Portland.. .Liverpool— Dec
Saratoga.New York..Ha#ana.Dee
Cruz... .Dec

City of Alexandria New York. .Vera
Victoria.New York..London.Dec
.Dec
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool
...

Ethiopa.New York..Glasgow.Dec
Montana.New York..Liverpool....Dec
Algeria.New York..Liverpool —Dec
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Lako Winnipeg.. ..Portland ...Liverpool.Jan ^
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Jan 3
—Jan 3
Republic.New York. .Liverpool ....Jau
0
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool —Jan <
Scythia.New York..Liverpool
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg.... Jau 98
Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan

MINIATURE ALMANAC ....DECEMBER 24.
Sun rises.7.34 I High water. 7.51
Sun sets.4.25 | Moon sets. 4.03

TsTTn.Wft.

AT A

No. 517

(Members N. Y. Mining Board,)

Dealers and Brokers in

AND

a

SECURITIES,

Congress St.,

W. H.

State, City and Town Bonds

AND—

AND

Jewelry,

Large Slock

House

will not be open for the

Thursday,

on

Dec

25th,

(Christmas.)
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

W1SCASSET, Dee 10—Ar, schs J H Miller, Blagand
don, and I> L Sturgie, Boston; Isabella, Lewis,
Niger, Merry, do.
Dec 18—Sid, sobs Sami Fish, Teel, for Savannah;
Emeline, Roberts, Portland.
Dec l'J—Sid, sch Keren Happuch, Lewis, Friend-

•ShDec
20—Sid, sch Irene
nah.

Mcservey, Wall, Savan-

E

CRANBERRY ISbliS, Dec 17—Ar, schs Baker,
Neptune, Bunker, Portland.

Bunker, and

;,|8I of Vessel* buill on the Kennebec Hirer in 1S?9.
&
Ship Theodore II Allen, 1537, by T J Southard
Son, Richmond.
Bath.
E
Ship Soltaire, 1531, by Sewall,
Shiti Manuel Llagnuo, 1732, by 3 McDonald,Bath.
Barque Havana. 049, by Wm Rogers, Bath.
Barque A C Wade, 522. by Wm Rogers.
Barque Guy C Goss, 1572, Goss, Sawyer & PaokI) W & 11 F Morse,
nI*Scli B W Morse, 558, bv Thos
Bath.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

SAMUELHANSON,

of

Banker and

Neck Chains, Lockets, Pendants,
Gold and Fine Plated Jewelry,
TurCameo,
Amethyst,
quoise, and Sand Rings.

^'..1.

TJ

Duller

1177

194 MIDDLE STREET.

FIVE GENT CIGAR
is tlie best at its price in the
city. For sale at

Hours

a

ufacturers’ stock and offer

ouuu

Christmas Goods
TODD & MORSE,
177*7 Sz3Iica.ca.lo Street,
(First

Excliango,)

Poor from

In stock for the Holidays
Gold and Silver Watches, a fine
lot of Finger Kings, Ladies’ Gold
Chains and
and Plated
Neck
Lockets, Bracelets, Cuff Buttons,
Sets, Ear Kings, Gold and Silver
Thimbles, Silver Napkin Kings
and Hugs. Solid Gold and genuine Amethyst and Garnet Slone
Kings for $3.00, $3.35 and $3.50
each. Peep O'Day Alarm Clocks
and all other Clocks lower than
any place lit the city. Don’t forget.

M

to her assistance.
Sch Sarah E .Jones, Nash, from Elizabetlinort for
Boston, with coal, sprung a leak of 2000 strokes per
hour and lost jibs, on Nantucket Shoals 21st.
Sch Redondo, of Ellsworth, lost an anchor and 45
fathoms chain on Nantucket Shoals 21st.
Sch .Jed F Duren. of Calais, while at anchor on
Nantucket Shoals 22d, was run into by schr Carrie
Wallace, (or )Valker) and had stern badly stove.
Sch Freddie Eaton, from Calais for New York, is
ashore at Greenwich Point.

BOIIEHTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, ship Samuel Watts,
Lcrmond, New York.
Ar 21st, ship St John, Smalley, Liverpool via Callao: Edw O’Brien, Henry, do.
Sid 21st, ships Pactolus. and Gold Hunter.
GALYLSTON—Cld 22d, barque Halcyon, Dickinson, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17tli, ship Gettysburg, Call,
Liverpool; Henry 3 Sanford, Sleepor, Calcasieu.
PORT EADS, LA—Ar 22d, ships John Patten,
Hall, Buenos Ayres ; Lizzie Moses, Koazer, from
for Boston.
PENSACOLA—J*r 22d, sch St Croix,
return.
Aspinwall, to load and

brig Carrie Bertha,

Haskell,

Boys’

Ties

a

10c

n

a

a

a

U

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

“

“

Men’s

“

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

m

17
29
_

25

gg
t).|
These are all first-class
goods which will he found
much under usual price.
_

Have

TODD & 3IORSE,
177 middle Street, First Door from Exdsnlw
deli)
change Street.

Solid Gold

and Garnet Kings

Amethyst

ONLY $2,25,
at McKENNEY’S, 531 Congress Street.
sndlw

dels

Owen, Moore & Co.,
'tf

del 9

CHRISTMAS!

MERRY

AT

BROS.’

STUBBS
you

can

ttiul

everything pretty and attractive for
presents

in the

ART LINE !
Pictures Framed Neatly iu all
tlie Leading Styles.
early

Come

Remember the

avoid the rush.

and

place,

at

STL BBS BROS’, 1C TEMPLE ST.
do22
___d3t

STOMSGTOflf

We have just closed a contract with
large Cotton Mill for all the

a

REMNANTS
—

OF

F8R3E

IHCH

40

Unbleached Cottons
Made during the next year.
They' will
be shipped to us about the first of eaih
month.
A sample bale is
be sold at

Sc

now

PER

in stoek and will

YARD.

Eastman Bros.
534 CONGRESS STREET.

sndtf

delO

Ladies’ and Gents’ Gold Watches
AT

BOTTOM PRICES, AT

McKENNEY’S,
dels

Congress Street.
sndlw

LOOKING

IN

GALL

531

FOB

AND SEE DUB NEW

ALL

OF

OTHERS.

This is the Only

Avoiding
♦

—

IJ.\i:

NEW YORK.

FOR
AHEAD

Inside Route
Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston front BosIV
.T>
T>
.1-1 il.r flvnnnt <nn,iotr

at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stoniiigton with the entirel> new ami superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stoniiigton, every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat unlay, arriving in New York
nlwny* in advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Moston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins
Adams’, 22 Ex
change St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 49Vis Exchange

Street.

S. BABCOCK,
President,

L. W. 5TLKINS,
Gen. Passenger Ag’t,
octi

New York.

All Premiums

at STATE FAIR, 1879.

D.

dtf

LAMSON,
Artist Photographer,
Opposite Falmouth Hotel,
PORTLAND,
Up can Bight only.

DRESS

ME
no4dtf

MAKING!

3© SALSM ST.
Low Prices previous to removal to Congress
Street. Will tit Basques for 50 cts, Wednesdays
free. The art of cutting taught. Would take one
Work secured after
learned.
more apprentice.
28
Refers l*y permission to MRS. A 13ALT< )N,
oe2M3m
Spring St.

Cleveland & Marston,
138 EXCHANGE

iF» 3Z>. Clicncy c&? Co.
258
del3sn2v7

v

Bordeaux.
Sid 22d,

tt

“

Hay.

UCUO

just bought man-

We have

Sclilotterbeck’s Drug Store,

Ar at

MEMORANDA.
Ship Corsica, Henry, from New York for London,
before reported, put into Seilly Dec 22, leaking badly: 2(500 bbls oil were thrown overboard.
Brig Benj Carver. Colson, from New York for
Portland, with coal to H L Paine, is ashore on Long
Island and likely to be a total wreck. Crew saved.
She is an old vessel of 155 tons and is owned in
Searsport.
Brig Black Swan, which went ashore at Chatham
22d, registered 190 tons, was built at Bueksport in
1853, and hailed from New York.
Sch Rosa & Adra, (of Bristol, Me) Hatch, from
Perth Amboy for Portland, was abandoned 22d on
Nantucket Shoals. The crew were taken off by the
steamer J S Hopkins and landed at \ ineyard-llavcn
The schr was left at anchor. Wreckers have gone

DOZEN

100

One Lot

by

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
New York 22d, seks Geo Iv Hatch, Murphy,
Caibarien; Azclda& Laura, Mayaguez.
Ar at Liverpool 20th inst, ship M 1* Grace, Wilbur
San Francisco; barque (5 M Stanwood, Webber,New
York; 21st, snip Arcturus, Kelley, Norfolk.
Ar at London 18tb, barque Almira Robinson,
Given, New York.

eodtf

sndlw

dels

ItvTW) U’liltaflPtl].

Sell Parker M Hooper, (577, by I) (J Blaisdell.
Sch Bertha F Walker. (580, by Goss & Sawyer.
Goss, S & P.
Sell Serena It Soper, (503.
Sell Mabel L Phillips, 831, bv Goss & Sawyer.
&
Goss
E
C
Sawyer.
Sch
Allen, 499, by
Sch S P Hitchcock, 603, by Adams & Hitchcock.
Steamer Mt Desert, 457, by Goss, S & P.
Steam barque Mary & Helen, 420, by Goss, S & I*.
Barge Juno, 254, by Wm Rogers.

Broker,

je4

Getst's
Ladies’ Gold
Watches,
Stem Winding Watch $8.50.
Table
Plated
Rogers’
Knives $3.50 per »©z.

Bath

Hagan,
Sch F L Schepp, 1 US, by
Sch Chas A Briggs. 757, by Goss & Sawyer, balb.
Sch Hattie S williams, 8U7, by Goss, Sawyer*
Packard.
Sch Chas H Tricke.f. 281, by Goss & Sawyer.
Sell Quaker City, 510, by Goss & Sawyer.
Scii Reuben S Hunt. 182. by Deering & Donnell.
Sell Mentor, 82, by C Y Mlnott, Phipsburg.
Sch Nellio V Ropes, 290, by Goss, S & P.
Sch Nellie T .Morse, 4G0. by B W * II F Morse.

SECURITIES

GOV’T

WARE,
STERLING SILVER WARE,

FINE PLATED

Open Twenty-Four

ggjf-The Custom

de2dtf

Me.

WATCHES, CLOCKS,

TUESDAY, December 23.

transaction of business

NEW YORK.
J. L. McKeeveb.

Stephenson,

.REFERENCES: Cashier Phoenix National Bank,
New York; Cashiers of all National Banks in Portland, Me.; Cashier Second National Bank, Bangor,

large assortment of

—

OTHER

INTO. 54 Wall St.,

501 CONGRESS STREET.

Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Cleared.
Sch Mercv T Trundy, Crowley, New York—Berlin
Mills.
Sch Linnet, Gray, Belfast—Kensell & labor.
Sell Atlantic, Gray, Bellas—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Arrival, Farnnm, Boothbay—D Choate.
SAILED—Ship Kingsport; barques Cedar Croft,
Persian; brig Henry P Dewey; schs A Ii Weeks, Addie Ryerson, Abby Weld, Chalcedony, and others
bound east. Some’ westerly bound coasters started
and put back.

bought atreasonable

FINANCIAL AGENTS,

MECHANICS’ BULBING,

OJRT OF PORTLAm

Arrived.

life and endowment

P. O. Box 1019, Portland, Me.

nollsndtf

GEO. A. HARMON’S

Gallia.New Y'ork..Liverpool —Dec 24
Amerique.New York..Havre.Dec 24
24
25
2o
2o
20
27
27
27
27
3D
31
1

on

same

SPOKEN.

youngest

Hp-The funeral of Michae Joyner will take place
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock from his late

16 BROAD ST., New York.

NO.

MONEY TO LOAN

Nev 20, lat 40 25, Ion 34 45, barque “Arcturus,”
of Ellsworth, with loss of sails and rudder head.
Dee 5, lat 81 S, Ion 89 W, ship St Joseph, Kales,
from Arica for Falmouth.

years.

Co._

to-day

a

MINING

yet

j

WV.VMV..

of $500,000 of these bonds at
90 and interest, reserving the right to advance price
without notice and recommend them as a safe invest-

__.

j

**

We offer

SPECIAL NOTICES.

[Funeral

percent. Bonds
1917.

DIE

New York.

DEATHS.

Burial private.]

& KEOKUK R. R. CO.

LOUIS, HANNIBAL

28, Jennie B Gilkey, Gill* y,

Oct 24.

Exchange Sts.
«odtt

First Mortgage 7

Drummond, Marseilles.
Ar at London 9th, Moonbeam, Dunham, fm Tova
Islands.
Ar at Reunion Oct

by

Woodbury & Moulton

Nepigon,Scott

Queenstown 21st. shin Gatherer. Thompson,
San Francisco; 22d, San Joaquin, Drmkwater, iroin
San Francisco.
Ar at

and Sold

ISoaajglat

Drummond/Marseilles.

__

In this city, Dec. 22, at the residence of Capt.
Haven, Milton D. Cleveland, aged 18 years 3 months
and 12 days. His remains were taken to Rockland.
In this city, Dec. 23, Mrs. Mary A., wife of Daniel
S. Jones.
on Thursday afternoon at 2Vz o clock.

FRYE,

GEO. C.

Sourabaya.

W. H.

!

*1
Hunt, Rockport.
extracts are unequalled for the toilet. Each
RICHMOND—Ar 20tli, sell G M BrMiiard, KenBoston.
xlor is distinct, delicate and natural. They are put
niston,
n, in
half-pint bottle*, glass-stoppered, at $1.60
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 21st, barque
the
>acli, or sold by the ounce for 20 cents. Among
Josephine, Stahl, for Matanzas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, schs Ada J Simonton,
nany odors wo have:
Kmn.
Patchouly,
C
Portland;
Itouquet,
Hanrahan, Whittemore,
Hall, Boston;
Poud l.ily,
F'—iii.gipnnni,
Sarah L Davis, Cottrell, Charleston.
Boudelciia,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, brig Jeremiah, lord.
trope,
B*«e hfraniiim,
d)a«iuine,
Sagua.
Y'iolcttc,
Joc key Club,
Ar 22d, barque Ocean Pearl, Ileuley, Cardenas.
Weui Cud,
7Bu*Ic,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 22d, sell Ada F Ames,
White
Kow,
own
.71
fur
New
sailed
Hay,
Philadelphia.)
Achorn, Hayti, (and
YVoori Y iolet,
©cenu Nprny,
NEW' YORK— Ar 22d, schs Edith B Coombs,
A
sebs
C
Yluug-Ylaug.
Ropes, Hillyard,
Coombs, Jacniel 22 days;
The above extracts are equal, if not better, than
Eastport; Sarah C Smith, Banks, Boothbay; Petrel,
Lubiu’s or any imported, and are remarkably cheap
Knight, Thomaston; W P Ritchie, Freethy, Boston;
when we consider that each $1.50 bottle contain*
Seth M Todd. Norwood. New Bedford; L Holway,
eight times as much as Lubin’s, which retails for $1
Bryant, and Sarah Wooster, Gulliver, Providence;
Sabao, Thompson, do.
sen
Ar 23 d, barque Beatrice Bowlby, Mary port;
Joshua Grindle, Freethy, Port Spain,
Cld 22d, ship Anna Camp, Gardiner, Blaye; hark
COB. CONCRE** & FRANKLIN 8TS.
Carrie E Long, Park, for Corunna; S II Nickerson,
M W4F *n2m
nolO
Kimball, do; brigs W'auban, Spencer, Pernambuco;
Irene, Yates, Cardenas.
S
Hattie
Collins,
FALL RIVER—Ar 19th, sch
Crosby, Amboy.
Dunlin, Rladiug & .'lining Powder, Pune,
NEWPORT—Ar 22d, schs WTn McLoon, lingers,
New York for Portland; N J Miller, Lewis, do for
Caps and Electric Ifavtiug Machine*.
Boston; Adrianna, of Bath.
Agent for Tallin & Rand Orage Powder Co.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, sch B t Walker,
Burt. Boston for Baltimore.
T. xr. DAVIS,
Ski, sells II Curtis, Julia Elizabeth, Wreath, It M
Brookings, Etta M Barter, July Fourth, Almeda, Cor. Federal tend Temple Wt*., Portland.
Bedondo, Westerloo, J Strout, Ernest T Lee, Zicova.
sndlw
del9
Olive Branch, Forest City, Jed F Duren, M L Newton, Sami Nash, and others.
Dont buy worthless imitutious of the
EDGARTOW N—Ar 21st, schs Elouise, New York
for Boston; 11 Curt:s, and Ida Hudson, dobfor do.
Peru o’ Oil v Alarm Clock hut buy the
New
from
In port 21st, schs Silas McLoon, Spear,
McKEJiNEV’S
genuine artiele, at
York for Salem; Charlie & Willie, do for Portland;
531 Congress Street.
Ella, do for Salem; Lucy Baker, Amboy for Boston;
nnlw
del8
S P Adams, New York for Salem; Willie Luce, Baltimore for Boston; Laura T Chester, fm New York
for Camden; Ned Sumpter, from Rockland for New

Sid fm

MABR1A6EM

—

tie

SAVANNAH-Ar 17th, sell Mary A Power, Siminons, W'iscasset.
Ar ISth. sell A W iley, Gilchrist, Weymouth; An
uie Lewis, Colson, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 21st, sch F A Magee, Treworgy. New York.
Ar 22d, barque Adelia Carlton, Grant, Barbadoes;
sch A B Berry. Look, Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar U>th. sell Belle Brown,

Cadiz.

Mediums.1 90@2 00
Yellow Eyes..2 15@2 25

Family, |> lb..

07 tip.

10 OI\ D

for money and 97 1-10 for account.
London. Dec. 23—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, new 5s, 106Vs 5 4Vfes
at 10914; 4s, 100Vs; Erie 42V2.
Liverpool,Dec. 23-12.30 P. M.— Cotton market
firmer; Middling uplands at 6%d; Orleans 7d; sales
10,000 bales; for speculation and export 1000; receipts 27,100, American 17,200.

Bran*.
Pea.2 20a-

Sugar.
Wilmington.1 60ffll 70 Granulated....
@10
1 50®1 62
Virginia.
@ Wl
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35 Extra 0
a8%
C.
ft..
ll@12c
Castana,
r«66
12 31 4c Syrups.
Walnuts,
Filberts,
12@13c|
'*
ll@12ci
Pecan.

Governor Garcclon read the Constituread his oath and counted the votes according
to the Constitution and the laws.
After the reading of a long list of Vice Presidents
to

50

Peanuts—

year.

appointed

mo.^4 00S4

Paie

tion,

were

pork—
Backs..

Store..

Lemon

was not the first specific complaint by anybody against the Executive. The counting was done
according to law and nobody could find fault. The
Republicans had been accustomed to' amend the returns and this was why they wished to get at them

following gentlemen

Ilf^

Vermont. 12@14
Factory. 12&14

There

resolutions:

Provswiou*.
(Mess Beef.. 10 50@11 00
00
Ex Mess.. 11
Plate.12 00@12 25
1 Ex Eiatc-12 7r>@13 oo

K. V.

that enthusiasm which marked the indignation
meeting of the Republicans.
Ai Staples, Esq., called the gathering to order
and Samuel Lancaster, Esq., was made president
and A. J. Cameron, J. F. Pierce and C. D. Morton,
Mr. Lancaster on taking
were named secre'aries.
the chair thanked the meeting for the honor
reextended
made
quite
conferred, and
marks. He said jit had happened that the Governor in the solemn discharge of his duty and under
oath has so determined the questions before him as
to give dissatisfaction to some disappointed persons
and hence the attempt to coerce the Executive. He
referred to the denunciations heaped upon the Gov
ernor and Council by the indignation
meetings.

tins

8|10
«23

Maine..®.

celon’s Shameless Conduct.
The fusionists met in Granite Hall this evening.
Previous to the opening of the meeting a hand of
music stationed in the gallery performed a series of
was

110

..

x.oundTierces,

place of business.
The Augusta Fusionists Defending Gar-

The hall

@25

..

..10 75S17 00
Clear.10 00@16 25
rrish notatoes,
Mess.15
00@15 25
40@46e
iar lots
Oinou“ tjjbbl.3 60@3 75.Hams. 9%@12
25
S
urd.
.2 00@2
orate.
5@C
Tub, P1 lb.8 Vs m 9
Pound Hogs.
lb p..8%@ 8%
.10 @10%

of his

airs.

••

75^12

12@14

SS?.*::...
Potatoes. .3 75@4 50

Councillor Monroe Snubbed.
Councillor Monroe was in town to-day and met
with very harsh words from some of his acquaintances, one citizen who had J been quite an inti,

peremptorily ordering

10®18

...
....

..

75@7 001 Mid’ngs,
25@8 25 Eye.

juiet: State and Canada at 97. i'oru—exports 32,308 bush; receipts 79,200 bush; the market opened
duck and closed shade firmer with moderate trade;
sales 307,000 bush, including 215,000 bush on the
spot: ungraded at 02®05c: No 3 do Gl%®®GLe;
steamer 0314 ®03% c; No 2 at 63%@64 in store;
for
1341,4 t/ OOe afloat; ungraded White 06c; steamer
December at 02% c; No 2 for December at 6414®
Oats
l’cb
02%.
0214
®
04V2c; January 02®0214c;
sales
—receipts 37,930 bush; dull and rather easier; for
02.000 bush; 49c for No 3;50c for do \Vhite:50e
No 2: 5114 ®52c do White; 50c for No 1; 52 @5214
do White: Mixed Western at 49® 50c: White WesWbitern at 4914®5014e; White State at 50®' u«.
jrUr steady and quiet; 200 hhds Cuba 6!4®7!4;fair
to good refining quoted 7%®77/8c;refined unchangquiet and
ed and in moderate demand.
is unchanged
unchanged at 35®47c. Petroleum
bbls
in
7%
.a8%(-recrude
and dull;united 1 10% ;
fined at 8%. Tallow quiet and steady 6%. Fork
shade firmer and rather quiet; 320 mess on spot at
12 50; nothing done in futures. ILard is stronger
and more active; 1500 prime steam on spot at 7 80
7 87, closing 7 75®7 80 for old, 7 90 new.
Freights to Liverpool more active: Wheat
i
steam 4.
Wheat is
Chicago. Dec. 23.—Flour nominal.
active, firm and higher; No 2 Red W'inter at 1 31®
1 33; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 3114@1 31% cash;
1 32V8®1 3214 for January; 1 3214 for February:
No 3 Spring 1 14; rejected 97V2C. Corn is in good
demand and shade higher at 40c for cash ;4014c for
January; 40%c February; 4014c May rejected at
37% c. Oats in good demand and shade higher at
341/2c for cash; 84%®35c for January; 35%cFebruary; rejected 32c. Rye firmer 79% @80. Barley
easier 88c.
Receipts—19,000 bbls flour, 114,000 bush wheat,
218.000 bush corn, 53,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
rye, 28,000 bush barley.
Shipments-21,000 bbls flour, 18,000 bush wheat,
02.000 bush corn, 29,000 bush oats, 1,900 bush
rye, 11,000 bush barley.
A t the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
Corn active
in good demand and V2®%c higher.
and firm and %c higher. Oats are stronger and 14c
higher. Pork strong and at 13 00 January; 13 8214
asked February. Lard in good demand 21/2 higher

European Markets.

20 00
iffi2400
70

••

Oats,
ter good.7 50@7 7o j Bran,

St. Louis Win-

express.

mate friend

®?
M

ICorn, bag lots..

Grade

Low

Far-

the Governor and Council and it increases as time
tmetipg
while. numbers of Democrats exnress confeel

GJ

—

There is universal
well Hall, on Friday evening.
indignation among the Republicans at the action of

damnation of tlie

lirnni.

flouo

tember.
In response to
to-morrow issue

for

The market

prominent citizens was appointed to cooperpeople of other communities.
An Indignation Meeting to be Held at

and

Portland. Dee. 23.
Breadstuffs continue firm and

prices fully sustained, but trade is light. The poulaud we
try trade is lively; good Turkeys are scarce,
quote them at lG^lSc; Chickens in good supply, many of which are of inferior quality and
selling at 12@14c; Fowl are very plenty at 8@10c;
Geese are coming in freely and of good quality. The
indications are that an abundant supply will be in
the market Wednesday, as large quantities are bewe
ing shipped from the West aud Canada, and
fallpredict a decline in prices. Eggs show a slight

tee of

the

her back

anchred near Cross Rigs lightship. Monday the wind veered to the eastward and
blew a gale with a heavy sea and blinding snow.
vessel and
The sea bad a clean sweep over the
caused a leak. She set the signal of distress and

meeting three
speakers and
rousing cheers
After an gable adthree more for Daniel F. D^vis.
the speaker took the
dress by Capt. C. A. Boittelle
Dexter.
train to till an engagement at
Indignation Mooting at Dover.
earnest meetDoveii Dec. 23.—A large and very
and Foxcroft with
ing of leading citizens of Dover
held
delegations from numerous other towns, was
at Mayo’s hall this evening to denounce the countand Council.
ing out conspiracy of the Governor
with
Ex-Secretary of State Ephraim Flint presided,
a number of vice presidents. Prayer was offered by

was

strong nojthe-westerly gale drove

from Nauset and she

regardless of party,through-

was

A

20tli.

At the close of the
were given for the

counsel

daily growiug stronger

Fire in Norridgewock.
Skowelegan, Dec. 23.—A farm house owned
and occupied by John W. Bates of Norridgewock,
was destroyed by lire yesterday morning. Loss $700.
Insured for $500. Fire caught from a stove pipe.

ate with the

DENOUNCES THE FRAUD.

a

;

is

A FUSION REPRESENTATIVE

from

to the

will.

Defend the Steal.

Good Advice

even

Indignation Meeting in Corinna.
was
Coujnn’a, Dec. 23.—An indignation meeting
hold in Temperance Hall, Corinna, last evening.
not
Owing to the bad weather the attendance was
F. J.
large. W. I. Wcod was called to the chair and
Stirring speeches were
Whitney made secretary.

most intense

and

resisting

meeting
the Rev. C. A. Plumer.
ed by A. G. Lebroke, of Foxcroft; Col. J. B Peaks
of
and C. A. Boutelle,
Bangor; Rev. C. A. Plumer,
and Rev. S. C. Whitcomb, of Dover; Hon. Charles
Shaw, of Dexter, and W. P. Young, of Milo. The

RECTION.

statement is

Loss of Steamship Barussia on the
Voyage to New Orleans.

arm}' and

an

The

minority

ALDEN J.

with

shedding of blood.

out the State.

treachery

MR.

tesposing

act

PLENTY OP INDIGNATION MEETINGS
seats.”
1 do not see how honest and honorable men can
If
possibly take those seats; even for a moment.
they present themselves at the State House, it will
be with false and fraudulent certificates of election,
in their hands. They know, every honest and intel- !1
Augusta, Dec. 23.—Hon. Lleweleyn Powers had
ligent man knows, that such is the o:ily character of
those certificates. There is not an honest and true
an interview to-day with the Governor and Council
word in them: then how can a man with any senti- ;
in regard to the counting out of John Burnham in
ment of honesty in his heart, any se ise of honor in j
the county of Aroostook and the counting in of Alhis soul, join hamis with me vmains who nave
crime.
this
to
shameful, shocking
sought perpetrate
fred Cushman. He asks to have the decision changThe doing of such a thing would be a proclamaThe ground on
ed and the summons recalled.
tion that in no matter involving integrity and honor
which the Council made the decision was that in the
could they be trusted, if the temptation to cheat,
The
credito
rob
were
steal and
them,
presented
return from the town of Ashland the name was
tors of such men can have. no security for the perspelled Buruam, the silent letter “H” being omitformance of their contracts of whatever kind, if
thev fancied their interests might be promoted by
ted, and the Council declares that the votes so given
no
not
trust
should
Banks
them,
Mr. Powcould not be counted for Mr. Burnham.
violating them.
honorable man should deal or associate with them.
ers contended that the two names, idem sonans,were
To cheat, to steal, to robe, is to take what belongs
to another without his consent,»and that is the
whole of it. The Governor and Council have iaken
murder a prisoner named Burnham could be conthe majority of the people's votes, and have handed
victed and hanged, though the name was spelled
them over to parties to whom they do not belong, in
Burnam in the indictment.
Several decisions of
face of the earnest protests of those to whom they
belong. It is a robbery on a gigantic scale of that the Supreme Court of Maine sustain this view. Mr.
which concerns the life of the nation. Let us see
Powers then called the attention of the Council to
the men who will present themselves at Augusta, to
the
the
fact that
in
condone this horrid crime and to share in it, and let
adjacent
plantation
in
this
dreadcrlminis
us stamp them as particepts
in
Mr.
the
same
district
Cushman’s
to free institutions, and turn our
ful
Christian name was given in the return as Alford
faces away from them, as from men infected with a
instead of Alfred, differing in orthography and in
loathsome, contagion, fatal alike to honor and to
•
life.
Mr. Powers
sound and not in fact the same name.
Many years ago there was a great abandonthen proved to the Governor and Council that if
ment of the Democratic party in this State by many
both votes were counted or both rejected Burnham
of its members, men of honor, who could not and
would not countenance its methods by remaining in
would be elected and he insisted to the Council that
it
From that day it has been a hopeless
if John Burnam were counted out as a different
here; but now it seeks to obtain a temporary adman from John Burnham,
then Alford Cushman
vantage by a method which has had no parallel this
side of New York, where elections have been carshould be counted as a different man from Alfred
ried by habitual fraud, as all the world knows.
Cushman. Mr. Powers insisted on both or neither
Thomas Moore was Lord Chancellor to Henry
being counted. Gov. Garcelon admitted that Mr.
VIII., high in the king’s confidence and respect.
But he would not acknowledge the king as head of
Powers’ argument was unanswerable, and said that
His wife begged him and entreated
the church.
he had never before known the facts in the case;
him to yield, and pointed out to him that by only
he said justice required that Cushman’s summons
one word he could save his life and they could pass
should be recalled and the seat given to Burnham.
many happy years together. “But it would not be a
His
true word, dear wife, and I~ cannot say it*,.
Mr. Powers showed him precedents where this had
daughter threw her arms around his neck,in a flood
of tears and stifled by sobs.
“Oh, Margary,” ex- been done when a mistake had been made, as in tlii3
claimed the father, “it would break my heart if
instance. Hon. S. S. Brown, of the Council, agreed
thou should’st try to persuade me to do this thing.”
with the Governor, and said it was an error to have
“No, dear father,” she replied. “I would gladly saccounted out Burnham.
Councillor Fogg differed
rifice my life to save thine, but I would suffer a
hundred deaths rather than thou should’st say a from the Governor and Mr. Brown, and violently
false word or do a dishonorable act.” “Ah! there
He
denounced any attempt to correct an error.
spoke my own sweet daughter,” said the father, as
said the count must stand as declared, no matter
he pressed her to his bosom.
His head was
Thomas Moore was decapitated.
how many mistakes or errors should be proved. Mr.
placed on London bridge; his danghter went in a Powers believes that Gov. Garcelon will not permit
dark, stormy night and brought it away. Governor
the matter to remain as it is but will take measures
Garcelon and the rest of you, can you understand
such an act? That a man should willingly die if
to have so obvious a wrong corrected.
the alternative were to do a dishonorable deed or to
A Fusion Representative Denounces the
say a false word.

other and
of the

GOV. GARCELON ACKNOWL
EDGES ONE ERROR.

follows:

In the Pkf.ss of the 22d, is an excellent article
the Governor
upon the great robbery perpetrated by
and Council, in shamelessly and wickedly stealing
from the people the results of the last election. But
I was surprised to see in it an admission that the
mid fraudulently
persons who have been falsely
counted in might properly for a limited time take
the seats of those who have been fraudulently and
wickedly counted out. The words are:
‘•On the first Wednesday of January next eight
to the Senate,
persons, who have not been elected
whose only claim to a seat in that body consists in
in bogus certificates from the Governor and Council
will probably appear, take their seats and act in the
organization of that body. It would seem that selfrespect would dictate ro these men after they had
the
performed this duty to quietly retire and allowtheir
men who have been legally elected to take

The Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr. then submitted the following resolutions:
THE RESOLUTIONS.

THE GREAT FRAUD.

HON. NEAL DOW.

Augusta,

ment

BY TELEGRAPH.

>00 bush; better export demand, including 622,000
1
lush on the spot; ungraded Spring at 1 34®
S'o 8 do at 1 40® 1 4_1: ungraded W inter Ked

MAINE.

then as in 177G the legislative powers, incapable of
|
annihilation, have returned to the people at large
for their exercise, and the people arc justified in in- j

Children’s

miDDfiE ST.,
Over filay,» iDi ny Store.

Band and Stone

Rings,

SOLID GOLD, ONLr §1.00.

McKENNEY’S,
dels

531 Congress Street,
sndlw

ST.,

jia^t received for the Holiday Trade
a Hue assortment of Portable Stand*, Drop
Eight*,' Lamps, Shade*, Acid nod C ut
Have

Globes. Bronzes Ac.

delOdlw

E. IV. FUESUHLUi & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
(ISO W. FOFBTH ST., CI.VeTOATI.
Send fo**Circular.
Estimates furnished free*

THE

State Reform School.
The annual reports of the President of tlieP
Trustees of the Reform School, and the Superintendent, .Mr. Parker, have been complet.
ed and forwarded to the Governor and Coun-

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 24.
THE PRESS

The report of the President refers with favor
to the system allowing tho boys to sleep in the
dormitories in good beds, and the classification
of boys according to deportment. He refers in
fit terms to the iate Superintendent, Mr. Wentworth. Two inmates have died tho past year,
James Black, 18, Portland, Alfred J. Pickering, 13, Lincoln. The school is now arranged
in one room, and tho assistant teachers use the
small rooms, for recitation rooms, and have
uniform text books. A Blake steam pump has
been constructed for a protection against fire.
The main sewer is defective, and the floor of
the dining room decayed and settled. The officers are all commended, and tho report suggests 313,600 appropriation, 31.000 to pay Oil Is
overdue, 3600 for protection from fire, : 1,000
for repair, 31,000 for fertilizers, and 310,000 for
current expenses.
Tho Superintendent says there are U employes, 122 boys, 28 boys committed the past
year, 20 discharged, 16 allowed to go on trial,
remanded 2; violated trust, 5; indentured 2;
died 2. Of the 122 boys, 11 are from Portland,
2 Saco, 1 each Lewiston and Biddcford. Two
Three boys have been sick
are 8 years old.
during the year, and receiving careful attention
from Dr. Clias. W. Bray.
Besides the 3474 worth of sugar beets raised,
fivo acres of corn were sold to the Portland
Packing Co., for 3180; five acres were planted
with potatoes, five with oats, which yielded 196
bushels; two acres were cultivated for garden
purposes. Thirty acres of hint! are prepared for
cultivation next year, and loo cords of compost
have been made. Somo 88-1.1 more were realized from farm products than the previous
year. Ninety tons of hay v. ere raised, 4570
pounds of pork, 1320 pounds butter, 6650 gallons
milk, 75 bushels apples, 955 pounds beef. The
farm produce sold netted 84,985.11
There are 6 horses, 15 cows, 1 bull. ‘15 hogs
and pigs, 4 calves. Three chair shops have
been in operation the past year, with an average of 00 boys at work, and have made 45,000
caned seats and backs. About 365 barrels of
flour were used in the boys kitchen during tho
year, costing on an an average 87.50 per barrel.
A skating rink has been erected for the enjoyThe library numment of the boys in winter.
bers 1560 volumes.

N. G_
Arm
W. P.

M »rris, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon aud II. B. Kendrick.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. H. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Cuint*. rland Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Sacojiranpa, at the Post Office.

Roexlmid,

O. C. Andrews and E. R.
Daniariscofri. E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, \\ J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaveu, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiseasset. Gibbs & Bundle*
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.
Auburn, V. It. Foss.
Lisbon, C. E. dudkins.
Hallowoll, H. H. Allan.
Augusta, F. Pierce.

Spear.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
FIRST PAGE.
Useful Gifts—Merry.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Card of Thanks—Mrs. H. DeW.,Shaw.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Buy Skates—Bailey.
W« Shall Scll-MJrin Hawkes.
Christmas Gifts—T. -J. Welch.
Elixir of Life Root.
I. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.
Adamson’s Balsam.
Reiebardt’s Pcriumes—4.
A. O. H.—Special Meeting.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Probate Notices.
Christmas Presents—Chas. H. Lamson.
Casco National Bank—Statement.
First National Bank—Statement.
Canal National ilitnk—Statement.
Notice is Hereby Given.
House Wanted for Cash—Wm. H. .Terris.
Portland, Bangor & Macliias Steamboat
Proposals for Army Supplies.

Co.

MUblC AND THE DRAMA.

A. O. H.

Owing to the pressure on our columns this
morning wo must be very brief with our no-

There will be a special meeting of the Ancient Order of Hibernians at their hall this
evening at 7.30 o’clock, for the purpose of taking action on the death of a brother member,

THE RIVALS.

The last entertainment in the Grand Army
course will take place at City Hall Christmas
night, consisting of tho combination called
“The Rivals,” including Miss Carrio A. Tur*
ner, reader; W. H. Sayward, impersonator;
Mrs. Julia Huston West, soprano; Walter Emerson, coruetist; Leon Keacli, pianist.

Per order,
W. J. Rowe, Sec.

I. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.
There will bo a special meeting of the Irish
American Relief Association this evening at S
o’clock to take action on tlie death of a brother

ALVIN

T. J. Welch, Sec’y.
Why throw away so much money trying
worthless medicines, when for 35 cents a remedy can be procured that will cure Coughs,
Colds, Sore Lungs and Croup? Give it a
Trial
trial. Adamton Balsam will do it.

dec24-W&S&w

Nothing so handsome for a Christmas present as a bottle o£ Ilcicliardt’s Perfume. GuarPut up in
anteed to bo as good as Lubin’s.
elegant half-pint bottles for 1.50, or by the
Sold by Geo. C. Frye.
ounce for 20 cents.

orously applauded.

ORGAN RECITAL.

Mr. ffm. H. Clarko of Boston, will give an
organ recital at Williston church, on the new
organ, Friday evening next, which will he the
first time tho instrument will be heard in public in Portland.

If thero was

If my Kindeys were deranged I would take
a bottle of Elixir of Life Root and stop
crying
dec24-2t
(Oh my back.)
The durability of Koichardt’s Extracts arc
not excelled by any perfume in the world__

Sold by Goo. C. Frye.

(agt.)

Reichaiidt Perfumes for tiie toilet are fast
No wonder considering
meeting with favor.
See advertisement.
the extremo low prices.

jewelry

Christmas Gifts at T. J. Welch’s
store, under Congress Hall.

Buy Skates for Christmas Presents at G. L.
Bailey’s, 4S Exchange street.
Babies Rings,
Finger Rings to suit all.
Wedding Rings, Plain Wide Bands, Engraved ditto, Garnet Rings, Diamond Rings,
Turquoise Rings, Amethyst Rings, Pearl
Seal-Rings, Cameo Rings, &c., &c., &c.

Rings,

C. H. Lamson, 201 Middle street.
^2t

dec23

__

very largo and
For "Merry Christmas”
beautiful assortment of tine Jewelry and
to suit all, may bo found
Watches, at
a

prices

at C. H. Lamson’s, 201 Middle street.
dec23

<52t

single person in the county

of the fact that there is a
named Merry, the hatter, in Portland
man
who does a driving business, he was posted
yesterday morning when he looked in the
Press, for Merry’s name starod him in tiio
face as soon as lie opened tho paper. And
what a tremendous schedule of prices lie gives,
was unaware

and all cheap for tho class of goods he offers.
His robes, fur sets, hats, caps, umbrellas and
gloves can’t be beat in Maine.
Real Estate Transfers.
Tlie following real estate transfers for

week all of our Jouvin

IVe shall sell for one
Kid Gloves at 50 cents per pair.
Onix Hawices
dec24-3t

a

were

Scarboro—John Waterhouso to school district No. 0, lot of laud.
Deering—Theodore H. Mansfield to Gardner
M. Parker, house and land on Pearl street.
Windham—Noali Read to Dana P. Lowell,
land and buildings.
Yarmouth—Nathaniel Johnson to Baptist religious society of Yarmouth, lot of land.
Falmouth—A. J. Adams to Mary J. Adams
et al., land and buildings.
Casco—Daniel L. Means to J. R. Dillingham, 2 acres of laud and buildings.
Portland Marino Society.
The following have boon elected officers

_...

ran/1

t>

Vinl/af Pnwflpr

dec20S&W2t
Fine Silver Filigree Jewelry. A now and
beautiful assortment of these goods just received for the Holidays by C. H. Lamsou, 301
dec23d2t
Middle street.

President—Capt. Jacob McLellan.

Vice-President—Cant. Richard Crockett.
Secretary and Treasurer—Capt. Albert Marwick.
The socioty is iu a flourishing condition and
has a large invested fund. A large number of
widows of sailors have [been
the past year.

Coo, the hatter!

dec23d2t

name

is

as

fa-

Acceptable Holiday Gifts.
The Songs, Legends and Ballads, by John
Boyle O’Reilly, and his latest story “Moondyne” are very desirable books for Christmas
presents. For sale by T. P. McGow'an.

Chew Jackson’s Best Sweef Navy Tobacco

do28S&AVwly

an account annexed to recover for
twelve months labor doing housework at $12 per
month—8144. Decision tor defendant.
E. M. Band for defendant.
Cobb for plaintiff.

Brief Jottings.
Mercury
Fine day yesterday and warmer.
17° at sunrise, 32° at noon, 27° at sunset: wind

The sheriffs yesterday took one kog of stock
ale from the Boston Boat, and a jug of whiskey from a house on York street.
The streets were full of Christmas shoppers
yesterday, the storos crowded, and the sleighs
run

infamy.

merrily.

defeuco for such cases as Skowhegan and Lisbon. I do not believe a majority of Democrats
iu this part of the Stato defend the course of
I have not been
the Governor and Council.
round among them to any great extent, hut
this morning I hear of several Democrats who
do not believo in the course of Gov. Garcelon
and who can’t defend him.

Elm street.
The custom house officers are not allowed to
give the names of shippers or consignees of
goods to the public.
At the business meeting of the Reform Club
last evening live new members were added to
the Club, the result of the last meeting at the
Inn.

A

There is a petition receiving signatures at
the Merchants’ Exchange, requesting that
Scituate, Mass., be made a harbor of refuge for

Vickery & Leighton.
and Leighton have one of the
handsomest stores- in tlio city in Farrington Block, and their stock of goods is as
handsome as the external appearance of

Among the most beautiful articles they offer this season are neck-ties, nubias,
hoods, leggins, jackets, handkerchiefs, and
kid mittens, together with superb soft blanktheir store.

ets, and all those dress goods of every con.
ccivablc material and of the best quality to he
found in a first-class dry goods store.
Accidents.
The premature discharge of a gun in the
hands of a young man in Falmouth yes ten] a;
resulted in the maiming of his hand.
Tom Lackley, a man employed by the Maine
Steam Ship Co., fell on the sidewalk am

The County Officers.
Yesterday the certificates were issued to the
County officers from the Governor and Coun
Mr. Moulton received his as County At
cil.
tomey, and visited Mr. Haskell who politelj
We understand list
showeel h kn.li is docket.
legal steps will bo taken at onco by the officer!
who have been elected and defrauded of then
offices, to recover them.
Sudden Deaths.

inquest unnecessary.

IS

tUC

HilJ

UUL

U1
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wrong.”
Our reporter then Called on Oliver Newman,
Esq., a well-known Democrat, who represented

broke his arm.
The Second Parish Fair to raise money to
wards paying off the church debt nejted S170

an

Wllilt

certificate given me under these circumstances, and 1 should not take my seat in tlio
Legislature on a quibble, and when I know
that the people had nut asked me to go.”
One of our oldest dry goods merchants, John
A. Rodick, Esq., and a Democrat of long
standing, was called on by a Journal reporter,
Monday afternoon. The reporter asked of Mr.
It. his deliberate opinion in regard to the
“count."
“My serious opinion is that it’s wrong,” said
Mr. Rodick. “1 do not uphold Governor Garcelon and his Council. What sticks me is this:
Why is it that the Republican returns are full
of errors and the fusion returns are all right?
Mr. R. expressed
That’s what sticks me!”
this opinion with considerable emphasis.
“I beliave that it is right for a defeated party to quietly bow to tho will of the majority.
We’ve always done it for 20 years, and I believe it is the right thing to do.” He continued: “I have teased seme Republicans considerably by telling them that it’s no worse than
Louisiana, but my serious opinion is that it’s

Vickery

deemed

J&.UUW

a

struck by him and slightly injured.

©sterday.

tlUIl

crisis. I hope that enough of those who have
been certificated will decline to accept legislative positions, so as not to defeat the will of
1 would certainly scorn to accept
the peoplo.

vessels in distress.
A horse attached to a grocery pung ran off
afHigh street wharf into the water yesterday
lomnnn
ifn wan rpspiifid.
A teamster was

Michael Joiner, aged 32, died very suddenl;
of heart disease yesterday.
John Wall, the well known Market St. res
taurateur, died very suddenly of heart discus
Coroqer Gould was called hu

“I <lo not believe
I
I

I do not believe it is ever
think is wrong.
right to thwart the will of the people on mere,
ly technical grounds. I do not think the executive lias the right to declare any law unconstitutional which has not been passed upon by
the courts. I caunot soe how there can be any

A good picture of Charles S. Parnell, loader
of the Irish land question, can be seen at T. P.
McGowan’s book store.
Several teams started on the rampage on
Congress street yesterday afternoon and one
fine cutter was badly smashed at the corner of

Friendly

Mr. French said:

j

Ward 2 in tiro Board of Aldermen last year.
Mr. Newman said that ho did not wish to be
mixed up in politics at all, as lie was thoroughHe said ho did not
ly disgusted with them.
believe in “counting out.”
He thought that
Governor Garcelon and his Council had dono
a great wrong.
He did not know as they had
been worse than the Louisiana Returning
Board, but he did not approve of their action.
Our reporter asked C. S. Newell, Esq., one
of the best known Democrats and merchants
in the city, what lie thought of tho countingout business.
“I think it's a slieer fraud,” said he, “and
that the men that are engaged in it should not
he sustained. That’s just where I stand. It is
simply subverting the will of the people, and
I shan’t hack it up. I have just signed a call
for an indignation meeting, and signed in good
faith.”
“How long have you been a Democrat?”
“Eight years. But if tiro Democratic party
is to degrade itself in this way, I’nr dono.
I
shall he square about it.”
Mr. Newell, as is well known, was elected
last year by tho Lewiston Democrats to the
office of Assessor of Taxes, one of tho most responsible city offices, which he still holds.

00
34

LI ABILITIES.
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STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumbeblaiid, ss.
1, Wm. A. Winship, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and
of

sworn

WINSHIP,

Cashier.

before me, this 23d day

to

December,

1879.
WM. T. SMALL,'Justice of

the Peace.

Correct—Attest:
)

d3t
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

OF

—

Due from other National Banks.
Real estate.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
jjma

v'l

wun a

...

17,738

03

7,529
10,979
22,546

13
27
11

9,520 03

u,

....

Fractional paper currency and nickels
Specie—gold coin
..

Specie—silver coin....
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund.

law, yet it would have done the Republicans

.c-i

130 48
5,500 00
1,147 00
25,000 00
23,985 00

$1,887,432

harm if it had been applied to all towns.
The record of the towu of Buckfield, for example, was also not made up in town meeting,

50

no

LIABlLITSEg:
Capital stock. $000,000 00
Surplus fund
$120,000 00
Other undivided profits
281,580 02 401,5*80 02

but tlie return was counted, because its rejection would have elected a Republican instead
of a fusion Representative. It is stated that
over fifty cases are already known where fusion records were not made up in open town

rejected

on

Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks.
Due to other National Banks.

such a

$1,887,432

ground.

al Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23d day
December, 1879.
G. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.

of

Correct—Attest:

R JR PORT OF TffiS

FIRST NATIONAL BARK OF
at

ELEGANT NECK WEAK. Styles
qualities sever before sees in this city.

aad

site Close of

Business,

..

—

Specie (including gold Treasury

Total

10,000 30

15,000

00

30,100

00

1,700

00

.$2,658,883

03

redemption

fund.

|

Stock paid
Capital
WurrU.1* funrt

..

in.

..$S00,000 00
9.00 OHO ()()

133,277 29

Undivided Profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding
Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Due to other National Banks.
Due to State Banks and bankers.

700,000

00
544 49
485,150 99
44,400 10
255,388 24
34,121 92

..

Total.82,658,883

Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM EDWAKI) GOULD, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23d day of
Correct:

1879.
HOWARD

Attest,

H. J.
J. B.

GOULD, Notary

LIBBY,

Bailey,

James*
named.

one

W'KISTERS, iu Fur, Silk and Cashmere

CONGRESS ST.

Drummond,

Styles

New

at

reasonable

Fine

Finger Rings

Specialty.

a

late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Louisa E. Haye3, one of the Executors therein
named.

design and finish.

Gold and Silver

5.00

Also, Plam
ICingK.

LYDIA E. THAYER, late of Portland, deceased.
First Accounts and resignation of trusts, presented by Sanyjel Rounds, Trustee.
BENJAMIN STEVENS, JR., late of Portland,
deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate, presented by Arvilda W. Stevens, widow of
said deceased.
ALEXANDER TAYLOR, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate, presented by Mary F. Taylor, widow of said

deceased.
MARGARET DEEHAN of Portland. Petition for
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
rsainan if.

jaoueius, vjuiiiuiau.
LEVI GREEN, late of Portland, deceased. Report of Commissioners appointed to assign and set
out dower to Sophia W. Green, widow of said deceased, presented for acceptance and conlirmaticn;
together with petition that the fees of said cornmiei missioners be paid by the Executor of the Will of
said deceased.
JOHN S. THRASHER, late of Galveston, in the
1 State of
Texas, deceased, who died leaving estate
to be administered in said County of Cumberland.
Petition that James L. Howe may be appointed Administrator, presented by George Hall, one of the
next of kin of said deceased.
Dy

STREET.

BENJAMIN ORR, late of Brunswick, deceased.
of Will and petition that the same may be
verilied and established as the Will of said testator,
presented by Heniy Orr, a son of said deceased.
JAMES BRADLEY, minor child, and sole heir of
AcPatrick Bradley, late of Portland, deceased.
count. presented for allowance, by Arthur Bradley, Guardian.
PATRICK F. BRADLEY & ALS, minor children
and heirs of Annie Bradley, late of Portland, deFirst Account presented for. allowance,
ceased.
by Arthur Bradley, Guardian.
CORNELIUS DEEHAN, late of Portland, deWill and petition for the Probate thereof,
ceased.
and that letters testamentary he issued to Marga-

O’Neal,

the Executrix therein

Since the great advance in all kinds of
Rubber Goods it is important to know
when you purchase that you get a first
The YYOONquality, reliable article.
SOCKET DIAMOND TAP Rubber Boots
ior Men, Boys and Youths .are acknowledged to be the best in the market. YYc
have a full line of these goods. YVe would
also invito you to examine our large stock
of Ladies’ l ine Boots and Slippers, Gents’
Opera Slippers, etc., suitable for Holiday
Presents. We also carry a large variety
of Ladies’, Gents’, Misses’and Children’s
medium grades of goods which we oiler
at reasonable prices at 185 Middle St.

B- F. WHITNEY & CO. dtff

<lec5

«

1.50

“

8II,VKR rSS. AORKK JEWEIBI'
for the Holiday trade.

Something New.
To thoroughly enjoy tin oyster stew you should use
the “Pearl Oyster Crackers’' with the crimplod edge.
Every one perfect, iso split ones. Wo are taking
great pains in manufacturing these Crack* rs, using
nothing but the best stock and confidently believe
that if the public will trv them they will use no othJIAXl VAt ST BUli OXI.V MV
ers.

&

Mice
S

de20

A

CaMerwood,
10

UNION

Iw

ST.

cb-

Steamer CITY OF KICH-sMOND, Capt Wm. E. Dennison,
vOta. }leaves Railroad Wharf, Portland,
Friday evening at
-^rry
111.£5 o’clock, or on arrival of Pullman train
from Boston, for l&ocklnuit, Cuwtiue, Deer
Isle, »edgwick, iTIt. S5>E3E BT, <3©. West
an.! Bur Sfiarboi-s.) ITI ill bridge, Joucsport
and IttachiiiNjJort.
Returning, will leave ITIachiasport every IfBonday lVIoruiug nl 4.TO o’clock, arriving in
Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman
Night train for Boston. Express trains also leave for
Boston at 8.45 same mornings.
The RICHMOND will also leave same wharf every
Tuemlny evening at lO O’clock for RockJLincoIn ville,
land, Hamden,
Belfast,
Seareiport, Sandy Foiut, Buck^pcrt, Wintcrport, fiEicnipdni and Bangor, or as far as
the ico will permit. Stmr. RICHMOND connects
at Sfuckttport with B. & B. IS. IS. for Bangor. Freight and passengers forwarded at Summer
The

rates.

Returning, she will leave Bangor, (or as far as the
permit,) every ThurMduy morning at 6
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 5 o’clock P. M., connecting with Pullman
Train and Steamer for Boston.
Tickets and State rooms secured at Union Paseen
ger Office, 40 Exchange St., E. A. Waldron, Agt.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

Don’t fail to call

before purchasing at

Ckas. Day, Jr., & Co’s,
187
0

ur

store

MIDDLE ST.

will be open all day Christmas.

dc23d3t

new

Satin*

out on
to tender her sincere
Portof
hearted
kind
thanks
the many
people
land who lent their assistance at that trying time,
been
who
have
untiring
also to Mr. and Mrs. Bean,
in ihuir efforts to make myself and family comfortable while in their home. I would further thank
the Firemen and Police who behaved so bravely,
and many other under the trying circumstances.
Mrs. II. DeW. SHAW.
Yours Respectfully.
35 Preble St.
dc24dltsn

Agent* for the Celebrated Concord llarne*.

“

t.aO

the

wholesale

H. I. Nelson & Go’s,

price.

FRENCH FUR FELT HATS AND
BONNETS!
largest assortment

the

to be found in

the city.

$1.50 Slata now.$ .90

Our

••

*•

••

9,150 pounds Sugar,
350 gallons Vinegar,
770 pounds Candies adamantine.
3,700 pounds Soap.
3,320 pounds Salt.
25 pounds Pepper, Ground, Black.

MODERN built

to

$2,500
$3,500.
1E, Care Wm. H. Jcrris.

two

accommodate
well located.

house,
A
families, to be in nice order and
Price from
to

Address,

TO BEOIN ON

443 CONGRESS

now

The United
all bids.

States

§2.00.

Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars

STIFF TRIMMED HATS!
only 75 ceait*

AN 1#

CAMEL’S HAIR HATS !

ULSTERS

only 50 ceut*<.

SHODDY HATS !
t

only 20 cent?.

“A Chance Now”

CANTON MATS !
only 25

Our entire line at the wholesale price, 25c to
per bunch; three (3) tips in a bunch.

§0.

§2.50 per bunch; former price §4.

RIBBONS !

Satin,

Also

a

Fancy.

Brain and

Gto#

large variety

buy

an

of

23f=Come Early and avoid tlic Crowd !

18791
J k CO.,

iv

oireei.

liXcnange

463

on hand a large
of
woolens
stock
bought before the rise I am prepared
to close them out at prices
which cannot fail to insure
Call at once
a ready sale.
while the assortment is good

D. E.

published

this

year,

Also

flrral

Would also call attention to

our

Before you

purchase

your

examine

Holiday Gifts call

our

and

stock of

LEGGINS,

C. D. TOB-

Ic24dlw*

lot of other useful presents
cheap at

a

O

Neck Ties, Handkerchiefs

Hudson,

Vickery & Leighton.
dtf

de23

tidTbsI
We offer for the Holiday Season
the Best Assortment of

sea

©nr

entire

stock iiiiti'kc:! down from $3.00
to $S.OO. We Eiave many line garmciils osa hand; as we don't wisli
to carry litem over into another
season have fixed prices oil them
Chat will insure a quick staid
speedy sale. We ash one stud sail
to examine our stock before niahing their selection.

TOILET SETS,

TIDIES,
Lace

9t

del6

££33 B/SEicacU.© SBtroot.
Vf,S,M&vrtf
d02O

BOSWORTH,

OF

THE

CELEBRATE

lias boon acquired by intrinsic merit. M. PAULUS,
Leader of tbe great FRENCH BAND, and hosts of
musicians testify to their surpassing excellence.

HOLIDAY SLIPPERS
in this

Block,

city

can

be

seen

480
Also

a

POBTLANV.
**

Congress

at

AND

Street.
SHOES

2w

Books, Books,

iNTOTICS.
To accommodate Holiday trade
Store will he open Evenings
until Christinas, commencing

our

20.

OWES. MOORE A CO.
del9

233 lYIiddlo Street.

FOR

—

Women and Children.

EVENING NMHMiRM for I>adks and Misses.
'i'Ofliiri MlilPPERM and Dancing Pumps
for Gentlemen and Youths.
N! EN‘M ENG. GRAIN Walking fast Bals.
and Congress Boots.
Hv\G. GRAIN waterproof Gunning Boots.
( ORII MOLE WALKING BOOTM for
Ladies in Fr. Calf and Goat; also Cloth top walk-

ing B<»ot8.
SPRING If EEIj HOOTS in all widths for
Misses and Chddren.
EXCLLMIVE MALE of Burt’s Boots and
Banister & Tichenor’s Newark custom made hand

Books,
You

can save

,,

,,

_

20 per cent l>y buying your

CHRISTMAS

dlw

CEMTOR KOOTM of every description made
to

measure.

BOOKS

II. i*.

—AT—

Frank B. Clark’s,
del:515 CoDgI'OS8di^„
TRY ALLEN ROW’S

PURE CANDIES,
Fresh Ere, y Our anil **ii ic<ly Pure.

CONGRESS

566

NO.

STREET.

PORTLANB. TVE.

(leK

HOLlDAYGOODS
Fancy ildkf and Glove Boxes. Collar and Cuff Box
es, Jewelry and Spool Boxes, Jap. Dolls,
Mice Fans and Sun Umbrellas, Fancy Soaps, Pert uines and Sachet Boxes, Card Boxes,
Book Bags and
Straps
A L S O
An

dly

Lamps

BEAUTiFUL.

S

El. 73

ST.

tf

TURKEYS AND' 0£ESE
Arriving for Christmas trade, fine lots
of Dressed Poultry to be sold at something OFF Thanksgiving prices!
An invoice of fresh Farmington Eggs.
H0D6D0N & SOCLE.
dt‘23

d3t

PVL.IIER,

2SO ancldlo Street.
Jtf

elegant display Ladies,’ Gents and Children
Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs. Initial
Umb’d Hemstitched, Plain,
Turkey Uod &e.,

s

A I. « O

Nottingham and Aplique lidies, also handsome
•Turkish Tidies in sets, Linen Towels,
Napkins, Doylies, Beal Turkey Bed and I inen
Damasks. &c.

Respectfully,

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
del7

_lw

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

J. M. DYER & CO..

—

AIAKBvIT HAEli-lUBKET «<!•

VERY

at the Lowest Prices.
de20

our store
are selling them,
will he kept open Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
preceding Christmas.
we

—

del5

ap«S

well assorted stock of all kinds of

BOOTS

To give all a chance to see oar
holiday
unrivalled display of
goods and the low prices at which

Kendal) & Whitney Men,

4 Free Street Block.
codJm

tVStOLEBAEE & RETAIL BV

Samuel Thurston,
no 15

eon sale uv

WYER GREENE & GO’S Faience

McPhaii Pianos
MOEB

—

oclO

The Largest and Finest Line of

THE WORLD-WIDE FAME

—

sewed Boots.

FANCY FRINGES, CORDS
AND TASSELS.

M.

OUR

H0LIDAYG00DS

Frame and Clipper Sleds, Snow Shovels,
Folding Lap Boards, Baskets, Bird Cages,
Patent Nursery Swings, Pampas, Plumes,
Hartford Ferns and a large variety of
Pried Grasses. Popping Corn for Christmat Trees

Splendid Line of Lace Curtains
and Great Bargains in them.

«*.

Holidays

AND INSERTIONS

to be found in this market»

Sofa Pillows Furnished and made ap.

STUDLEY,

—FOR

Still Continues.

Has constantly on hand a large and well
selected stock of CANDIES, warranted
Fresh and Pure.
Also all sorts of TOYS and Fancy Articles for the Children.
Pont fail to call and see them and you
will be convinced.

Spreads, Shams, Edgings,

SQUARES

Grand Rush

Congress St.,

For The

431 AND 433 CONGRESS ST.

—

_____

____dlw

57i

and other Goods for Presents to be sold
low This Day and Wednesday.

LIIMIE1

i**121

de23

E TALBOT & CO.’S,

IS I, A W ME T S

drw

509 CONGRESS STREET.

found

bo

MW&Ftf

and Kid Mittens

Best Parlor Game ever Invented.

&c„

&c.,
can

Atwood & Wcutwo rtli Christmas Candies.
509 Congress St,

for Ladies, Misses and Children.

de22

GOODS,

BREAKFAST SHAWLS,

(le2B

CI=1A^DALL!S TOYS

BILL!ARDETTE,

Alt

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE

461 CONGRESS STREET.

ALL OF

call and examine before pur-

°

SgJt'BJ AS

WRITING DESKS, &c.

Every garment

EASTHAS BROS.,

CIIILOREAS HOODS,

Geo.

large assortment.

$3.00.

se-

found in New England, all of which will he
gold at LOWEST PRICES.

of

FANS,

IS

at

Black Chinchilla Circulars at $3.75.
The better grades of Dolmans and
Cloaks also greatly redneed.

Cornish,

WOUSTED

SILVER AND PLATED WARE

dec22

—

Heavy, Brown Camel’s Hair Circulars

LACE AND LINEN

—OF—

to be

an;ssia cjoobs

Please

On another counter we shall show
Children’s Cloaks and Boys’ Overcoats
at reduced prices.

lace ajmvs,

and

large stock

%

On one counter we shall place about 75
Cloaks and Dolmans made from Matellasse, Diagonal and plain Beavers,
neatly trimmed, and in assorted sizes,
at $4.87. Jio such value ever before
offered.

HANDKERCHIEFS
S!LK
t1es’lace ties,
Real Dasless lillraa Bams,

FRENCH AND AMERICAN

a

Fancy Goods and Toys,

to be found in

One small lot of Cloaks at $1.25.
25 Cloaks at $3.00, hare been sold at

del 9

THE LARGEST STOCK

Variety of Bindings.

will

534 Congress Street.

SILK,

3E> O* <0 j£3L &

UEW

bargains

that

Congress Street,

CLOCKS,

of all tbo

of the

V

which is entirely new ami ha? boon carefully
lected for the Holiday trade. We have also

city, consisting

are some

$5.00.

H.S.KALER&CO

do24,27,31,jan3,7&12

DRESSER, I

The following
be offered:

249 IViiDDLE ST. d2w

the right to reject any
CHAS. McCLURE,
Capt. and C. S. U. 8. A.

XMAS

or

a

Having

FRENCH TIPS !

RIBBONS !

suit of clothes
Overcoat very cheap.

To

OSTRICH TIPS !

All shades for

Days.

to be sold in the next 10

cents.

reserves

de24

HiOtli.

THREE HUNDRED

»•*"

price §3.00,

Dec.

Saturday,

del 8

One copy of this advertisement must be attached to
each duplicate proposal, and must be mentioned
therein as comprising parttof it. Blank; forms for
proposals, printed conditions and detailed information for bidders may be obtained at this office. One
ducopy of the conditions must be attached to each
plicate proposal, and must be mentionod therein
must
accompany
as comprising part of it.
Samples
proposals. Proposals must be enclosed in sealed
envelopes and marked “Proposals for Army Sup-

or

ST.,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
d&wlw
dec!8

Extra C.

plies.”

CLOAK SALE!

BEAVER HATS !
former

I

“

“

BLACK ENOLISH CRAPES !
at

Goods for all at

Holiday

now.$1.50 per yard

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

3 Tree St.

House IVaiited for Cash.

Girls.

\

\TOTI€E

dl«rw3wW*

or

GRADES.

and desirable shades.

4.00

de24tf

13 itEKEIfi* «IVEN, that the
.l.1
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor
of the Will of
CHARLES WILSON, late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL A. HOLBUOOK, Executor.
Freeport, Dec. lGth, 1879.

Christmas Gifts for

Plum Street, Portland, Me.

at

which time and place they will be opened, for
furnishing for the subsistence department U. S.
Army, the following supplies, delivered on or before
January 17, 1880, at such depot or railroad station
in this city as shall be designated hereafter, viz.
5,350 pounds Bear.s, medium,
1,650 pounds Rice, Carolina or Louisiana.
4,500 pounds Rio Coffee.

AUCTIONEERS,

Auction Sate Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

Banket?, Boxes, Satchel**. Cornucopias, Arc

The

AJBR-A.NG^OEM;ENrr.

or

Boys

the undersigned, will be received at this office
SEALED
until 12 o’clock M. Monday .January 12th. 1880.

NEW
STEAMBOAT GO.

to

Lowest Prices !

New Year's

UPWARDS.

ALL

$1.50

CO.,

F. 0. BAILEY &

1-50
1.75

4.45

COLORED SATINS!

“

>13t

llelil!

BLACK SATINS !

Our

—

raiHE bankrupt stock of II. M. Bovey, of Bath, in
said store, must be closed before Christmas.
This will be the greatest opportunity to purchase
bargains in choice Holiday Goods ever offered. Two
auctioneers every evening. Three sales a day.
Articles in window sold Tuesday.

$1.45 per yard and up war.!*.

in all the

AT 8TORK

F. 0. BAILEY Si CO., AUCTIONEERS.

SWEET GRASS

CALL FOB THE

H/fRS II.
IfjL Brown Street, wishes

Largest

Gentlemen.

for Ladies and Gents.

A Card oi Thanks.
DeW. SHAW, lately burnt

Assortment l

Christmas Presents for Ladies and

ynrd

per

dot

SILK VELVETS!

COLORED

chasing elsewhere.

1

dc24

1879.

$4.45

A’O., Auctioneer*.

208 Mid.d.lo Street.

COLORS.

;•

AND

Office Purchasing \ni»
S.,
No. 159 High St., Boston, Mass.,
December 20, 1879.

d2t

E. CUSHING, General Manager.
December 23, 1871).

“
“
“

4.00
4.50
5.00

“

ice will

PEARL OYSTER CRACKERS.

“
“

$1.50 Velvet* now.$1.00

Our

Street,

ile24

WINTE K

now

choice

yard

BLACK SILK VELVETS

C. H. LAMSON,
No,

“

40 tent, per
“
«5
“
75
“
»S

ELEGANT LINE OF

U. S. Army

Depot C.

Pendants,

Middle

now'

$5.50,

Former Price

fin

Proposals foi Arsiij Supplies.

AUCTION.

35

CLOSING AUCTION SALE

STRIPED SILK VELVETS!

named, presented

by John J. Lynch.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
HORACE J. BRADBURY, Register
Attest:
w3w52

pecially

codtf

Rubbei^ Boots.

1.45

Copy

ret

Fancy Goods <fc Toys
GRAND

yd.

per

POCKET BOOKS,

Lockets, Crosses, Bracelets, Ear
Drops, Cameo, Mosiac and line
Sleeve
GOLD SETS,
Buttons, &c.

301

cent*

JEWEL CASES,

Opp* Fahnoutli Hofei.

Under Falmouth Iflotel.

«

tate,
deceased.

Watches,

Fine iVechlaces &

...

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

$1-00

“

Petition for allowance out of Personal Espresented by Ada W. Perkins, widow of said

of all descriptions.
and

dtf

iHORTGAGEK'S SALE OF

—

Our 75 cent Velvet

Petition for allowance out of Personal Es-

Guard ami Vest Chains,

_

4.50
GeulK’ Ens Grain Lace;! Boot*
i.75 to .J.dO
Geutx’ Grain Boot*
Ladies’ Seamless Boat Boots, Four
Width*
Lndic»’ §camiesti Kid Boots, Three
S'.°®
Widths
A few pairs of French Cali Cong, and
Button, of the best Newark make at cost to
close.
Heavy stock of Rubber, lisp and Cali
Rubber and
Boot* at Che lowest prices.
Feather repairing dene at store.

Baud

143 Pearl Street.
jan24

ceased.

great variety of

Engraved

COLCORD,

BLACK VELVETEENS !

tate, presented by Eliza Kilbf, widow of said de-

BEAUTIFUL STONE RINGS
of the best

50

now

Administrator.

FUEL LINE OF POEMS

prices.

■

(Something New)

(descriptions

of all

$1.00,

Former Price

HAYES,

JOHN G.

[ Directors.
EMERY.)

Jewelry!
A

Gents’ Hand Sewed Cloth Top Eaced
SG.OO
Boots
Gents’ Hand Sewed Cloth Top Congre*« Bools
4.5J
Gents’ Wcscott’s Cf. Lucerf Boot*
Cf.
Crcedmore,
Gentf<’ Wewcott’*

the Executors therein

d3t

Fine

subscriber,

COLORED VELVETEENS !

the best selecte®

C. II. LAMSON,

W.

J.

bv the

F. O. IIAILEV &
dels

Public.

Christmas Presents.

private pupils

&<•. The stock is fresh ami contains many
articles suitable for holiday gilts.

“

to bo found in the

We Invite You to Examine Our Stock.

of

late of Portland, deceased.
presented for allowance, by Charles L.

)

BROWN,

de24

rand-

SILK SUSPENDERS in beautiful pat-

MIDDLE

03

MAINE, COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, SS.
I, William E. Gould, Cashier of the above named

December,

terns.

210

by

STATE OF

MARK P.

oc!7

10

LIABILITIES:

please.

493

43
00
00
00
11
57
00
('9
71
00

cer-

tificates).
Legal Tender Notes...
Redemption fund with -U. S. I reasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)...
Due from U. S. Treasurer,other than
5 per cent,

Executor.

CHARLES J. WILLARD, minor child and heir of
Charles J. Willard, late of Capo Elizabeth, deceasod.
Second Account presented for allowance, by Ellen
E. Willard, Guardian.
MATILDA G. BROWN, minor child and heir of
James u. Brown, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by John B. Brown. Guardian.
SARAH E. DODGE, late of Portland, deceasod.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented

PROPOSALS, in duplicate, addressed to

I«, 1829.

Loans and Discounts.$1,300,559
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation—
800,000
935
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages..
Due from approved reserve agents
231,073
Due from other National Banks121,527
907
Due from State Banks and bankers..
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5,000
and
taxes
Current expenses
paid
5,178
37,598
Exchanges for Clearing House.
Bills of other Banks.
20,493
Fractional currency (including nick210
els).

SIEK HANDKERCHIEFS, in many
qualities and designs, and they will
linen
iu:nsTiT(Ti;:»
KERCHIEFS in Fancy Boxes.

Bee.

RESOURCES:

so

Goods.

PORTLAND,

at Portland, iu the State of Maine,

Permanent Benefit a medicine
must reach the sourco of the disease. The reason why Scovill’s Blood and Liver Syrup is

Holiday

tONDITIOAf

—OF THE—

of

tion restored, tlie skill resumes its original
clearness and sores and pimples disappear. Sold
by all Druggists.
Oxygenated Bitters cure Dyspepsia.
dlw
dec22

W. W. THOMAS,)
JOHN N. LORD, J Directors.
F. W. BAILEY, )
d3t

dec24

___

successful n overcoming scrofulous, syphilitic and eruptive complaints is that it entirely
roots out those impurities which give rise to
The cause of tho evil being thus rethem.
moved and tho normal purity of the circula-

50

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal Nation-

and his wife have passed away. Monday,
Dec 22. six of tlie surviving members of tho
family, met with other relatives and friends
to celebrate the pearl wedding of Deacon Rufus Bixby and wife, the younger brother. The
united ages of the six was 5t)i years. They aie
all ill good health, with montal vigor unimpaired. Of the children of Deacon Bixby,there
are now living six sons and three daughters.
Tlie three dauglitt rs and one son were present.
Of tlie sons, tlie e.dest graduated from Colby
University and is a Congregational clergyman
in Mass. Tlie second sou was a civil engineer,
and in connection with Gen. McClellan made
the first survey of tlie Northern Pacific railroad,
under Gov. Stevens. The youngest son leaving home to enter Bowdoin College, enlisted
instead in the army to put down rebellion, and
graduated from Libby prison and Andersouville.
ee

39,112 07

in every casij
that any return

Pearl Wedding of Deacon Rufus Bixby
of Norridgrewock.
Two sous of Deacon Solomon Bixby, one of
the first settlors in Somerset County, married
daughters of Deacon Benjamin Weston of
Madison, sou of Joseph Weston, Estj., the first
settler in Somerset County. Throe of the immediate family were present at the united
golden wedding of tlie brothers celebrated ten
years ago. Since that time tho cider brother

To

00
77079
345,216 92
9,527 53
12713 17

were

counted; nobody suspected
would be

478,500

Circulating notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.

Given to

ALLEN.

C. W.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merehun
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m
ocildtf
Consignments solicited.

Exchange Street, we shall sell every
AT morning and
afternoon, commencing Friday,
Dec. lbth. a large assortment of Fancy Goods, Toys

RUSSELL F. PERKINS, late of Portland, de-

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.
$1,173,904 09
Bonds
to
U. S.
secure circulation
533,000 00
Due from reserve agents.
42,031 70

and disfranchised tho town of Jay to obtain a
fusion Repreaentative; and probably also count
out Captain Foruald, the Republican Senator.
While the rule of rejecting a return because
was
not copied from tho sheet
the record
on which the lists of votes was written out in
open town meeting, is clearly in dofianee of

Hobbs,

.‘II ICxehnnge Ml.

MuIe*room .*15 untl

BY

ceased.

I‘J, 1879.

At Close of Business December

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

rooms

Executor.

JEREMIAH HOBBS, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by Reuben M.

ceased.

POKTLAND,” MAINE,

—

Millinery Goods.

CHRISTOPHER KILBY, late of Portland, de-

—

“THE CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OF

j

Morse,

Account

} Directors.
FARRINGTON.)

OF

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

Administratrix.

WILLIAM L. ALEXANDER & AL, minor children and heirs of Martha R. Alexander, late of
Account presented for alHarpswell, deceased.
lowance, by Thomas W. Alexander, Guardian.
JOSEPH WARD, late of Freeport, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by John S. Ward,
Administrator.
REUBEN MORSE, late of Gray, deceased. Second Account presented for allowance, by Horace L.

JULIA A. FOYE,

JOS. WALKER,
JAMES BAILEY,
1. P.

Look! Look!

putting party before loyalty and honor.
never will uphold my party in anything that

iu

2,250

(5

SPECIAL attention to Church Music and Ha>
lO mony. Terms, $10 per quarter. Inquire at J.
D. CHENEY’S, U58 .Middle St.
uovl-dly

see cause.

Holt,

Capital stock paid in. $800,000 00
400,000 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
76,292 77
National Bank Notes outstanding...
45,000 00
Dividends unpaid.
1,113 11
Individual deposits subject to check.
759,420 83
Due to other National Banks.
89,020 03 I
Total.$2,170,859 34 j

hearing,went behind the return,notwithstanding tho court in 1875 said they could take no
cognizance of tho evidence outside tho return,

[From the Lewiston Journal.]

day.

fund with U. S. Treasper cent, of circulation)..

SALE
—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

TEACHER OF THE ORGAN

MART GILKJiY, late of Harrison, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by Harriet B.

00

Total.$2,170,859

urer

they

LIBBY,

SALES.

AUCTION

P. O. BAILEY.

January

rowv4

Redemption

open town meeting. The returns were made
out, signed and scaled in open town mooting,
The Governor
and were accepted as correct.
and Council, without notice and without a

west.

A Journal reporter this morning called
on Geo. F. French, Esq., one of the Democratic candidates for representative to the legislature from Lewiston, and found Mr. French
pronounced in his views of the counting-out

0,880 04
45,000 00

Tho return from Republican Jay was thrown
by tho Governor and Counc l, and thus a
fusion Representative counted in, on the plea
that the record in Jay was not made up in

Four Found in Lewiston Who Denounce
the Outrage.

The school teachers will be paid today.
Mr. Frank Cox had the top of his thumb
taken off in a machine in A. F. Cox’s yester-

13,887

out

the returns

That notice thereof he given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at said Portland on the Third
next, at ten of the clock in
Tuesday of
the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if

oo

Bills of other Banks.

Great Closing’ Out

GEM.

Ordered,

47
00
00
74
900
59

Specie (including gold Treasury certirtcates)...
Legal tender notes.

EDUCATIONAL.

a

AT

Loans and discounts.
$1,807,004
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50,000
Ollier stocks, bonds, and mortgages..
4,000
I>ue from approved reserve agents...
90,890
29,290
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5,000
7,405
Current expenses and taxes paidcash
items.
other
42,530
ami
Check#

Hereinafter Named.

Court of Probate held
Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the
Third Tuesday of December, in the year of our
Lord, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby

RESOURCES:

Fusionist in Buckfleld.

meeting, yet

Estates

—

WM. A.

a

To all Persons Interested in Either of the

Close: of Busiues* Dec. I£, 1879.

At the

A Rule that Counts Out a Republican in
Jay and Wilton, is Laid A3ide to Count

CharlesCustis&Co.,

HONORABLE DEMOCRATS.

die.

AT

NOTICES.

PROBATE

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,

ANOTHER GLARING FRAUD.

belonging on
English steamer Dominion, cut off a
finger yesterday, accidentally.

Assumpsit upon

THE

—

be resorted to, It will uot do for the intelligent citizens of Maine to submit quietly to
such a wrong. When would such submission
end? It is not a crime against the Republicans
of Maine alone, but a staggering blow against
good government, a dangerous attack upon Republican institutions. Submission would encourage all that is bad in our country, and tend
From expressions of
to dishearten patriots.
opinions here by leading Democrats and Greenthat
tho thoughtful men
I
am
satisfied
backers,
of all parties will unite in condemnation of the
course of the fusionists, and do not hesitate to
say that I am for all legal and honorable resistance to the end.
Wm. P. Fkye.
Respectfully,

board the

Smith.

OF

Casco National Bank

must

in

CONDITION

THE

—

Washington, D. C., 20, 1870.
To the Editors of the Lewiston Journal:
My opinions as to the fraud in Maine have
been so persistently misrepresented by interviewers, that I wish to stato them myself. Before the consul:' nation of the crime, I certainly could see no way to prevent it, if the Governor and his Council had blindly and wickedly determined to commit it. I saw no power
of
injunction in the cou-ts, no efficient restraint in the laws. It does not, however, follow that ;he conspiracy shall pour into the laps
of the conspirators the full fruits of success.
While there were no preventives, there are, in
my judgment, remedies as to which 1 prefer to
say nothing furtiier at present, only that they

Accidents.
A stevedore named Nickerson,

Superior Court.

adjourned sine

Why, that

public lose sight of the fact. If anybody wants
to procure a tip-top article in the fur business*
whether imitation or real, all kinds of gloves,
mittens, and caps, and a first class lot of trunks
and travelling hags let him go to Coe.

Baldwin Apples by the barrel. Best quali3tde22
ty for sale by AV. L. AVilson & Co.

Court

during

miliar as household words to Portlanders and
all people who reside within twenty miles of
the city. That is because Coe understands the
He keeps the very best
art of advertising.
goods in his line of business and never lets the

Fob a Christmas Present buy a pair of those
Si Co.’s,
new Luced Kid Gloves at H. I. Nelson

BEEOKE JUDGE BONNEV.
Tuesday.—Jane Allen vs. Ellen E. K.

relieved

Coe.

_

443 Congress St.

of

this society:

_

One of the Greatest Luxuries
To our
is a puro and fragrant Toilet Powder.
lady readers wc recommend J. & E. Atkin-

this

reported yosterday:
Portland —Michael Murray to John Murray,
land and buildings on Washington street.

county

OF

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

REPORT

Soma Way Must be Found to Pre vent the
Consummation of the Plot.

*

Merry.
who

Reichardt’s Perfumes are an ornament to
Each odor is delicate and
any toilet table.
natural. Sold by Geo. C. Frye.

JOSLIN.

Mr. Charles L. Davis appeared at Portland
Theatre last night as the old Yankee farmer
It is enough to say to-day that
Alvin Joslin.
he kept his audience in good limnor throughout, and at tho close of the first act ho was vig-

member, Mr. Michael Joiner.

bottle, 10 cents.

NEW

cil.

May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
ftrung, Cox, Wentworth, llodsdon, Hayden,

Michael Joiner.

CONGRESSMAN FRYE’S VIEWS.

A. B. BUTLER,
Ml

niROLE

ST.

deli)_%_F.MWtf
S. it.

NIIOES,
Agent,

Advertising

BOSTON.
lllE.HO.VT ST.,
Newspapers In all
Co tacts (or Advertisement*
citic,. ml towns ol tlio United States, Unnada and
British Provinces.
U

MAINE CITIES.
Jottings tov Press

Correspondents.

Tuesday, Dec. 23.
Rev. G. H. Vibbert of Boston delivered liis
ecturo on “Public Opinion and Prohibition,
it

BATH.

Notes—Incidents—Accidents—Accidents—
Amusements—Gossip.

rery interesting.
The Congregational Society are to have a
picnic supper and sociable at their vestry toMethodist Society
norrow evening, and the
at their vestry
ire to have a Christinas tree

rimrsday evening.
Tuesday, Dec. 23.
Warmer. Sleighing tine.
A Montreal engineer is draughting tire K. &
L. ferry slips.
Knights of Pythias dance to-night at Columbian Hall.
J. H. Hodgkins is door director of the
Knights of Pythias assemblies.
John M. Clark lias provided a homo for English sw allows in the third story of the Broad
street warehouse.
One of theso fighting dogs mentioned in yesterday's locals was drowned today.
Woodward shipped two ears of coa! west to-

day.

Dr. Price lost $30 on his recent visit to this

city.
Police news non esl.
The Swedenborgians are to have a series cf
three dances, the first on Christmas night.
The snow plough made the walks passable
til is morning.
A kingdom for a horse—and sleigh.'
Last Saturday night a man named Brenner,
who lives in Woolwich, took a small boat and
conveyed two passengers to tho Bath sido of
Returning he was unable to
the Kennebec.
the Woolpenetrate the shore ice that clogged
wich shore, and drifted down stream. Ho had
put Lis
no mittens, but took off his boots and
stockings on his hands to keep them from
He was finally rescued by the crew
freezing.
The
of a schooner at anchor In the stream.
death, but in the
man was nearly frozen to
was sufficiently restored to reach his

It was

the town hall, Sunday afternoon.

week have

The entertainments of the past
thinly attended, the Keller Quartette Wednesday evening, and the Boston
very small
Comedy Co. last evening, drawing
audiences. Both were good entertainments
and deserved better patronage.
Prof. D. M. Teague gives a mask ball at
Packard Ilall to-morrow evening, and it promises to be a grand affair. Geo. E. Hayden of
Boston, costumer, is at the Wiutlirop House,
to furnish costumes, and music will bo furnished by Berry’s orchestra of Augusta.
State Deputies S. P. Smith, J. H. Morrow
and 15. C. Torsey organized a lodge of Good
It
Templars at Readfield, Thursday evening.
is called “Readfield Lodge,” and Mr. Fred. F.
The same gentleFogg was elected W. C. T.
men propose to organize a lodge at Monmouth
date.
an
at
early
Temple Lodge, F. and*A. M., elected the
following officers last evening;
Master—R. C. Mcllroy.
Senior Warden—E. R. Wood.
Junior Warden—Harvey Cory.
Treasurer—Henry Penniman.
Secretary—J. H. Mcllroy.
Senior Deacon—F. W. Packard.
Junior Deacon—A. H. Weeks.
Finance Committee—C. A. Cochrane, E. A.
Wood, W. E. Whitman.
been very

highly important that
Throat, Lungs or Bronchial
It is

Tuesday,

Dec. 23.

Remember the poor this Christmas time.
A^rge number of our citizens attended
the Democratic mass meeting at Augusta,

Tuesday evening.

on

The following will be the order of services at St. Matthew’s Episcopal church,
Christmas. On Christmas eve., there will
be a lecture at 7 o’clock. On Thursday,
Christmas day, there will be a 10* o’clock
service, when the holy communion will be
celebrated, and at 7 o’clock p. m., there
will be a Christmas tree for the children.
The church is beautifully decorated, and
“Merry Christmas” will he properly celebrated.
A large quantity of turkeys arc in the
market.
The inside

of

the

japanning house at
factory, was burned
A man by the name of
Tuesday nooh.
Smith was severaly burned.
Wilder’s oil-cloth

Bogus Certificates.
It is no vile drugged stuff, pretending to bo
made of wonderful foreign roots, barks, &c.,
and puffed up by long bogus certificates of protended miraculous cures, but a simple, pure,
effective medicine, made of well known valuable remedies, that furnishes its own certifiWe refer to Hop_ Bitters,
cates by its cures.
tiie purest and best of medicines.—Erchanuc.
deelSeod&wtf
column
See another

affections of the
Tubes should be

FURNITURE!

similar story oi
a
year ago. A
cross the
wealthy insurance btoker wished tohandsome
river and promised the boatman a
The voyage, in mid-winter, took two
fee.
hours, the return trip being made in four. The
men were numbed with cold, and naturally expected a generous sum of money for their
work. The broker wont into a store to change
a hill and returned with 25 cents.
While the men at Moulton’s this morning
were occupied in placing the Tlnving s point
ice house boiler on hoard the ferry boat for
removal to the point, the boiler got placed on
one side of the steamer, when she careened and
Matters looked
tho water rushed on board.
serious for a few moments, but eventually the
boiler was got in position and carried up the
The Winter street folks will perform Mother
Goose at their Christmas festival.
Mr. Chas. A. Davenport last Saturday night
lost by an attack of rats a cage offine birds, one
of which cost $14.
Dr. A. K. Gilman has now in press a work
upon the remedial qualities of homeopathetic
medicines.
In the Ideal course will he the Boston Theater Company in Our Boys, The Courtship of
Miles Standish, Tho Rivals, and the Boston
Star Combination.
Mrs. Houghton’s Camille Dec. 2!) and 30.

purchasing

j»ro.

G. A. WHITNEY & CO.,Me.

The Promoter ami

Pert'ecior ct Anmuii-

tatiou.
Reformer

The

of

Vit-'i/ti'

and

the

Blood.
The Producer and

Inrigorator

of Nerve

and Muscle.
nud

Builder

The

Supporter of

Bruin

Power.

Fellows’ Compound Syrup is composed of
Ingredients identical with those wlio constitute Healthy Blood, Muscle aed Nerve
and Brain Substance, whilst life itself is
directly dependent upon some of them.
its union with the blood and its effect
the muscles, reestablishing the one

By

A stout backbone is as essential to physical health
to political consistency. For weakness of the
back and disorders of the liver and kidneys, the
tonic and moderate dietetic action of the Bitters is
the one thing needful. Remember that the stomach is the mainstay of every other organ, and that
by invigorating the digestion by tliis preparation, the spinal column and all its dependencies are
as

For

the

following

WDER

on

FM&mnvly31

jy25

“WOLFE’S
Ci

1

6

ALMANAC for 18S0 apply to
Druggists and Dealers generally,

U

STILL MOTHER

Nature

Again

Discloses

the benefit of

filer

Secret*

Mankind.

How the Suffering May find Relief.
EFFECTED

CUKES

BT

CATARRH REMEDY!
for

The receipt
obtained by

was

than

making this wonderful
James J. Peavy, while

remedy

living in

twelye

St

Parsons, Bangs

rrhe above Perfumes

vi mu

m v uu 1

TTTTVlTtTr

vv um

u£i

—

WITH

Skating,

by Absorption
o

PAD CO.’S REMEDIES.

Afternoons and Evenings,
until Spring Season,

18 IiEAVER

STREET,

Finally Ac-

be

Beyond the

Reads of

NEW YORK.

_dtf

uo29

Numberless Cases,

knowledged

have been

Medicine,

Saved under the Mild

A MOST DELIGHTFUL

Norwegian

PAR-

CELEBRATED
LOR SKATES,

PASTIME,

Which lias already become the leading fashionable
recreation throughout Europe and the principal cities of this country.
Competent Assistants will be in attendance every
day and evening and will give their personal attention to teaching the art to Ladies, Misses and Gen.
tlemen.
Holler Skating will be the Fashionable Recreation
during the Winter months.
The Managers desire that Parents will feel sure
that no injurious influences, are at all possible tor
their children while at the Hall, as the class of perand a
sons who visit this resort, are very
constant watch is kept over the skating surface and
skaters.
The skating surface will be under the direction of
Air. Eugene La lime, who so successfully manRink last winter,
aged the Worcester Holler
and will spare nothing to make this a lirst-class anu
a popular place for recreation.
Until further notice

Sessions and Prices Will Be
from 10 to 12 o’clock.
Admission 20

Cents.

from 2 to 4.45 o’clock.

Afternoon,

Admission 20 Cents.

from 7 1-2 to 10 o’clock.

Evening1,

COUGH REMEDY

as-

Use of Skates for an entire Session—15 cents.
ivenile Assemblies... If) cents.
For children at
Rent of Box in Cloak Boom. o cents.

Thompson & La lime,
MANAGERS.

dim

no27'

This tough Remedy is the best known
cure for loss of Voice, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis and all troubles affecting the
Throat and Lungs.
It instantly allays irritation and removes all Huskiuess and Dryness of the
throat and increases the power and flexibility of the Voice.

Corner Congress

& Preble

jHj

RflfllS!

all

kinds cut

rOBTLAND, ME.
Sale by all Druggists.

California,

measure and warranted
made or to order.

4,000 feet,

able;

being the

it

which the market
Information cheerfully given

same

upon

now stands.
committee, for three days.
L. TAYLOR, Chairman.
de22d3t

house
by the

Houses and House Lots for Sale
IN DEERING.
Apply

oclotf

The

Exchange St., Portland,

15

Growing Town of Deering

*ow
mipiuvcu. ns r»]uu gunviu uunug iuu
years demonstrates that Deering is a first-class
a suburban residence.
1 have for sale in
desirable locations several houses, built during the
late dull times when all material was cheap, which
I also have for
will be sold correspondingly low.
sale lands in various parts of the town which will be
sold in lots to suit, aud will furnish land and lumber on long time in easy payments, and will contract
to build houses ready for occupancy.
Any party desiring to buy, sell, let or hire any
suburban property will do well to give me a call.
CHARLES RICH,
lo Exchange Street.
delSeodtf
is

place for

«Alil)L¥EIi,
in Real Estate, Mining Slock*,
Mortgage*.—MONEY TO LOAN.

Exchange St.

^93

Situated

or

to increase insurance.

Pleasant

offered for sale

TERMS.

EASY

ON

Street,

Fine trees have been left on the lots, which will
ad greatly to their attraction. It is intended to
beautify this avenue with double rows of shade
tree
aud to make it the most beautiful site for suburban residences in the neighborhood of Portland.
ft. 8. (JARDINEB,
Apply to
C'cntennial Block.
oclTeodtf

$957,227.17

Surplus returned annually in reduction of prem-

iums

to

are now

PURELY MUTUAL.
Policies non-forfeit-

able by the rules of the company.
icies issued at Life Kates.

—

Cliuton Avenue,

on

Parallel

$6,611,080.31

Surplus, Mass. Standard,

a

Choicest House Lots

iu 1847.

Assets,

BLOCK

CENTENNIAL

PHILADELPHIA.

mcorporated

Endowment pol-

BUSINESS CARDS.

Without Spot
1

BY

or

Blemish

—

State
U

KAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

TRADE MARK

THE

GrentYRADE MARK

Parsons, Bangs & Co.

can

you

HTOCK.H

as

likely

OIL !

mercial St..

Urnoil Rt

Knstnn

Portland.

nod

27

Com.

se29d3m

riven;
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
Notice
herself the trust of Administratrix of the

that the
es-

upon
tate of

RUSSELL F. PERKINS, late of Portland,

Portland.
dtf

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased arc required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
ADA W. PERKINS, Adm'x.
del0dlaw3wW
Portland, Dec. G, 1879.

Dr." C,0\CHENBY.
DENTIST,
NI3DLE STREET,
V258

^<U_T_U-r Artificial teeth

Citizens’ Itliitcuil Relict Society.
Annual Meeting for choice of officers, &c
will be held on FRIDAY evening next, Dec. 26,
THE

2F»

is hereby

r

SNORRIS,

Exchange Street,

to

a full set.
Teeth filled,

Over II. H. Ha:
inserted, from one tooth

cleansed and extracted in the best
possible manner and at low prices.
Rr*i«teiice, ^4 Hign. corner Pleasant St.
no7
tf_

at 7Va o’clock.
The Directors meet in Reception Room half an
hour previous.
The proposition to :unpnd the By-Laws, will come
^
before this meeting.
Per Order,
M. N. RICH, Scc’y.
dec23d3t

HEALTH LIFT
237

Middle

ROOMS,
Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

C. .1. WHEELER,

J. M. G4URERT,

Newspaper Advertising Agent,

lm

T7WILDE,

ElftScS. I’fR'llRIlll. iWf.?
has had uuparallelled success in ALL Chronic Dis
eases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
or the last live years in Portland, as
is heir to,
Go and see for yourselves. Conmany will
sultation free. Patients from out of town can be
furnished with board at reduced rates, at the Hotel.
P. O. Address, BOX 1953, Portland, Me.
oc*24
toil

n«

flip SI.

testify.

nffloo 111 1.:.

noli

no20

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and bo exceeding
there is ONE that can CUKE all your diseases, or greatly modify your sufferings, without
the use of POISONOUS DKUGS.

glad that

Dr. R.

No Smell or Smoke
Absolutely Safe
Awarded Highest Prize at Fair of Massachusetts

ja22

Proprietor.
dt?

J. A.

Physician
Clairvoyant
attention

of suiferers of ALL
CHRONIC DISEASES, who have endured Pam and
Weakness for years, and have found the ORDINARY REMEDIES INEFFECTUAL, to try his system

Especially invites

of

cure

tho

Dr. Reed treats Patients with equal
distance. Can ho consulted personally
Charge for examination §1.

at

a

by letter.

& 1 to 9 p.m
between
Congreu
121
Center
St.,
Office,
sel5eod0m
and Free St.. Portland, Me.
Olliee Hours from 9 to 11

a.iu.

REMOVAL !

B. C.

JORDAN,

OC2

Alfred,

Maine.

__

No. 84 Commercial Street, Thomas Block,
TO

Lew

Dio Xjio-wIjs,

CEXTESNIAL BLOCK,

JOSIAH
no25

Try

Turkish Bloom

FOIC T1I1G COMP11EXIOX.
does not harden the skin but
It contains no whits
it soft and pliable.
Try it once and you will use no other.

preparation

FOR MALE BY ALL DBCCCISTS.
Depot 16‘/a Exchange St., Portland, Me.
dim
delO

H.

DRUMMOND.

JOSIAIi

St.

II. DRUMMOND. JR.

_dtf

Inventors!

Patents! Caveats!

Briggs,

1>2 Exchange Ml., Portland, Me.
All business with the Patent Office promptly exeoc3d3m
cuted.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
COn.TUN, Ollier No. IS I Middle
Street, Portland.

OF

delS_

CENTRAL WHARF.

_'ddw

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Mas,.
YVFMlm
delO

Cad.

€«!inscli©rs*at-Law,

CEO. C.

institution has opened under the (
happiest auspice*. Send for full circular to MEAD

keeps

Has removed to Clapp’s Bk^k, eor. Exchange and
Federal Sts., (over Loring’s „>rug Store), Portland.
Coiiiiuissioofr of Heeds for other States.
d3m
noil

Accountant aud Notary Public.

This

This

JAMES (KHOA'AEIJi,
Connsellor-at-Law,

03 Excliango

Horse Shoeing
By S. YOCNI3 &- CO., Prncticnl
Mhoem, 70 Pearl Street.

Horse

Heal Estate Agents.
Prescription Free. .Vor the rpeedy Cure of Seminal Weakness. Lo** ol Manhood, and all tusordera
brought on bv judtecret’em or excess. Auy Druggist
has the inurements. Address
v
DaVIDSON it CO., 7b Nassau St., N. Y*

eod&wly21

je4
VAULTS

(LUANED

A KD taken out at short notice, from §4 to $6 pe
cord or $3 per oad, bv addressing
A. LLBBY & GO., Portand P. 0.
nov24dtf

FOtC the

Including transfer

\VM.

A.

_

Book Binders.
QUINCY. Boom II,

\V. H.
er, 4

SHACKCOKD,

$8,00!
TICKETS

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Francisco,
AND—

Points South

Principal

ami

POINTS.

ABRANFJEMENT.
Commencing Sept. 29, IS79*
LEAVE PORTLAND: M.00

__

a. m.

trains to Burlington, via
'25Wells River and Montpelier, conncctffT.. —n
wjth through trains on Central
Vermont R. R. for St. Albans, Montreal and Ogdensburg; also through cars on this train for Mwnuton via St. Johnsbury and Vt. Div. P. & 0. line.
p. us.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations
—mixed train from Upper Bartlett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND:
10.55 a.m.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

Through

m.

p.

Burlington, Swant on, Ogdens-

—From

burg and the West.

J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
se27dtf
Portland, Sept. 2G. 1879.

BOSTON Sc MAINE RAILROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Monday. Oct.
Pnwcuger Train*
PORTLAND
LEAVE
gsFOB BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30,
nud

On

8.00

n.

in.

12.30, 3.30
5.00,

8.00 p.

Returnin'*

p. m.,

PORTLAND

MASONIC RELIEF ASSOCIATION

leave Boston at 7.30

a. in..

arriving at Portland at 12.10,

m.

For Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Beuch, Saco, Bidd«‘for<l, anil
Keunebiiuk at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45
p. m.
For Well*, No. Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Rochester, Farmington,
IV. H., Borer, IVew Market,
Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence, Andover, and
Lowell at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in.
For Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. in.; (via Now Market Junction) at
3.30 p. m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebunk for Portland at
7.10, arrives at Portland at 8.07.
The 1.00 p. m. Trains connect with Sound Line
Steamer* for IVew York.
The 3.30 p. m. trains make connections with
New Yrork all rail.
Through Tickets to all Points South and
We*t at lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Statiou, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer i^ar
tion.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at A lien V
L'iiion Ticket Office, 38 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen- Agent, Portland.

ocll__dtf_
Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
On and after MONDAY, Oct. 13tb,
1879, passenger trains will leave
Portland as follows:
a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
7.45 a. m. Mixed for Gorham.
12.40 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.

7.10

1.30 p.m. for Gorham, Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and West.
5.10 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
from
Gorham connect with this train at
Passengers
Lewiston Junction.
from
12.35 p. m.
Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.35 p. ra. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.20 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
G p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

PASSENGER OFFICES:

74 EXCHANGE STREET
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDI A ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati. Si, Louis, Omaha, Saginaw', St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Frnnei*eo,

Annual

mm

of this

EVENING, Dec. 24th,

at the office of the
A full atStreet.
Per order.
dc22d3tALBKO E. CHASE, Sec’y.

Association,

No. 85

Exchange

tendance is desirable.

Ocean Insurance

Comp’y

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office
of said Company, in Portland, on Monday, the 5th
day of January, A. D. 1880, at 3 o’clock p. iu. for
the purpose of choosing seveu Directors for the ensuing vear and for the transaction of any other business tliat may then be legally acted upon.
R. O. CONANT, Sec’v.
#
del3dtd
Dec. 13, 1879.

THE

Notice.
Proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
notified
that their Annual Meeting will
hereby

THE

bo holdeu at the office of the Clerk on said wharf on
Tuesday, the (>th day of January, 1880, at 2 p. m.
to act on the
articles, viz:
1 st—To choose a President.
2d—To choose a Clerk and other officers for the ensuing year.
3d—To act on other business that may come before
A. K. SHURTLKFF, Clerk.
them.
Portland, Dec. 22,

following

1879._de22td_
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

stockholders of the Merchants National
notified that their
Bank of Portland are
annual meeting for the choice of directors for the
ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may legally be brought before them will be
held at the Bank on TUESDAY, Jan. 13, 1880, at
CHAS. PA*SON, Cashier.
10 o’clock A. M.
de9dtd
Portland, Dec. 9, 1879.

THE

hereby

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.
Annual Meeting of tho Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them will be held
at their Banking House on Tuesday, the 13th day
of January, 1880, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WM. A. W1NS1IIP, Cashier.
dlldtd
Portland, Dec. 10, 1879.

THE

Shareholders of the National Traders Bank
of Portland are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room, on
Tuesday, the 13th day of January next, at 3 o’clock
p, m., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year
and to act on any other business that may legally
come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Dec. 12, 1879.de!2td

THE

CANAL NATIONAL BANK
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of “The
Canal National Bank of Portland’’ for the
election of seven Directors and for the tninsaction
ctf any other business that may legally come before
them will be held at their banking house on TUESDAY, the 13th day of Jan.,1880, at 11 o’clock a. m.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Dec. 12, 1879.
de!2td

THE

CUMBERLAND NATIONAL HAN K
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
JL Cumberland National Bank of Portland will
be held at their banking rooms on TUESDAY, the
13th day of January, 1880. at 10 o’clock A. M..
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and
the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them.
WM. II. SOULE, Cashier.
deI3dtd
Portland, Dec, 12th, 1879.

rpHE

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland,

ss.

December 17, A. D. 1879.
notice that on the third

givo
THIS
day of December, A. 1). 1879,
is

solvency

to

was

a Warrant in Inissued out of the Court of Insolvency

County of Cumberland, against the estate of
FRELIEN A. PRIDE, of Portland,
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor

for said

in
bis own petition, which petition was filed on the
third day of I>ecember, A. D. 1879, to which date
interest ou claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of any property by
him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be liolden at the Probate Court room in said
Portland. on MONDAY, the fifth dav of Januarv.
A. l>. 1880, at ten o clock in the forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
on

and all points in the
Heal

Association for the
on WEDNES-

officers will be held
THEelection ofMeeting
DAY

after

1M?9,

janlSatf

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Ogdensburg,
WESTERN

Sup’t B. & M. R. R..
Transportation E. K.

JAS. T. FURBER, General
D. W. SANBORN, Master
i\.

Burlington, Vt..
Montreal,

cumiiit van

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
\V. J SPICER, Superintendent.

dtf

oclC

Maine Central
MONDAY,

OCT.

_de!7&24

"state

13, 1879.

PaxMenger Train* leave Portland for Ban*
gor, Dexter, Bclfn*t anil Watcrville at
12.30, 12.35, and 11.15 P. 51.
For Mkowheguti at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.15 p. m.
For AugUNta, llallowcll, tJnrdiuii' mid
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.35, 5.10 and 11.15
p. m.
For Stockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. R., and for JLcwiwtou and Farmington
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. iu.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. 12.35 and 5.1 0 {>. m.
For Furmiutfton, llouuioutb, Winthrop,
Iteadfield, We*t Watcrville and Waterviile via Lewiston at 12.30 p. jh.

For Lewiston and Auburn.
PaMMcngcr Train* leave at 12.30 and 5.05 p.

m.

The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. alco has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junction with a mixed train for l.cwi*tou, Auburn,
Wiulhrop aud Watcrville. The 11.15 p. m.
is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached; making close connection at Bangor
for all stations on tip Bangor & Piscataquis K. It.
the E. & N. A. Railway, and for wt. John
aud Halifax, Houitou, Wood*tock, Si.
Andrew*, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Fort
Pziirlicld, and Furiboii.
Pn**cu«cr Train* arrive in Portland a*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. iu. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Bflifoak skowhe^an, Farmington, K.s L. K. RL
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.52
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
ami Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.
PA VSON TUCKER, Sup’t
Portland. Oct. 11, 1871).

Rnmford Falls & BucKfield
HAI1.£10AX5.
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 0.40 a. m.
Leave Mechanic Falls 7 a. ra., 3.15
p. m.; Portland at 1.30 p. m.; Lewia——“-ton at 2 p. m.
WASHBURN, Jk., President.

No. 33 PInui

oclotf

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed

my24dly

cord,

63

load.

per
$C per
AT Orders§4 romptly
attended to by calling
from

Street.

TO

PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.

MOUNTAIN,

Portland Oct. 13.1871).

OHLERi Sewing Machine RepairMarie’s Termer, in the Rear of 21PJ

Congress

carriage,

above,

Trains leave Poitlanrt, Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.45 a. m.. 1 and 3.30 p. in.; via Eastern B. R. at
2.00, 8.45 a.n». 1 p.rn. connecting with all rail lines.

addressing
c2dlf

to

or

All
on or

It. GIBSON,
088 Congress St.

of maiae.

December 17, A.D. 1879.
givo notice, that on the tenth
December, A.D. 1879, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Nathan Cleaves, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
EDWARD W. HODGSON, of Portland,
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
on his own petition, which petition was filed on
the tenth day of December, A.
D. 1879, to

Cumberland,
mills is
I day of

ss.

to

»

which date interest on claims is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at the Probate Courtroom in saiu
Portland, on MONDAY, the fifth day of January, A. I>. 1880, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

_dc!7&24

_

BANKBI PTC’Y

District Court of the
In the matter

IN
United States, District of Maine.
of John
—

Kinsman, Bankrupt.

This is to give notice that a petition has Dccn presented to the Court this Ninth day of December,
by John Kinsman of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be haa
upon the same, on the Second day of February, A. D.
1880, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District once a week
for three successive weeks, and once in the weekly
Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
lays at least before tnc day of hearing, anfi that all
•reditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
md show cause if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
lawdw »V&wlw50

Printer.’

Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

SMALL &
Street.

LINES,
Boston in

across
as

For Mai;* nt Office* in Depot* on Coiunirr
einl Mtrecf. umi at Allen’* Union Fa.**enger Office, tiS Exchange Ml.

—

_

PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

JOHN C.
Street.

11A 9L

ALL

All

RAILROAD.

THE

(FOB THE CUBE OF INVALIDS) at Arlington Height*, eight mile* from Boston.

VIA

West,

REMOVAL.

42

REMOVED EROM

'll*

ocl3

dtf

Counsellor-at-Laiv and Patent Solicitor.

HAVE

TO NEW YORK

#

dec5

Herbert G.

DECK PLANK.

Car Timber and Flow Beam*, Treenail*,
Treenail Wedges and Planking Wedges,
Piuc and Hemlock Building Liiii)ber, Box Boards, Mhinglc* &c.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agont.
SANBOliN, Master Transportation.

ilUllllHCSI,

HILL and other MINING STOCKS.
93 Exchange St., Centennial Week.

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

DRV PIKE,

STROUT,

PURELY YECET.VBLE MEDICINES.
success
or

Providence and. Norwich Lines,

I). W.

dim

hy

__d3m*

Oak

REED,

Maine.

Mining Stock Broker.
Dealer in ACTON, PORTLAND
ACTON, ATLANTIC, MINERAL

Flesh is the Blood thereof.—Lev

For tlie Life of all
xvn. 14.

DR. JE. M.

5* It E.TIE IM

Charitable Mechanics Association, 1878.

Grant Silver,
Acton Silver.

22

de4dlm

Me.
St., Portland,1 awW

R

Douglass Copper,

JOHN

O El.

Portland, Dec. 4, 1871).

buy

Atlantic Copper,
Blue Hill Coppe

IE* <3

23

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

Exchange St.,

Portland,
dec2
tude, Pain

a large stock of
Cut, Chewing «ud ttinolcing
Tobacco, Pipes, and Smokers’ Articles,
o a lot of
which I will sell at the lowest prices.
Cigars from the old stock, which I bought at a large
to
sell
at aucI
shall
continue
and
which
discount,
tion prices.

LINES,
$4.00 !

—AND—

No. 30

in the Back, Dimness of Vision, PremaOld Age, and many other Diseases that lead tc
Crave.
Insanity or Consumption and a Prematurowhich
we
jgp* Full particulars in our pamphlet,
G3jr“ The
desire to send free by mail to every one.
at
all
$1
per
is
sold
Medicine
druggists
by
Specific
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing
THE CRAY MEDICINE CO..
No. 3 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
Sold in Portland by all Druggists and by
no> x uotwxy
Druggists Everywhere.

at

Me.

SNOW,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

ture

also for Sale

Assayer.

DAVID W.

Exchange Sts.,

Fine

AND

—

All work done in the most exact manner at the
de22dlw*
Lowest Possible Rates.

under the United States Hotel to the Store
formerly occupied by H. L. Watts,

Plug,

CHEMIST

Grccly Institute, Cumberland Center,

nol4J_eod&wly

The Natural Magnetic Physician,

MAINE
MININ€4
to pay dividends as any of our
Western mines. Buy on the low markets and get
the rise. I have for sale the following
When

HiTCHINGS,

ANALYTICAL

ME.

d3m

I have

ELLIS'S SPAVIN CURE.

se2

K.

S.

20© 3MCic3Lca.l© St.,

Nevada and New Mexico

Congress St.
^_dtf

Washington Jinildiug, Providence, K. 1,

AUSTIN,

PORTLAND,

to nil point* Month an*.
lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office. Com
mercial street, and at the Union Ticket Office, F.
A. Waldron, Agt., 40 Exchange street.
Pullman Far Ticket* lor Meat* and
Berth* *o!d at Depot Ticket Oflice.

a place of resiby steam and horse

the churches are
aro excellent,
the streets are finely located for
are
built
as property
good sidewalks

H

FALL RIVER OR
STONING TON

Through ticket*

Weil

as

access

—A

and 11 p.m.

G

Me.

x1 Isl

—VIA—

Bangor)

tions.

CHARLES RIC H,

to

CENTER DEERING,

LIFE INSURANCE CO'Y

CURED,

CENTENNIAL.

oc4dtf

to lit.

MOTLEY BLOCK, ROOM 2,

PROMPTLY

MINING STOCKS

and

flannels ready
Ladies' and children’s Stocking Supporters.

del7

ing

Maine and New Hampshire,

CO.,

WHY 5iMVEST IN

made.

Patterns cut from

No. 507 1-2

Co.,

The Penn Mutual
OF

Daily except Mondays, (Night Express
for Saco, Biddetord, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special
Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy
in Portland at 9 p. m. and will be attached to this
train. Passengers have a full night’s rest and ai
rive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in setison for all morn
ing trains South and West.
8.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
m.
way stations, arriving at 1.30 p.
I n. .is. Dailv except Sundays. Express train with
oudPullman Parlor Car for saco, maaeiora,
mouth, Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p.m. in Season for Sound and Kail
connections South and West.
For Portland, leave Uontois,
7.30 a. m. 12.30 and 7 p. in., arriving at 12.10, 5
from

bounded

and

the

lot of Land owned

ITc:

PsJ <erw

in.

a.

FAFF.

City
by
THE
by Market, Milk and Silver Streets, containall front land and very desirabout

-Tt—

Train** Leave Portland
a

AND

FOR SALE ?

TICKETS

$6,00 !

codtf

de22

GENERAL AGENT FOR

HOLMAN LIVER PAD

Streets,

Mary E. Fairweather’s
Gouldsboro’ Silver,
DRESS REFORM ROOMS,
Cherryfield Silver,
507 1-2 CONUREM STREET.
or

on

--IN

Address,

117 & 119 Middle

MAINE MINING STOCKS:

basted,

<le20

Cor. of Middle &

4.45 P. M

all occasions cxcepi special

of

Figures

Tie.
Sts., Portland, dlw

Cor. Congress end Preble

Where I am prepared to meet all of my old customers and many new ones, and will furnish them
with the choicest brands of Foreign and Domestic

For

From 10 to 12 o’clock A. M., 2 to
Admission IO CcuH.

Undergarments

A ACRES of Land with Saloon Building,
Sheds and Ice. Houses,—the best hotel
the “Point.” For particulars address
LOCK BOX 1105, Lewiston, Me.

)flL"t4:

site

EXCURSIONS.
_

Including transfers across Boston in any carriage
stationed at the depots. Trains leaving Portland at
1.00 P. M. connect with Sound lines.

WHITE
Me.

Harpswell,

Train leaves Graiul Trunk Depot at 1 p
Preble St. Station at 1.15 p. m.
at New London same evening with the
ast steamers of the Norwich Line arriving at New
fork next morning at 0 a. in.
Tickers, state Rooms and Seats in Drawii g
loom Cars secured in advance at Rollins & Adams,
12 Exchange Street, and at the Depots.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
ocl3tf
J. Al. LENT. Supt

Express

Connecting

1870.

18,

October

S A E. E

F O IB

well situated,

DRUGGISTS,

From

SESSIONS,

SATURDAY,

Ladies’

been

—

a.,

aupt.

Railroad,

—

cars.

niDMO V ED

Proprietors,

DRESS

good

1 “J having

attractions

OF

F. T. Meaher &

no21

In justice to patrons, children under 12 years of
age will not be allowed on the skating surface, except at the

on

offer at Low

3. M. LL NT.

ESTATE.

many
OFFERS
dence, and is of easy
The schools

CELLULOID SETS,

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED

F. T. JIEAHER & CO.

Tickets good

LINE

ELEGANT

we

a

on

French Roof
garden, 100

Dealer

117 and 119 Middle St., Portland, Me

One Admission 35 Cents; Five Tickets, $3.00.
Subscription Tickets, 25 Admissions, $5.00.

JUVENILE

purchased by the

AND A GENERAL VARIETY OF

A. M.

Skating

Ladies and escort.

thorough drainage,

REAL

UP !

CENTS

rooms,

tt

Actiosi of

these Remedies Alone.

select^

For

be

can

or

seSdtf

—

PL Villi* TOUT’S

Moriliug,

10

TOILET ARTICLES,

Net

to

Bottles and Boxes,
prices varying according to quality,

proof vault,

laonse to Let at WoodfordS.
pleasantly located ami desirable rent

:

up in handsome

Fire

by

AND

—

FALL AiVD WIKTEB SCHEDIILE.

Dances, Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 161 Commercial St., or JA.S. A. WHIToc7dtf
NEY, 17S Middle St.

Choice Russia Leather Goods, &e.r &c.

r

•)

at

AN

HOLMAN

Forenoons,

For Parlor

Cure

Offices in Merchants’ Bank Building vacated

Congress HallSFS

171 Fore Street.

Iir addition to above Stock of Perfumes

AGENTS.

GENERAL

To he JLet.

drainage, and

117 AND 119 MIDDLE STREET

Without Dosing—The Better Way.

i,

variously put

FROM

Co.,

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
B
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
All Diseases Arising
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled Most Effectual Remedy for
Malaria or a Disordered Stomach or Liver,
from
have
distillation
alcoholic
by any other
all the disand it is a.well-known fact that
insured for it the reputation of salubrity eases that attack the human bodynearly
can bo traced diclaimed for it. For sale by all Druggists rected or indirectly to those two organs.
It is known by actual experience that there is no
and Grocers.
disease that attacks the youth or adult of both
sexes that can even be modified by the use of drugs,
but that can be acted on in a far more satisfactory
and permanent manner by the HOLMAN LIVER

A A 17

are

ounce

DRUGGIST'S,

WHOLESALE

oc21_tf

/■*

Boquet, Boquet Caroline, Carnation Pink,
Frangipanni, Heliotrope, Honeysuckle, Jasmine,
Jockey Club, Magnolia, Marechale, Wild Bose,
Edenia, Toledo, Millefleur, Moss Bose, Masseline,
New Mown Hay, Night Blooming Ccreus, Ocean Spray,
Orange Blossoms, Persian Boquet, Pond Lily,
Bondletia, White Bose, Geranium, Spring Flowers,
Stephanotis, Sweet Brier, Tea Bose, Tube Bose,
Upper Ten, Violet, West End, White Lilac,
Wood Violet, Musk, Viang Viang, Wild Olive,
Alisma, Double Diamond, Patchouly, Carnation,
Cashmere Boquet, Queen of Scots, Ac., Ac., Ac.

years.
Mr. Peavy. at that time, was suffering from catarrh, and with many doubts as to the curative
properties of this remedy, lie compounded a small
quantity, and began to use as directed. To his surprise aiid joy he found relief after the first trial,
and in a short time he was entirely cured.
Mr. Peavy afterwards put this remedy up in small
quantities and sold and gave it away to his friends;
hut not until recently has he consented to have it
prepared and thoroughly introduced to the world.
It is a sure relief and cure for Catarrh in its worst
forms.
One trial of the remedy is its best testimonial.
Sure relief is within the reach of all who are willing
to give it a single trial.
It is harmless, convenient to take at any time,
and its good effects are sure to bo felt as soon as
the remedy Is applied.
This is entirely different from any other snuff
on the market, as every
particle is dissolved as
soon as it comes in contact with the delicate membranous coatings that line the nasal passages, acting
as it does directly upon the mucous membrane.
Do not delay another day, but send 35 cents and
obtain a sample box by return mail.
GS^For sale by all Druggists.
more
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the horse cars. Inquire of
WARREN SPARROW, 191 Middle St.,
or at his residence in Deering.
jelltf

Ess.

A Disagreeable Disease Avoided
and Cured by its Use.
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To h«t.
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and Stable situated on Ocean St., Woodford's. Inquire of J. II. READ, Ocean St.
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Clifton st. containing 7
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for Worcester
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and
leave Union Depot, Worcester, at
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Ayer June.,
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and
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For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.00 p.m.
For Rochester, Spring*ale, Allred, Water boro and Saco River. Leave Grand Trunk
Depot at 7.*JO a. m. aiul 1.00 p. m.; leave
Preble St. Station at 7.40 a. m., 1.85 p. m.,
and mixed) at 6.4,* p. m. Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. 11.05 a. m., and
3.40 p. m.; arriving at Portland (mixed) 0.35 a.
in., 1.15 p. m. and 0.00 p. m.
For €-orh:iiu,
Saccarappa. Cambcrlaad
Westbrook and Woodford’*.
Mills,
Leave Grand Trunk Depot at 7.20 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.; leave Preble St. at 7.40 u. m.,
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change
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To Tet for Six Months.

SMOKE ! WATER I

desdim_So.

Important Discovery ! !

A 0

I

SCHNAPPS.

the
firm name of S. W. LARRABEE & SON is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business
of the late firm will be settled bv the senior partner.
S. W, LARRABEE & SON.

T1TTTVOTT

w

store of Edmund
Rooms over the
Dana. Jr. These rooms will be let at a reduced
rate for G months. JONAS W. CLARK, 554 Va Con
no5dtf
gress St.

SISK.

PORTLAND, ME.,

ATiTUT

FURNISHED ROOM for

V

WINTER ARRAN€2EMENT.
_On and after Monday, Dec. 15,
Passenger Trains will leave
Trunk Depot, Port-

T0

$4.50

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

furnished.
The owner desires to board with tenant and
would make favorable terms to a small family.
E. C. T.,
Enquire of
Third Floor, 184 Middle Street.
novlSdtf

CHANCE.

eod&wlm

GOOD CHEER TO THE AFFLICTED !

address, J’ I.
the yellow
wrapper in watermark which is seen by
holding the paper before the light.
Price $1.50 per Bottle, six for $7.50.
Sold by all Druggists.

Notice.
copartnership heretofore existing under

The Managers take pleasure in announcing that
LANCASTER HALL has been re-modelled, repainted, as well as thoroughly cleansed, and will he

‘'in

IF^oiro Street.

FIRE !

Hostetter’s

decl

results:

naam Aromatic

November 27, 1879.

3_d2
To Let.

del

This stock must be sold by December 31st, regardless of cost. All
Wool Coats $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00. $4.50, $5.00. These coats
All Wool Suits $6.00, $6.,»0, $7.»0
cost twice the money to make.
Vests
$8.50. This is a choice bargain in Suits. All Wool Coats and
for about one-half what they cost elsewhere. Overcoats $3.75, $6.00,
Shirts
$7.50 and $8.50. If you want an Overcoat call and see them.
and Drawers 25, 50 and 62 1-2 cents. Cine White Shirts $1.00; cheap
for $2.00.
Please bear in mind that this will be your last chance to buy ClothDecember 31.
ing at these prices, as this stock must be closed out by

strengthened.

Look out for the name and

"E~T A ~W~ ,T

m.

JAMES I>. FESSENDEN,

to

Portland,

g:e>

Mo.

FELLOWS, St. John, N. B.,

OPENING,
RollerSkating1

money.

Great closing out sale of tlie balance of the Stock of Clothing tha
was recently Damaged by smoke and water at

Do not be deceived by remedies bearing a
similar name, no other preparation is a substitute for this under any circumstances.

The Lumber business will be continued by the
undersigned at the old stand, No. 194 Commercial
S. W. LARRABEE.
Street.
delOdlw
Portland, Dec. 17, 1879.

save

LAST

Asthma, Loss of Voice, Neuralgia, St. Vitus Dance, Epileptic Fits, Whooping Cough, Nervousness, and is a most wonderful adjunct to other remedies in sustaining life during the process of Diptheria.

THE

5 p.

2

use

and

fore

MODERN

It cures

"copartnership.

Mo.

St.

a. m

locate
to C. A.
be-

Parlors, dining room, kitchen and wardroom
first floor, three chambers, one bath room on
second floor, and one of three rooms on third floor

By increasing Nervous and Muscular
Vigor, it will cure Dyspepsia, feeble or interrupted action of the Heart and Palpitation, Weakness of Intellect eaused by grief,
weary, overtax or irregular habits, Bronchitis, Acute or Chronic, Congestion of the
Lungs, even in the most alarming stages.

dly

once

Furnished House To Let.

It will displace or wash out tuberculous
matter, and thus cure Consumption.

ap3Q_

at

on

ing

CSj^Commended

books

for the easiest
Also a few men to

to
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tween 10 and 12
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and toning the other, it is capable of effect-

from Grape Cream of Tartar
Housekeeper’s favorite in leading cities of the world.
No other preparation makes such light, flaky hot
breads, or luxurious pastry. Can be eaten by dyspeptics without fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indigestible food.
for purity and wholesomeness by
the Government Chemist, Dr. Mott.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., N-w Y’ork.

ALL

at

checked at once, and for this purpose nothing
equals Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. Price 25 cts.

upon

S Absolutely pure—made

to know that Syrup of Cedron is sure to
cure Coughs. Colds, Croup, lironcliitis, Sore
Throat, and all the diseases of the Throat, Chest,
and Lungs. No disapointment. It beats any remedy ever tried. All druggists sell it.
d&w2m
oc27

j

< ,NLV

7.30_a.

n

a

stream.

WANTED.

We have now on hand one of the Largest
and best assortments of Furniture ever shown
Wanted!.
manpurchase EDGEMOGGIN SILVER MINE
was
all
furniture
of
stock
This
in Maine.
TO STOCK. Apply 50 EXCHANGE STREET.
deltldtf
the
advance
us
before
ufactured and bought by
Wanted.
offered
selling
in prices, and until we have to put in a new C-iAN Y’ASSEUS
train and
agents.
agents, heart/ commissions. Apply
Call
Portland
Exchange
Stock we shall sell at former prices. We wish
dcOtf
and and
the Public to understand we shall allow no
TO LET.
Dealer in New England to undersell us under
To Lei.
Please give us a call beany circumstances.
at Deci-mg Point. Apply
II-

.....

Apropos of this last item is
occurred
an incident which

lltf

delO_

OF

morning

home.

Two first-class SALESMEN who can
command Rood trade to sell Groceries
and Flour in Maine.
Address Box 1014, Portland, Me.

STOCK

IMMENSE

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

WANTS._
Portland and Worcester Line
WANTED.

miscellaneous.__

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

WINTHROP.

J

^profits

on

SOdavp’

investmentof^j 1

October 18. Proportional returns every week on
*30.- 8100,
3300.
stoi'k Options ot 8**0,
Official Reports and Circulars free. Ad<lresa
r. PUTTER WIGHT & CO.. Bankers, 35 Wall St
N. Y.
mhlldly
—

—
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